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ABSTRACT

Academic libraries operate in a fluid environment, where they must provide, and demonstrate that they provide, a high quality service that is focussed on customers’ needs. It is broadly accepted that the way to provide a high quality service responsive to customers’ needs is to have a culture of quality that underpins all the organisation’s efforts, i.e. TQM. The literature on how to improve the service quality of libraries in particular, and organisations in general, is extensive and varied. But it is not informative to practitioners who wish to know what to do to improve the quality culture of their library. The literature provides many examples of what a high quality organisation looks like, and, by inference, what a low quality organisation looks like. However, anyone who has worked in an organisation knows that quality culture is not binary but is instead a developmental process. This disconnection between the published research and known practice has led libraries to avoid attempts to measure, and therefore improve, their culture of quality.

The purpose of this research is to facilitate engagement by directors of academic libraries with issues of quality culture. This is achieved by producing a new representation of the concept of quality culture, the Quality Maturity Model. The QMM enables library directors to assess their location on a roadmap to a culture of quality, guides them as to the next step forwards, enables them to measure their progress over time, and enables them to compare themselves to others and so learn from best practice.

The characteristics of the research problem suggest the use of Design Science Research as the most appropriate research paradigm. This is a novel paradigm for library and information science research; one that has the potential to bridge the research-practice gap prevalent in this field. Design Science is iterative, creative and evaluative in the process of devising useful artefacts to attain specified goals. This research applies the Design Science Research Methodology (Peffers et al., 2008) as a framework and uses interpretive synthesis and grounded theory methods to create the Quality Maturity Model consistent with both theory and practice. Practice was identified via interviews with a cross-section of staff at ten academic library and information services in the UK.

The QMM delineates 40 elements of quality culture, grouped into eight facets: Management of the organisation; environmental sensing; learning organisation attributes; attitude to change; attitude to quality; leadership; investment in staff; and alignment. The QMM has five maturity levels describing the progression from low quality maturity to high quality maturity for each of the elements. As a companion to the QMM, this research applied standard survey design methods to develop the Quality Culture Assessment Instrument. The QCAI enables library directors to self-assess the location of their library on the QMM using feedback from their library staff. The QMM rubric then enables library directors to identify what the next level of maturity looks like for each element.

The evaluation of these artefacts demonstrates that they fulfil the aims of this research: changed the representation of quality culture and so promote engagement with such issues by academic library directors.
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION

“Our thinking creates problems that the same type of thinking will not solve.”

Albert Einstein

The author of this thesis is a qualified librarian working in an academic library. Known to be interested in issues of quality in libraries, the Director of the Library asked the author “What do I need to do to improve the quality of the Library?” The research documented in this thesis attempts to answer this question.

This chapter introduces the research and sets out the structure of the rest of the thesis. Section 1.1 introduces the domain of the research and provides an overview of the problem space and to whom the problem is relevant. Section 1.2 states the aims and objectives of this research. Section 1.3 introduces the research design used to address these aims and objectives. Finally, Section 1.4 shows how this thesis is arranged in order to demonstrate how the research addresses these aims and objectives. The chapter is summarised in Section 1.5.

1.1 Problem Identification and Motivation

Currently, academic libraries in the UK are facing a period of retrenchment, as summarised in a recent report:

“After a decade of growth in budgets and services, librarians now expect a sustained period of cuts. … they cannot achieve this simply by achieving more of the kinds of efficiency savings they have made over the last decade; there is not enough fat to cut anymore. Rather, they will have to look radically at the kinds of levels of service that they can provide in support of their universities’ missions.” (Research Information Network and SCONUL, 2010, p.7)

This is not a novel situation; in the 1990s the Internet and the increased availability of online services were touted as the death knell for academic libraries (Sapp & Gilmour, 2003). As a consequence, libraries turned to performance measurement to try to demonstrate their quality and impact, driven by a desire to develop the tools to assess themselves rather than have inappropriate tools imposed upon them (Durrance & Fisher-Pettigrew, 2002).
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Libraries have a long history of measuring their performance (Goodall, 1988). The failure of existing methods to address the need for quality assessment prompted some in the literature (e.g. Brockman, 1992; Shaughnessy, 1993; Brophy & Coulling, 1996; St. Clair, 1997) to advocate looking towards industry and the private sector for new performance measurement techniques, such as benchmarking (Shaughnessy, 1993; Cheetham, 1993; Town, 1995; Kinnell & Garrod, 1995; Town, 2000a; Town 2000b) the Balanced Scorecard (Pienaar & Penzhorn, 2000; Poll, 2001; Willis, 2004), customer relationship management (Roberts & Rowley, 2004), and customer value discovery (McKnight, 2009). The following decade, the literature documents academic libraries investigating approaches to measuring impact (Markless & Streatfield, 2006); Poll & Payne, 2006; Rubin, 2006). Later in that decade, the literature turned to methods of demonstrating the value of academic libraries (Oakleaf, 2010) and, most recently, worth (Town & Kyrillidou, 2013).

A note about terminology: some in the literature use quality, impact, value and worth interchangeably, with indistinguishable meanings. However, in the above context they have distinct, albeit inter-related, definitions. Quality is the ability to perform satisfactorily in service and the suitability for its intended purpose (Juran, 1988). Impact is the effect a library has on individuals who interact with it and its services (Markless & Streatfield, 2006). Value is an indication of the importance of an academic library to stakeholders and can be defined in a variety of ways, including use, return-on-investment, production of a commodity, impact, and competing alternatives (Oakleaf, 2010). Worth is the importance of an academic library to an institution or society and is transcendent - the impact demonstrated must be beyond the library and immediate satisfaction, needs or demands, through contribution to less concrete aspects of institutional or societal intent (Town & Kyrillidou, 2013).

Despite the consistent entreaties in the literature of the need to measure library performance in a manner that accurately describes their importance and effectiveness, most academic libraries have stuck with the easy-to-measure input, process and output measures, with the frequent, but not universal, addition of user satisfaction surveys. Indeed, the standard set of statistics collected by
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SCONUL in the UK has remained broadly the same over the last 15 years, with no measures that relate directly to the users’ experience. Some academic libraries have made the leap to trying to assess quality and impact. However, these efforts tend to be made by the pro-active few – the same libraries and library directors repeatedly striving for improvement in performance measurement.

Measurement of the quality of an organisation is not just the first step on the road to measuring the impact, value and worth of the library; there is a qualitative difference between these measures. Assessment of impact, value and worth are externally focussed, designed to answer calls from policymakers and the public for accountability. The measurement of quality is an internally focussed tool for improvement. The advocates of quality measurement techniques argue that they improve the quality processes of the organisation that applies them by creating a culture change and so transforming the organisation into a customer-focussed learning organisation (Atkinson, 1990; Karlof & Ostblom, 1993; Beckford, 1998). This approach, known in the management literature as Total Quality Management (TQM) is vital in challenging times such as those currently faced by libraries, when only a customer-focussed learning organisation will be able to determine what services are necessary to ensure the library’s critical contribution to the university’s mission, and to deliver them.

Despite its apparent relevance, the TQM approach has not been universally welcomed, or universally applied in the LIS sector. Many in the sector seem reluctant to implement any sort of management theory, wary of the vocabulary of management, the level of commitment required, the long-term nature of the process, and fears about devaluing professionalism (Jurow & Barnard, 1993); or feeling that techniques imported from the private sector do not sit well with the mission of higher education and academic libraries (Oakleaf, 2010).

As has been described above, there is a discrepancy between what is advocated in the literature by the few, and what is applied in practice by the many. Kinnell & Garrod (1995) attribute this to the lack of utility of models in the literature. One of the difficulties library directors face is the lack of clear guidance from the literature.
as to the nature of ‘quality’. Gurus such as Crosby, Deming and Juran argue that the elements of TQM are universally applicable. However, “even the critical elements or factors that constitute TQM are not completely agreed upon.” (Sila & Ebrahimpour, 2002, p.903). There is no single framework depicting the individual elements that underlie a quality culture. In fact there are very few frameworks in the literature at all. The most complete – the Malcolm Baldridge National Quality Award (U.S.) / EFQM Excellence Model (Europe) – are only available upon payment of a consultancy fee. What the literature does contain are many and varied descriptions of what a ‘learning organisation’ or ‘TQM organisation’ or ‘high quality’ or ‘successful organisation’ looks like. Library directors do not have time to undertake a thorough literature review, and choosing a single approach to follow produces an incomplete view of ‘quality’.

A second difficulty is the lack of a framework to measure an individual library’s progress in implementing quality management processes. The lack of such an instrument compounds the difficulties library directors face in trying to implement improvement techniques that require long-term investment in order to be successful. If such a framework did exist, by quantifying the hitherto unquantifiable it may promote engagement with quality management beyond the existing few. The TQM literature (e.g. Feigenbaum, 1961; Deming, 1986; Juran, 1988) implies that the development of a culture of quality is binary – you either have it, or you don’t. However, the researcher’s experience in practice suggests that this is not the case; development of a culture of quality is a journey of continuous improvement not just in quality processes, but in the quality of quality processes (meta-quality).

Such a framework may also precipitate a change of attitude about the abundance of quality improvement techniques. Some literature (Kinnell & Garrod, 1995; Wilson, 2004) suggests that benchmarking is only beneficial to libraries that already have a well-developed quality culture. If different techniques are viewed not as evidence of the fecundity of management theories, but instead as an evolutionary path with different techniques appropriate at different levels of meta-quality, then it would be easier for a library to select the most appropriate technique for their situation. At the moment the library sector looks to the private
sector and views all techniques as equal (with some, of course, being ‘the latest thing’). If it were demonstrated that this was not the case, it may result in a better fit between the library and the quality improvement technique chosen, and therefore an actual improvement in quality.

This review of the research domain demonstrates the problem with the issue of quality culture in LIS, namely that the existing literature lacks utility, enabling only the enthusiastic few to engage with it. The literature presents quality as an opaque concept, impenetrable by LIS practitioners. Furthermore, the lack of an available framework for measuring progress towards a culture of TQM may lead those who are enthusiastic to view instructions in the literature as all-or-nothing, and so set themselves up to fail when those who are at the beginning of their journey of improving meta-quality try to run before they can walk. Existing practice shows that libraries find it difficult to engage with measures that are amorphous and hard to produce metrics for (such as impact, value and worth), consistently preferring ease of measurement over improvement in performance. This demonstrates that utility is the key success criteria in applying management techniques to LIS. However, if these difficulties can be overcome, there is the potential for all libraries to engage with the issues of quality culture, to make use of appropriate existing quality improvement techniques to improve the quality of their service to users, and therefore survive as a crucial pillar supporting the organisation’s mission.

1.2 Aims and Objectives
The aim of this research is to produce a new representation of the concept of quality culture, which facilitates engagement by directors of academic libraries through its utility. In particular the new representation will enable the director of any academic library to assess their location on a roadmap to a culture of quality, to guide them as to the next step forwards, to enable them to measure their progress over time, and to enable them to compare themselves to others and so learn from each other.

In furtherance of this aim, the objectives of this research are to:

1. Develop and characterise a model of the evolution of a culture of quality.
2. Produce an instrument to enable an academic library to self-assess their quality maturity level.

3. Evaluate the research in order to demonstrate that the artefacts produced have helped directors of academic libraries engage with the idea of quality culture.

Construction of the artefacts, thought intended to be useful, is a means to an end: a method of changing the representation of the concepts to make evident what was previously obscure and to make the previously un-measurable, measurable.

1.3 Research Methodology
The aim and objectives of this research have implications for the research methodology used to address them. Firstly, the aim of the research is to devise a course of action aimed at changing an existing situation into a preferred one; it is concerned not with how things are, but with how things should be. Secondly, the research will devise artefacts as a means of achieving the aim and objectives. Thirdly, the research problem cannot be easily defined a priori and cannot be stated in such a way as to directly derive a solution. Finally, the crucial assessment of the success of the research is the utility of the output.

Natural science research or behavioural science research methodologies are unable to address such problems. In natural or behavioural science the initialising problem is a discrepancy between the available knowledge and the known facts. The purpose of the process is the adaptation of knowledge to the facts - to “bring about a change in the realm of the mind” (Eekels & Roozenburg, 1991, p.198). This research aims to “bring about a change in the realm of the external material world” (p.198). Furthermore, if the problem cannot be stated a priori, inductive or deductive reasoning cannot solve it because these logics can only apply to evaluative and analytical activity (March, 1984).

There is a third science research methodology – design science. This paradigm is novel in L&IS research, although it is used in related disciplines such as information systems and education. Design science problems are unlike natural or behavioural science problems in that they are “wicked” (Rittel & Webber, 1973).
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- difficult to solve because of incomplete, contradictory, and changing requirements that are often difficult to recognise. Cross (1994) details five characteristics of design problems:

1. There is no definitive formulation of the problem in the existing literature.
2. The problem formulation gives visible form to inconsistencies in the problem space.
3. The formulation of the problem is solution dependent.
4. Solutions are proposed as a means of understanding the problem.
5. There is no definitive solution to the problem.

These are the characteristics of the problem addressed by this research. This view is supported by the positive comparison between the characteristics of design science and characteristics of the research methodology required in this research:

1. Design science operates at the interface between the problem space and the solution space, both of which should be explored as part of the research. This makes design science especially relevant for problems that are not easily defined a priori.
2. The chief concern of design science is utility i.e. “the state of being useful, profitable, or beneficial” (Oxford English Dictionary, 1989).
3. Design science is creative, iterative and evaluative. It is not sufficient for the research to produce a novel solution; that solution must be evaluated for utility, and must be improved upon until the desired level of utility is reached, with this desired level defined by practitioners.
4. Design science is concerned with devising artefacts to attain goals.

Design Science is therefore the most appropriate research methodology within which to undertake this research.

1.4 Thesis Overview

This thesis uses the structure of the design science research process to structure the presentation of the research, in the same way that ‘scientific’ research papers take the structure of the scientific research process (problem definition, literature review, hypothesis development, data collection, data analysis, results, discussion, and conclusion). Every researcher trained in the cultures of natural
science or behavioural science research has a mental model of their paradigm - “a constellation of beliefs, values, and techniques” (Chua, 1986, p.602) - that enables them to recognise, understand and evaluate the work of others. This is a skill learnt early in a research student’s training and is so fundamental that it becomes implicit. An assessment of behavioural science research by a researcher with only a natural science mental model of what constitutes ‘proper research’ results in conflict and misunderstanding. This summary of Chapters Two to Seven explains the structure in order to avoid such confusion by the reader unfamiliar with the presentation of design science research.

Chapter Two presents the problem identification and motivation through a review of the relevant literature as it existed at the start of the research (2007). Three bodies of literature are presented – Total Quality Management, quality culture, and the application of TQM and performance measures in LIS. Total Quality Management is an integrative philosophy of management, which aims to achieve long-term success through continuously improving the quality of products, processes and services in order to provide customer satisfaction. In a TQM effort, all members of an organization participate in improving processes, products, services and the culture in which they work. It is hailed as a powerful tool for maintaining high customer satisfaction in a rapidly changing environment. TQM has been extensively discussed and applied in the business and manufacturing sectors, and to a lesser extent in the service and public sectors. TQM is discussed in the library and information science literature, where it is felt to be particularly suited to the needs of library and information services to improve their performance. However, close reading of this literature uncovers the lack of application of TQM techniques by library and information services in practice.

Chapter Three details the design science research methodology and its application in this research. The aim of this chapter is to provide a mental model to enable the reader to assess the rigor of the research. The chapter presents the justification for using a design science paradigm when it has not previously been used in Library and Information Science research, specifically its concentration on utility. The Design Science Research Methodology developed by Peffers et al. (2008) is presented as the framework used to plan, undertake, evaluate and
refine the research. The application of this framework is illustrated, which describes the iterative nature of design and its adaptive characteristics, with the evaluation of the artefact generated from each iteration feeding back into the objectives for a solution for the next. This framework is used to direct the three design iterations that are presented in Chapters Four, Five and Six.

To initiate the first design iteration, Chapter Three identifies the objectives for a solution derived from the literature review in Chapter Two. A maturity model is presented as the reference model for the solution, and a pilot project evaluating the appropriateness of this reference model is summarised.

Chapter Four presents the first design iteration, where the individual elements of quality culture are explicated from both existing literature and current practice in UK academic libraries. This iteration is developed incrementally, first using the interpretative synthesis method to analyse the literature, then grounded theory techniques to analyse interviews with staff from ten ‘case studies’. Finally the grounded theory method is used to integrate the outputs from these two increments, and the reference model is applied. Evaluation of the demonstration of the resulting artefact confirms the utility and effectiveness of the outline Quality Maturity Model and provides additional objectives for a solution.

Chapter Five presents the second design iteration, which uses the grounded theory method of Charmaz (2006) to populate the Quality Maturity Model with a rubric derived from both the literature and interviews collected in Chapter Four. Evaluation of the demonstration of the resulting artefact confirms the utility and effectiveness of the Quality Maturity Model and provides additional objectives for a solution.

Chapter Six presents the third design iteration, which develops an assessment instrument that enables an academic libraries to self-assess their location on the Quality Maturity Model. The standard survey design method is detailed, and its application to this iteration described. The three iterations of testing the instrument are documented, and the Quality Maturity Model and Quality Culture Assessment Instrument are applied to two UK academic LIS. The evaluation of
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these demonstrations indicates that the solution developed through this research is successful in achieving the research aims. Finally, the artefacts are communicated to the practitioner and research communities.

Chapter Seven summarises the research undertaken and presents the research conclusions. This chapter also considers the value of the design science research paradigm, and sets some themes for further research. It concludes with some personal reflections by the researcher on the doctoral research process.
Figure 1.1: Structure of Thesis
Figure 1.1 presents a diagram of the research process, including directions to where each stage of the process is detailed in this thesis.

1.5 Summary
This chapter introduces the research domains relevant to this research, specifically Total Quality Management, quality culture, and TQM and performance measurement in academic LIS. The research aim and objectives are derived from this high level exploration of the literature. Design science research is introduced as an appropriate paradigm for the research, and an overview of this research methodology is presented. The chapter concludes with a summary of Chapters Two to Seven, and an illustration of how the thesis structure, research methodology and research method interact.
CHAPTER TWO: PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION AND MOTIVATION

“You do not have to do these things. Survival is not compulsory”

W. Edwards Deming

In the Library world, change is the only constant. New technologies, changes to user needs and expectations, different economic situations, and the introduction of assessment regimes have resulted in radical changes to the operating environments for every library – often year-on-year. To survive in such a fluid environment it is necessary to "keep the institution tuned to the winds of change and actively engaged in the major upheavals affecting the library and information world." (Cotta-Schonberg, 1995, p.55). The literature (e.g. Brockman, 1992; Shaughnessy, 1993; Brophy & Coulling, 1996; St. Clair, 1997) suggests that the way to achieve this is to implement a Total Quality Management (TQM) approach. However, adoption of the TQM approach by LIS has not been widespread, despite near universal use of performance measurement techniques. Commentators propose that this is due to a lack of utility of the quality management theories espoused in the L&IS literature.

This chapter presents the starting point of this research – problem identification and motivation. The specific research problem is defined through a review of the existing literature on the engagement with issues of quality in libraries. This review forms a discrete stage in the design research process and serves the specific purpose of exploring the problem at the highest level of granularity so that the solution can effectively address its complexity. Therefore, this chapter presents a snapshot of the situation as it stood at the start of the research (2007). Section 2.1 describes the Total Quality Management approach to quality. Section 2.2 reviews the features of a culture of quality. Section 2.3 describes the history of Total Quality Management in libraries. Section 2.4 identifies the limits of the implementation of Total Quality Management techniques in libraries. Section 2.5 describes the research problem.

2.1 Total Quality Management
Total Quality Management is an approach to quality that embraces the whole organisation and takes the customer as its starting point (Oakland, 2003). Quality
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is determined by the customer, and TQM is a comprehensive and integrated way of managing an organisation in order to meet the needs of the customer consistently (Jeffries, Reynolds & Evans, 1996).

TQM is the latest in a series of approaches to quality. Quality emerged as an important theme in management thinking in the mid-twentieth century. The initial ideas came from American theorists, but early commercial applications were predominantly among Japanese manufacturing companies, such as Toyota (Beckford, 2010). The early definitions of quality reflect this manufacturing context: quality is conformance to requirements (Crosby, 1979); quality is reduction in waste (Ohno, 1978, published in English 1988); quality is elimination of defects in process (Shingo, 1987). In the early 1980s, the definitions of quality changed to incorporate an appreciation of the customer’s requirements: quality is a function of continuous improvement based on a reduction in variation around the desired output (Deming, 1986); quality is uniformity around a target value (Taguchi, 1987); quality is what the customer gets out and is willing to pay for (Drucker, 1985). In the late 1980s definitions of quality further emphasised the requirements of the end user: quality is fitness for use or purpose (Juran, 1988).

At the end of the twentieth century, many economies that had relied on manufacturing now see the service sector as the dominant economic force. For example, Hong Kong was a strong manufacturing economy in the 1960s; now 70% of its economic activity is derived from the service sector (Beckford, 2010, p.13). Adapting the manufacturing models of quality to the service sector was not enough. Unlike the tangible products of manufacturing, service quality is intangible and instantaneous. It cannot be independently audited or assessed post hoc. The manufacturing models of quality described above cannot be applied to service quality. The definition became: quality is meeting the customers’ requirements (Oakland, 1989). Quality does not depend on what actually happened, but on how the participants in the transaction feel about what happened. There is a distinction between quality and grade (Corrall, 1996) – quality depends on what the customer wants whereas grade is an absolute, relative to a specific standard. A Rolls Royce is a higher grade car than a Smart,
but if the customer wants a small, cheap car that is economical to run, the Rolls would be low quality. This is the starting point of the TQM approach.

Numerous authors (e.g. Atkinson, 1990; Beckford, 1998) emphasise that the key to TQM is creating a culture change - to a customer focussed learning organisation. Beckford (1998) describes a learning organisation as “one engaged in an iterative, circular process of evolution” (p.223). Such organisations do not instigate change in response to the rise of a competitor or a change in the marketplace, but change constantly in small increments. For survival, it is more important to achieve an ongoing state of development than a given stage of development (Karloff & Ostblom, 1993).

2.2 A Culture of Quality
The development of a culture of quality is crucial to the achievement of TQM, where the key components are the people of the organisation. The culture of an organisation is:

“a set of behavioural and attitudinal norms, to which most members of an organisation subscribe, either consciously or subconsciously, and which exert a strong influence on the way people resolve problems, make decisions and carry out their everyday tasks” (Clutterbuck & Crainer, 1990, p.195)

To change the culture of an organisation requires a change in all members of that organisation (Queiroz & Bruno, 1995; Jeffries, Reynolds & Evans, 1996). However, the forces created in social and organisational situations by culture are very powerful and cannot be changed by simply saying “here are the new rules”. Schein (2010) explained that they are so powerful because they operate outside awareness. He describes culture as consisting of three levels, illustrated in Figure 2.1.
The tangible, overt behaviours are the visible manifestations of a culture. These artefacts are underpinned by the conscious beliefs, values, ideals, goals, ideologies and aspirations of the culture. In turn, the foundations of the culture are the unconscious, assumed beliefs and values, which drive behaviour, perception, thought and feeling. In order to change an organisational culture, it is these basic underlying assumptions that must change.

Organisational culture came to prominence in 1980 with a Business Week cover story (Unknown) that described how company traditions and employees' beliefs about their roles in the organisation set a pattern for the company's activities, opinions and actions. The article describes the cultures of a number of leading American companies, and how their culture supports or impedes the CEO's strategies for that company. The article emphasises the difficulty of changing corporate culture, partly because it is so pervasive, and partly because it is so hard to understand: “It’s like putting your hand in a cloud” (Stanley M Davis, cited p.149).
Basic, underlying assumptions are non-confrontable and non-debatable (Schein, 2010). Those who do not share them are seen as mavericks, and remain outside the ‘cultural web’ (Johnson & Scholes, 2002, p. 230) of the organisation. However, such unconscious beliefs and values often emerge from procedures and measurement systems, which are seen as a communication of what senior management consider to be important (Beckford, 2010). Therefore, one way to change organisational culture is to design performance measurement systems and procedures that are congruent with the desired culture. Eventually, these will become culturally embedded as part of the underlying value and belief system of the organisation, and so behaviour will change to reflect this.

2.3 Total Quality Management in Libraries

The literature describes three drivers towards TQM for academic libraries: the need to demonstrate quality; a background of measurement; and a concentration on the users. This section details each of these in turn.

2.3.1 The Need to Demonstrate Quality in Libraries

Libraries are found in four main sectors: education; local government; health services; and the private sector. They must serve the same agenda as their ‘masters’ in terms of demonstrating their quality and worth, so those in education, local government and health have faced the same top down pressures as other public sectors. For example, the quality assurance assessment of UK Higher Education Institutions includes an assessment of library and information services; and American public libraries are motivated by the same government drives for greater accountability of public money as other public services (Durrance & Fisher-Pettigrew, 2002).

Within the UK library sector, academic libraries have led the way in striving to demonstrate their quality. The harsh economic climate of the 1990s pressed Higher Education Institutions for greater accountability and improved attention to quality. In particular, there was the need to demonstrate whether an institution was meeting its goals and objectives, and whether these goals and objectives were aligned with society’s needs (Kyrillidou, 1998). Universities were required to account for their performance in teaching and research through Research
Assessment Exercises and Teaching Quality Assessments (Town, 1998). In turn, universities began to require accountability and attention to quality from their libraries. The Follett report of 1993 identified libraries as playing a fundamental role in the provision of high quality education, and in the autumn of that year the sector responded when SCONUL highlighted the quality theme at its conference (Sykes, 1996). However, unlike other public sectors, libraries also have their own reasons for wanting to demonstrate their quality. The Internet and the increased availability of online services are facilitating self-sufficiency for library users. As a consequence, libraries have turned to performance measurement to try to demonstrate their quality and worth, driven by a desire to develop the tools to assess themselves before decision makers do (Durrance & Fisher-Pettigrew, 2002). Libraries can no longer be viewed as storehouses of knowledge where people should want to come because libraries are ‘good things’ (Stuart & Drake, 1993).

2.3.2 Performance Measurement in Libraries

Libraries have been collecting performance measurement data and comparing themselves to others since the 1960s (Goodall, 1988). Initially the focus of measurement was the comparison of inputs (e.g. number of books added to the collection; staffing levels), with the implication being the more money spent, the better the library (Goodall, 1988; Morgan, 1995). The 1985 Jarratt report on university efficiency recommended the development of a range of performance indicators covering both input and output measures, for use both within the institution and for making comparisons between institutions. The emphasis moved towards cost effectiveness and performance measures relating inputs to outputs (e.g. cost of a loan). However, measures of inputs, processes, outputs, or composites of these (Cotta-Schonberg, 1995) are not adequate for the evaluation of, and so demonstration of the quality of, a library. Such metrics alone cannot determine why a performance gap exists – only the practices on which the metric is based will reveal this (Camp, 1989). The use of performance indicators results in the over-concentration on metrics, because they do not reveal the detail of the processes involved (Town, 1995). Town (1998) argued that libraries should be more concerned with performance rather than measurement, and warned that they were in danger from one of Deeming’s ‘Seven Deadly Diseases of Western
Industry: “Management by use only of visible figures, with little or no consideration of figures that are unknown or unknowable” (cited p.83).

Lancour (1951) wrote that libraries should be viewed as progressing through three periods: storehouse, service, and ‘educational function’. In the intervening 50 years the literature has repeatedly celebrated the end of the storehouse period and the move to the service period. During the early 1990s there was a move to mirror this in the performance measures collected: Ford (1989) argued that the only people likely to measure a library’s performance in terms of user needs were the users themselves. Output measures consisting of availability, accessibility, and delay were proposed (Thompson, 1991). In addition to output measures, and this user-focussed extension of output measures, process data (e.g. processing time for new books) was also included in performance measures (Cotta-Schonberg, 1995).

However, the use of such user-focussed performance measures does not address the quality measurement issues needed to assess the value of a library to its stakeholders. The measures used are still library, not user, focussed – with the emphasis on the library putting itself in the users’ shoes to determine what the users want, rather than by asking the users. If quality is determined by the customer (as it is in TQM) then measures to determine quality must relate directly to users’ experiences as perceived by the users themselves.

Town (1998) argued that the apparent change that occurred following the publication of The Effective Academic Library in 1995 (Joint Funding Councils) was not wholesale, as the prior existence of collected statistics influenced the final product. The standard set of statistics collected by SCONUL in the UK has remained broadly the same over the last 13 years, and indicates the relative importance given to different performance measures in libraries: firstly accommodation for studying (e.g. number of open access workstations), then collections (e.g. number of books added to stock), then users and usage (number of loan transactions), then staffing (e.g. number of professional posts), and finally financial (e.g. block grant). There are no measures of user satisfaction or that relate directly to the users’ experience.
This review of the literature shows that libraries have a long history of performance measurement, with the emphasis on *measurement*, rather than *performance*. There are those who argue that libraries have attempted to measure their quality since the 1940s (Broady-Preston & Preston, 1999), but as described above, these were not true measures of quality, if *quality is defined by the customers*.

### 2.3.3 A Concentration on Library Users

In the early 1990s, the emphasis shifted slightly towards *performance*, and some libraries did make the leap to actually asking their users about the quality of the library. Such user satisfaction surveys were often exit questionnaires for students, developed from general university satisfaction surveys (Lock & Town, 2005). A 1995 study found that 81% of UK libraries gathered user feedback (Kinnell & Garrod, 1995). To build upon this history of satisfaction survey use, SCONUL developed their standard satisfaction survey in 2001 to provide a set of standard measures. However, even user satisfaction surveys do not address the issue of performance assessment for quality. Numerous studies have shown that users express satisfaction in spite of how they really feel (Rothstein, 1964; Pizer & Cain, 1968; Totterdell & Bird, 1976). Expressions of dissatisfaction, when they do occur, are not helpful because they only demonstrate that something is wrong, not what is wrong (Whitehall, 1992), or how to fix it. Martin had made this point in 1974: "Most standards in the library field have not been designed as aids in evaluation" (p.410).

In the early 2000s, a number of libraries expressed the desire for a survey that would provide information to drive improvements in quality, rather than just a simple measure of customer satisfaction. To address this, SCONUL approached American Research Libraries (ARL) with a view to adopting LibQUAL+ methodology. Since its inception in 2003, a fifth of UK HE institutions have been involved with LibQUAL+ (Lock & Town, 2005). The key elements of LibQUAL+ are its measurement of minimum, perceived and desired levels of service quality (Lock, 2004). This enables an assessment of the quality of the library as defined...
by its customers.

In addition to these developments, there has recently been a ‘top down’ move to incorporate user feedback into official information collected about UK academic libraries – the National Student Survey, run annually from 2005, has a question about students’ satisfaction with library resources.

2.3.4 Quality Assessment Techniques
Some libraries have looked to the private sector for techniques to assess their quality. Benchmarking is one of these techniques. It is used widely in the private sector to measure and improve the quality of products and services (Garrod & Kinnell, 1997). It has been used in UK libraries since 1993 (Town, 1995).

Benchmarking is “the search for industry best practices that lead to superior performance” (Camp, 1989, p.12). It is a change management process that goes beyond competitive analysis - competitive analysis will deliver measures against which an organisation can compare its own performance. However, little is discovered about why any gap exists. Benchmarking uncovers the actual processes that deliver the desired level of performance. Karlof & Ostblom (1993) suggest that benchmarking is particularly good at creating a cultural change in an organisation towards TQM and that the culture so created persists even if employees who took part in the benchmarking exercise leave the organisation.

Another technique brought to libraries from business is the Balanced Scorecard (Ceynowa, 2000; Pienaar & Penzhorn, 2000; Poll, 2001; Self, 2003; Self, 2004; Willis, 2004). The Balanced Scorecard “translates an organization’s mission and strategy into a comprehensive set of performance measures that provides the framework for a strategic measurement and management system.” (Kaplan & Norton, 1996, p.2). The novelty of the Balanced Scorecard is that it concentrates not on merely financial or control aspects of performance measurement, but measures organisational performance across four balanced perspectives – financial, customers, internal processes, and innovation and improvement activities. Kaplan & Norton (1996) propose that the Balanced Scorecard has its greatest impact when used to drive organisational change. It bridges the gap
between strategic objectives set at the senior management level and their operational execution. This is achieved by translating the vision and strategy into objectives and measures, thus providing a framework to communicate this vision and strategy to employees, and thereby channel the energies and abilities of people throughout the organisation towards achieving the organisation’s long-term goals.

A technique that is specific to academic libraries, but based on one used in a business setting is LibQUAL+. LibQUAL+ is a ‘total market survey’ – a term used in the marketing literature for evaluations across an industry of customer expectations and perceptions of service quality (Thompson, Cook & Heath, 2003). The most widespread total market survey is SERVQUAL, developed in the retailing sector (Parasuraman, Berry & Zeithaml, 1988). LibQUAL+ was developed, with the support of the Association of Research Libraries (North America), from efforts to apply the SERVQUAL protocol in the library context (Cook & Thompson, 2000; Cook & Heath, 2002; Cook, Heath & Thompson, 2002). Although essentially a user survey, it does take as its starting point a TQM definition of quality: “only customers judge quality; all other judgements are essentially irrelevant.” (Zeithaml, Parasuraman & Berry, 1990, p.12). In addition, Wall (2002) proposes that engaging with the LibQUAL+ process can be transformative for the library’s culture, as it forces library staff to accept the importance of users’ perceptions, and to address them through change.

As well as taking inspiration from others, there are instances where libraries are at the cutting edge of quality measurement. Whereas Smith (1995) argues that measures of the impact of a public sector service on society are too complex to determine (and therefore measures should only be used to inform political debate), libraries have taken on the challenges of investigating the measurement of outcomes, as a way of demonstrating their quality. They have recognised that such measurement is extremely difficult, but have been pursuing it in public libraries since the early 1990s (Cullen & Calvert, 1996). Recently SCONUL have sponsored a project to investigate possible methods of measuring the impact of academic libraries on the teaching, learning and research outcomes of their HEI
The literature demonstrates that there have been multiple efforts in the last ten years to demonstrate library quality. However, these efforts tend to be made by the enthusiastic few – the same libraries and library directors repeatedly striving for improvement.

2.4 The Enthusiastic Few
Despite the described need for libraries to address quality management issues, there is a discrepancy between what is advocated in the literature by the few, and what is applied in practice by the many.

The adoption of benchmarking has not been widespread - around 7% of UK academic libraries (Kinnell & Garrod, 1995; Town, 2000a). This compares unfavourably with the number of libraries undertaking systematic user surveys – 93% in the period 1999-2003 (Pors, Dixon & Robson, 2004). It was hoped that the publication of the ‘SCONUL benchmarking manual’ in 2000 (Town, 2000b) would increase the number of libraries using this technique, but this does not appear to have been the case.

A 2002-3 survey of 237 library managers in the UK found that only 7% of them had extensive knowledge of the Balanced Scorecard (Pors, Dixon & Robson, 2004). This compared to 35% answering the same question with regard to benchmarking. If there is a similar conversion rate of knowledge to application for the balanced scorecard as there is for benchmarking (20%), then fewer than 1.5% of UK libraries are using the Balanced Scorecard.

LibQual+ has been the most successful of the assessment tools described above. From 2003-2007, sixty-two UK and Irish academic libraries used LibQual+ (Town & Lock, 2007) – around half of UK universities. However, two-thirds (41) of these were one-shot users (Killick, 2007), illustrating that, for them at least, it was just another management fad.
This picture is similar to that in America. Steve Hiller and Jim Self, two of the key people in the field of library assessment in the U.S.A., stated in 2004 that:

“There is growing evidence in the literature and from informal discussions that a sizable number of libraries experience difficulty devising appropriate measures or methods, understanding and analyzing the data, using data to make changes, and building a sustainable assessment program.” (p.1).

The literature appears to show engagement with quality assessment techniques by libraries. However, the evidence shows that this engagement is not widespread, and that most directors of academic L&IS experience difficulties in apply the theory to practice.

2.5 The Problem

The dichotomy between theory and practice is clearly illustrated by the assertion of Kinnell & Garrod (1995) that “Quality management is considered to be beneficial to the LIS sector, but a model which is in harmony with the needs of the sector has not yet been identified.” (p.159). Without clear guidance in the literature, it is difficult for all but the most enthusiastic library director to approve the significant investment required to implement a quality assessment technique.

Jurow & Barnard (1993) identified potential barriers to the adoption by libraries of quality improvement techniques including: vocabulary of management techniques; the level of commitment required; the long-term nature of the process; and fears about devaluing professionalism. An indicator of the library sector’s discomfort with the vocabulary associated with business comes from the title of a 1992 paper from the ASLIB proceedings: ‘Just another management fad? The implications of TQM for library and information services’. In it, Brockman alludes to the perception, found by Kinnell and Garrod (1995) to be commonly held in the library sector, that quality management is merely a gimmick. As a counter, if the investment can be justified and scepticism overcome, the benefits are potentially enormous. The advocates of techniques such as benchmarking and the Balanced Scorecard argue that they improve the quality processes – the quality culture – of the organisation that applies them. This
improvement is said to go beyond simply improving the quality of the product or service, to the creation of a learning organisation (Karlof & Ostblom, 1993; Tapinos, Dyson & Meadows, 2005) or communicating the organisational vision to all employees (Kaplan & Norton, 1996). In working towards Total Quality Management these issues are fundamental, because the key to TQM is creating a culture change – to a customer-focused learning organisation (Atkinson, 1990; Beckford, 1998).

Quality assessment techniques have the potential to achieve culture change and so produce a customer-focused learning organisation, able to fulfil the needs of its customers in a rapidly evolving environment. However, such techniques, though advocated in the Library and Information Science (LIS) literature, have been implemented by only a small number of UK academic libraries. Reasons for this come down to a lack of widespread practitioner engagement with quality assessment techniques as being relevant or appropriate for Library and Information Services (LIS).

In contrast, academic LIS have a long and widespread history of performance measurement, using the results for competitive analysis, identification of areas of weakness and demonstration of improvement. If quality assessment techniques were more like existing LIS performance measurement techniques, it may promote engagement with the concept of quality beyond the existing few.

In addition such a model may help organisations seeking to improve their quality procedures. It would enable measurement of the progress of an individual institution, which would counteract the difficulties faced when working with an improvement technique that requires long-term commitment in order to be successful. It would also enable comparisons to be made across institutions – something the library sector is particularly keen on.

A quality assessment model may also precipitate a change of attitude about the abundance of quality improvement techniques. Some literature (Kinnell & Garrod, 1995; Wilson, 2004) suggests that benchmarking is only beneficial to libraries that are at a high level of quality maturity. If different techniques are viewed not
as evidence of the fecundity of management theories, but instead as an evolutionary path with different techniques appropriate at different levels of quality maturity, then it would be easier for a library to select the most appropriate technique for their situation. At the moment the library sector looks to the private sector and views all techniques as equal (with some, of course, being ‘the latest thing’). Perhaps this is an illusion. The following illustration, though naïve, may be illuminating here. Survival in the competitive world of commerce and industry necessitates the implementation of a succession of quality approaches. Companies implementing the latest quality improvement technique survive; those that lag behind do not (Deming, 2000, p.155). However, once this evolution has occurred the field is then level again, as all players have the same techniques. So those that find an edge in another, new, technique once again pull ahead. It is survival of the fittest (Koch, 2001). Although the pressures on libraries to demonstrate their quality do come from competition (perceived or actual), the situation is very different to that faced by the private sector. Library directors are free to choose which technique they wish to implement without a baseline of existing performance. Natural selection is not at work here, but if it were demonstrated that something akin to it was at work in the private sector, it may result in a better fit between the library and the quality improvement technique chosen, and therefore an improvement in quality.

2.6 Summary
Libraries thrive on comparing their performance with that of others, but find it difficult to use quality assessment measures. This is a problem because quality assessment techniques have the potential to change the culture of an organisation to one of TQM - customer-focused learning organisation. A model that converts measures of quality into a format similar to existing performance measurement techniques is needed, which may enable the sector as a whole to come to terms with measures of quality, rather than just the enthusiastic few.
CHAPTER THREE: METHODOLOGY AND OBJECTIVES FOR A SOLUTION

“When you can measure what you are speaking about, and express it in numbers, you know something about it; but when you cannot measure it, when you cannot express it in numbers, your knowledge of it is of a meagre and unsatisfactory kind; it may be the beginning of knowledge, but you have scarcely in your thoughts advanced to the stage of science.”

Lord Kelvin

This chapter presents design science research as the epistemological framework underpinning this research. The evolution of the design science research paradigm is explained, to demonstrate both its applicability to this research, and the variety of approaches and methods advocated in this immature area. The Peffers et al. (2008) Design Science Research Methodology is presented as the most appropriate of the available frameworks for undertaking and evaluating this research. Finally, to start the research process, the initial objectives of a solution that follow from the literature review in Chapter 2 are detailed, including a description of maturity models as the reference model and a discussion of the initial search for a solution.

Section 3.1 describes the influence of paradigms on research; Section 3.2 summarises the characteristics of the design science research paradigm; Section 3.3 presents the Design Science Research Methodology framework; and Section 3.4 shows how this methodological framework is applied in this research. Section 3.5 details the objectives for a solution and summarises the reference model used to inform the search for a solution. The chapter is summarised in Section 3.6.

3.1 The Importance of Paradigms

Academic L&IS departments, like many professional subjects (e.g. design, architecture, business, education, computer science), faced pressure in the 1970s to reject vocationalism in favour of subject matter that was “intellectually tough, analytic, formalizable and teachable” (Simon, 1996, p.112). At that time, the benchmark for academic respectability and acceptance in universities was
the natural science paradigm, with its quantitative approach. In the intervening years, behavioural science, with its qualitative approach, has also become accepted. These paradigms differ in their assumptions of ontology, epistemology, and methodology (Chua, 1986), but both are concerned with the development of theory and theory testing. As described in the much-cited work by Orlikowski & Baroudi (1991), the quantitative paradigm is appropriate where quantifiable measures of variables are possible, where hypotheses can be formulated and tested, and inferences drawn from sample to populations. The qualitative paradigm is appropriate when the phenomena under study are complex, social in nature, and when understanding the cultural context from which people derive meaning is important.

However, the issues facing L&IS practitioners are often “wicked problems” (Rittel & Webber, 1973) – problems with incomplete, contradictory, and changing requirements and with solutions that are often difficult to determine because of complex interdependencies. Such problems cannot be addressed by theory development or testing per se, and so do not fit within either of the quantitative or qualitative paradigms. Practitioners are not concerned whether a particular solution fits theory A or theory B – just as long as it works!

The mismatch between what is researched in academic L&IS departments and therefore published in the literature, and what is needed by the L&IS practitioners is not simply driven by differences in interest, the requirements for funding (Eve & Schenk, 2006) and publication (McNicol & Nankivell, 2003), or a lack of communication (Genoni, Haddow & Ritchie, 2004), though these are both real and serious. More fundamental than all of these is the dichotomy between the nature of the problems facing practitioners and the research questions that can be answered using the natural science or behavioural science paradigms. However, there is a third way – a paradigm that has proven academic rigor and acceptance as well as the ability to address the types of problems facing practitioners. That paradigm is design science.

Design science emerged in the 1970s as an alternative paradigm to the natural sciences’ positivist paradigm and the behavioural sciences’ constructivist /
interpretivist paradigm. It is established in the fields of art & design, engineering, architecture, planning, and information systems as a framework for undertaking research, and has recently begun to be used in the field of education.

Design science has three characteristics (Simon, 1969):

- Firstly, it operates at the interface between the problem space and the solution space, both of which should be explored as part of the research. This makes design science especially relevant for problems that are not easily defined a priori.

- Secondly, the chief concern of design science is utility. Utility is defined as “the state of being useful, profitable, or beneficial” (Oxford English Dictionary, 1989). This is in contrast with the positivist and constructivist / interpretivist paradigms, whose chief concern is the discovery of ‘truth’ - either absolutely, or triangulated from multiple socially constructed ‘truths’.

- Thirdly, design science is creative, iterative and evaluative. It is not sufficient for research to produce a novel solution; that solution must be evaluated for utility, and must be improved upon until the desired level of utility is reached, with this desired level defined by practitioners.

These characteristics mean that design science is applicable to any field where the goal of research is to devise a course of action aimed at changing existing situations into preferred ones; concerned not with how things are, but with how things should be.

Design science as a research paradigm offers the potential to change the interface between research and practice. If the starting point for research into quality management in LIS were utility, then academic researchers would be addressing problems that are of direct value and relevance to practitioners. The outcomes of such research would therefore be easily adopted by practice. The following section introduces the design science research paradigm more fully.
3.2 Design Science Research Paradigm

Design Research emerged as a research paradigm following Herbert Simon’s 1969 call for “a science of design, a body of intellectually tough, analytic, partly formalizable, partly empirical, teachable doctrine about the design process” (p.58). Simon was concerned that the move to natural science teaching and methods at the expense of “sciences of the artificial” (p.56) was damaging professional competencies in the fields of engineering, business, medicine, law, journalism and library science. He drew the distinction between natural science’s role to teach about natural things, and the role of the above professional schools to teach about artificial things - “how to make artefacts that have desired properties and how to design” (p.55). He proposed a curriculum to redress the balance, and engineering schools responded to his call, as did research centres concerned with computer-aided design, such as computer science, architecture, and operations research groups in business schools (Simon, 1996).

Design is concerned with devising artefacts to attain goals (Simon 1996, p.114). Design problems are unlike natural or social science problems in that they are “wicked” (Rittel & Webber, 1973). Cross (1994) details five characteristics of design problems:

1. There is no definitive formulation of the problem in the existing literature.
2. The problem formulation gives visible form to inconsistencies in the problem space.
3. The formulation of the problem is solution dependent.
4. Solutions are proposed as a means of understanding the problem.
5. There is no definitive solution to the problem.

He further characterises design problems as those that cannot be stated in such a way as to directly derive a solution. Inductive or deductive reasoning cannot solve such problems, because these logics can only apply to evaluative and analytical activity (March, 1984). Design science problems require synthesis to produce the solution and so require ‘abductive’ reasoning:
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“Deduction proves that something must be; induction shows that something actually is operative; abduction merely suggests that something may be.” (Peirce, 1903, cited in Cross, 1994, p.29).

Eekels & Roozenburg (1991) postulate an illuminating comparison of the structures of natural science and design science research. The aim of natural science research (and the same could be said of behavioural science research) is to “bring about a change in the realm of the mind” (p.198); while the aim of design science research is to “bring about a change in the realm of the external material world” (p.198). In natural science or behavioural science the initialising problem is a discrepancy between the available knowledge and the known facts. The purpose of the process is the adaptation of knowledge to the facts. In design science the initialising problem is a discrepancy between the known facts and practitioners’ preferences concerning these facts. The purpose of the process is the adaptation of the facts to the value preferences.

Design science is still a relatively immature paradigm, and as such there are differences in terminology and methodological approach in the literature (e.g. Cross, 1994; March & Smith, 1995; Dhillon, 1996; Pahl & Beitz, 1996; Birmingham et al., 1997; Gregg, Kulkarni & Vinze, 2001; Markus, Majchrzak & Gasser, 2002; Purao, 2002; Hevner et al., 2004; Cao et al., 2006; Venable, 2006). However, there are some common principles identified by all authors:

- Design science is concerned with problem solving;
- Design science produces a solution that is both new and useful;
- Design science is iterative;
- Design science is heuristic while at the same time creative;
- Design science is evaluative; and
- Design science produces an end product that is the communication of the solution.

Beyond these generally accepted principles, proponents of design science fall into two camps: (a) the purpose of design science is to determine the solution (e.g. March & Smith, 1995; Pahl & Beitz, 1996; Simon, 1996; Birmingham et al.,
1997; Glass, 1999; Purao, 2002); (b) the purpose of design science is to explore the solution to better understand the problem (e.g. Cross, 1994; Venable, 2006). The first camp splits into two further distinctions: whether the solution must be the optimal solution (e.g. Pahl & Beitz, 1996; Glass, 1999) or a satisfactory solution (e.g. Purao, 2002; Simon, 1996). There is also lively debate about the nature and role of theory in design science research (e.g. Walls, Widmeyer & El Sawy, 1992; Gregg, Kulkarni & Vinze, 2001; Markus, Majchrzak, & Gasser, 2002; Hevner et al., 2004; Gregor, 2006; Venable, 2006).

Orlikowski & Baroudi (1991) advise self-reflection by researchers about their research perspectives. Therefore, the author wishes to explicitly state her position regarding design science. This research is undertaken with the purpose of exploring a solution in order to better understand the problem, and as such the solution is a means to an end. The solution need not be optimal or satisfactory as long as it has sufficient practical adequacy to illuminate the problem. She subscribes to Eekels & Roozenburg’s (1991) philosophical explanation about the nature of design science, and therefore believes that the role of theory is to be used in the construction of the solution.

Design science research is undergoing a ‘scientific revolution’ and as such the literature has attempted to define it, characterise it, differentiate it from other research paradigms, analyse its essential elements, defend its legitimacy, and compile a bibliography (Gregory, 1966; Cross, 1994; Dhillon, 1996; Pahl & Beitz, 1996; Birmingham et al., 1997; Wright, 1998; Dieter, 2000; Purao, 2002; Hevner, et al., 2004; Venable, 2006; Vaishnavi & Kuechler, 2009). However, only Peffers et al. (2008) explicitly present a methodology for conducting and presenting design science research. The following section details this methodological framework.

3.3 Design Science Research Methodology Framework
A number of researchers in information systems have presented, demonstrated and evaluated frameworks for design science research. The information systems discipline is similar to the L&IS discipline in that they are both interdisciplinary fields concerned with the interaction of information, people, and technology. They
are applied research disciplines - applying theory from other disciplines such as computer science, the social sciences, and management science to solve problems in their fields. In addition, as Orlikowski & Baroudi (1991) state, “the research approaches adopted by researchers … are influenced to a greater or lesser extent by the various institutional contexts within which they are trained and work.” (p.24). Therefore it must be acknowledged that this research has been undertaken in a department of Information Systems and Computing, no doubt influencing the author in her choice to follow this methodological framework.

Perhaps the most influential framework for design science research comes from Hevner et al. (2004), which set out seven guidelines for what constitutes good design science research:

1. Design as an artefact - the research must produce a viable artefact, as defined by March & Smith (1995).
2. Problem relevance – the research must address an important and relevant business problem.
3. Design evaluation - the utility, quality and efficacy must be “rigorously demonstrated via well-executed evaluation methods” (p.83).
4. Research contribution - the research must provide “clear and verifiable contributions” (p.83).
5. Research rigour – the research must apply “rigorous methods in both the construction and evaluation of the … artefact” (p.83).
6. Design as a search process – the research process is a cyclical problem solving process, where solutions are tested against each other and against their efficacy for solving the problem.
7. Communication of the research – the research must be appropriately presented to both an academic and professional audience.

Despite such influence, Venable (2010) found that very few researchers using a design science paradigm rated adhering to all seven of the guidelines as mandatory for the publication (through journal article or conference presentation) of the research. The guidelines are both too dogmatic and too unspecific to be generally applied as methodology.
Peffers et al. (2008) acknowledge that existing literature has introduced principles that define what design science research is, and practice rules that provide guidance for conducting it, but assert that “these are only two out of the three characteristics of a methodology … The missing part is a procedure … for carrying it out.” (p.50). They wanted to provide a “road map” (p.50) for those who wish to use the design science paradigm; not dogma of how it must be done, but a “good way to do it” (p.50). Peffers et al. (2008) synthesised the existing literature from information systems, computer science, and engineering to produce a process model for design science research consisting of six activities.

1. Problem identification and motivation. Define the specific research problem and justify the value of a solution.

2. Define the objectives for a solution. Infer the objectives (quantitative or qualitative) of a solution from the problem definition and knowledge of what is possible and feasible.

3. Design and Development. Create the artefact (construct, model, method, instantiation or social innovation).

4. Demonstration. Demonstrate the use of the artefact to solve one or more instances of the problem.

5. Evaluation. Observe and measure how well the artefact supports a solution to the problem via comparing the objectives of a solution to the actual results observed from the use of the artefact.

6. Communication. Communicate the results of the research and the research process itself to both scholarly researchers and practising professionals.

This framework is described graphically in Figure 3.1, and in the following sections.
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Figure 3.1: The Design Science Research Methodology (Peffers et al., 2008, p.54)
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**Problem Identification and Motivation**
In this stage, the specific research problem should be defined, and the importance of the solution justified. As the problem definition will be used to develop an artefact that can effectively provide a solution, it is useful to explore the problem at the highest level of granularity, so that the solution can effectively address its complexity. Justifying the value of a solution helps the audience of the research to understand the reasoning behind the researcher’s understanding of the problem. It also motivates the audience of the research to accept the results of the research.

Once the problem has been identified, it does not necessarily directly translate into objectives for the artefact because the process of design is necessarily one of partial and incremental solutions. Consequently, after the problem is identified, the performance objectives for a solution must still be determined.

**Define the Objectives for a Solution**
The objectives of a solution should be inferred rationally from the problem definition and from knowledge of what is both possible and feasible. The objectives can be quantitative, such as how a desirable solution would be better than existing solutions, or qualitative, such as a description of how a new artefact is expected to support solutions to a previously unaddressed problem.

**Design and Development**
This stage is the core of design science research as it consists of the creation of the artefact. A design science research artefact can be any designed object in which a research contribution is embedded in the design. In published design science research, artefacts tend to be constructs, models, methods, instantiations, or “new properties of technical, social, and/or informational resources” (Jarvinen, 2007, p.24).

Constructs are the conceptual vocabulary of the problem/solution space. Constructs arise during the conceptualization of the problem and are refined throughout the design cycle. Models are representations of the design problem, the proposed solution, and the connection between them (March & Smith, 1995).
Although there are similarities between design science models and natural science theories, a model is presented in terms of what it does (situated utility), whereas a theory is described in terms of construct relationships. Examples of models include mathematical algorithms, narrative descriptions of best practice, data models, and expert systems. Methods are the steps necessary to produce a model, or part of a model. They are often used to transform from one model into another (March & Smith, 1995). Instantiations operationalize the constructs, models and methods, demonstrating their effectiveness (March & Smith, 1995). Instantiations may precede constructs, models and methods, in much the same way that proof of a giraffe’s existence can occur before a full understanding of how, why and where it came to be.

Creation of the artefact includes determining the artefact’s desired functionality and its architecture as well as actually creating the artefact.

**Demonstration**

This stage of the design science research framework involves demonstrating the use of the artefact to solve one or more instances of the problem. This may involve using the artefact in experimentation, simulation, case study, proof, or any other appropriate activity.

**Evaluation**

The evaluation stage consists of the observation and measurement of the effectiveness of the artefact in supporting a solution to the problem. This involves comparing the objectives of a solution to the actual observed results from the use of the artefact in the demonstration. Evaluation can include any appropriate empirical evidence or logical proof; its form depends on the nature of the problem demonstration and the artefact.

At the end of the evaluation stage, the researcher must decide whether to iterate back to Design & Development to try to improve the artefact, or whether to continue to the Communication stage.
Communication
This is the last of the stages of the design science research methodology, and involves the communication to both researchers and practising professionals. The communication should include: the problem and its importance; the artefact; its utility and novelty; the rigour of the design; and its effectiveness.

The Peffers et al. (2008) Design Science Research Methodology is structured in a sequential order, but researchers may start at any of the first four steps and move onwards: a problem-centred approach would start at activity one; an objective-centred approach would start with activity two; a design- and development-centred approach would start with activity three; a client/context-initiated solution would start with activity four. The methodology has been used extensively in information systems research (Google Scholar has 619 citations as of July 2013), including being advocated in Hevner & Chatterjee’s influential 2010 book. This research takes a problem-centred approach and so starts at ‘Problem Identification & Motivation’.

3.4 The Application of the Design Science Research Methodology
The design science research method involves the design and development of artefacts as an iterative search process. A design artefact is complete when it satisfies the requirements and constraints of the problem it is meant to solve. However, these requirements and constraints are unknowable due to the ill-defined environmental context, and the complex interactions between subcomponents of the problem and its solution. Therefore, the design process is a problem solving search process, a generate/test cycle, where each attempt at a solution further illuminates the requirements and constraints of the problem. Reliance on creativity, innovation and trial-and-error are characteristic of design science research.

This research starts at ‘Identify problem and motivate’, then has three iterations of the cycle:

Each iteration builds on the artefact produced from the previous iteration and the learning about the problem space elicited through the evaluation of the demonstration of that artefact. The iterations are illustrated in Figure 3.2. Finally, the research ends with ‘Communication’.

**Iteration One**
The first iteration aims to explore the various facets of quality culture, and tease out the practice areas that contribute to it. This iteration is developed incrementally, in order to ensure that the representation of quality culture in the artefact reflects both existing literature and known practice. The interpretative synthesis method is used in increment one; the grounded theory method is used in increments two and three. The artefact produced applies the reference model as a framework to produce the outline of the Quality Maturity Model depicting levels, elements and practice areas. This outline model is evaluated for effectiveness and utility.

**Iteration Two**
The second iteration populates and uses the model of quality culture instantiated in Iteration One, using the grounded theory method. The artefact produced is a complete rubric for assessing the quality culture of an academic library and information service. This model is evaluated for effectiveness and utility.

**Iteration Three**
The third iteration uses the Quality Maturity Model from Iteration Two as the basis for developing an instrument to enable an academic library and information service to self-assess their quality culture as a location on the model. The Quality Culture Assessment Instrument, and associated instructions and schedules, is evaluated for effectiveness and utility. Furthermore, the complete package of artefacts (the outputs from Iterations Two and Three) are applied to two case study academic LIS, and then evaluated and amended in order to produce the final output of the research.
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Figure 3.2: Research Iterations
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3.5 Initial Objectives for a Solution

The initial objectives of a solution are derived from the literature review undertaken in order to identify the problem and motivation for the research (Chapter 2). From this literature, it is proposed that, in order to address the problem of lack of L&IS practitioner engagement with quality assessment, the solution must conform to three constraints.

Firstly, it must be similar to the formulation of performance measures that are in widespread use by Library and Information Services (LIS). Such existing measures are specific, discrete, easy-to-understand single concepts. Quality is an amorphous concept, one that “Everyone feels they understand … (Even though they wouldn't want to explain …)” (Crosby, 1979, p.15). Most research benefits from the application of Occam’s Razor – the Aristotelian principle that elegant solutions are optimal. However, in this case the elegant solution of describing the complexities of a TQM culture by the single term ‘quality’ has had the opposite effect on understanding and engagement by academic LIS. The limitations of Occam’s Razor is evocatively illustrated by Bruce Thompson:

“The first-order factors, the individual mountains in a range, allow one to look at the singular characteristics of the mountain: the peaks, the valleys, the flora and fauna. The second-order factor allows one to view the entire mountain range and to absorb the full panorama, to see a full system in effect, although in the process the individual characteristics lose clarity.” (Cook & Thompson, 2000, p.401).

Therefore, the solution to the problem detailed in chapter two must tease out the individual first-order factors that make up the concept of quality.

Secondly, if it is to function in a similar way to existing, well-used techniques, the solution must allocate a measurement to different levels of quality. It is a truism to state “what gets measured, get managed” (Peter Drucker), but it is a fundamental aspect of human psychology. For example, in 2000 the UK National Health Service introduced a number of performance indicators including “amount of time spent on a trolley”. What they meant to manage was the time between the decision to admit an emergency patient and their being admitted to a ward. But
what gets measured, gets managed, and so enterprising NHS staff unscrewed the wheels from the trolleys of patients who were nearing the four hour time limit and trolleys became beds. (Burnett, 2001). Because the measure was inappropriately constructed, staff did not behave in accordance with how they were instructed to do so (i.e. get patients onto the ward in less than four hours). Instead they behaved in order to comply with how their performance was measured. Therefore, the management of quality by academic LIS will not be achieved by telling staff “this is what you must do”. It must be appropriately measured. And if it is to be measured, it needs to be measurable.

In addition, if the measurement of quality is to be used to assess progress towards a TQM culture, it must describe the evolutionary stages in adopting quality practices. Therefore the solution must function as a roadmap to enable practitioners to both assess where they are, and to identify where they are heading towards.

Thirdly, the solution must above all be useful to academic LIS practitioners. As illustrated in the review of the literature in chapter two, practitioners are not short of quality management and assessment techniques, but the problem is that they have not been able to use them. However, the purpose of this research is not to ‘invent’ anything new about quality, but to change its representation to enable practitioner engagement:

“All mathematics exhibits in its conclusions only what is already implicit in its premises … Hence all mathematical derivation can be viewed simply as a change in representation, making evident what was previously true but obscure.” (Simon, 1996, p.132).

Therefore the solution must be consistent with existing theory and be useful to practitioners.

3.5.1 Reference Model

There are no frameworks for the measurement of quality culture in the literature. The quality literature (e.g. Tenner & De Toro, 1992; Oakland, 1993; Pike &
Barnes, 1994; Hradesky, 1995; Oakland, 2003) does provide frameworks for measuring the quality of a product, process or service, but not the quality of the quality-process. Even a book entitled “Achieve Total Quality” (Hutchins, 1992) gives no indication of how to tell when an organisation has reached this goal!

ISO 9000 could be proposed as a framework for measuring the quality level of an organisation. However, ISO 9000 requirements are only concerned with product quality – as defined by ‘freedom from defects’ (Hoyle, 1998). ISO 9000 is a standard that, once met, requires no improvement to meet repeatedly. The focus of ISO 9000 is on the technical system of procedures and work instructions (Pike & Barnes, 1994). It does not address the culture of the organisation, advocated in the literature as the key to a quality organisation.

Crosby (1979) presented a framework for measuring the management of quality within an organisation, the Quality Management Maturity Grid (Figure 3.3). The purpose of this grid was to help an organisation’s managers determine where they were on the road to a completely implemented quality programme, and to help them “get moving” along that road. This framework is firmly rooted in Crosby’s definition of quality as ‘free from defects’, and so cannot be used as a framework to measure quality culture. However, his concept of a maturity grid has been used by others as a method of judging the quality of organisational management processes.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measurement Categories</th>
<th>Stage I: Uncertainty</th>
<th>Stage II: Awakening</th>
<th>Stage III: Enlightenment</th>
<th>Stage IV: Wisdom</th>
<th>Stage V: Certainty</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Management understanding and attitude</td>
<td>No comprehension of quality as a management tool. Tend to blame quality department for “quality problems”</td>
<td>Recognizing that quality management may be of value but not willing to provide money or time to make it all happen.</td>
<td>While going through quality improvement program learn more about quality management; becoming supportive and helpful.</td>
<td>Participating. Understanding absolutes of quality management. Recognize their personal role in continuing emphasis.</td>
<td>Consider quality management an essential part of company systems.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality organization status</td>
<td>Quality is hidden in engineering or manufacturing departments. Inspection probably not part of organization. Emphasis on appraisal and sorting.</td>
<td>A stronger quality leader is appointed but main emphasis still on appraisal and moving the product. Still part of manufacturing or other.</td>
<td>Quality department reports to top management, all appraisal is incorporated and manager has role in management of company.</td>
<td>Quality manager is an officer of the company; effective status reporting and preventative action. Involved with consumer affairs and special assignments.</td>
<td>Quality manager is on board of directors. Prevention is main concern. Quality is a thought leader.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Problem handling</td>
<td>Problems are fought as they occur; no resolution; inadequate definition; lots of yelling and accusations.</td>
<td>Teams are set up to attack major problems. Long-range solutions are not solicited.</td>
<td>Corrective action communication established. Problems are faced openly and resolved in an orderly way.</td>
<td>Problems are identified early in their development. All functions are open to suggestion and improvement.</td>
<td>Except in the most unusual cases, problems are prevented.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost of quality as % of sales</td>
<td>Reported: unknown Actual: 20%</td>
<td>Reported: 3% Actual: 18%</td>
<td>Reported: 8% Actual: 12%</td>
<td>Reported: 6.5% Actual: 8%</td>
<td>Reported: 2.5% Actual: 2.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality improvement actions</td>
<td>No organized activities. No understanding of such activities.</td>
<td>Trying obvious “motivational” short–range efforts.</td>
<td>Implementation of the 14-step program with thorough understanding and establishment of each step.</td>
<td>Continuing the 14-step program and starting Make Certain.</td>
<td>Quality improvement is a normal and continued activity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summation of company quality posture</td>
<td>“We don’t know why we have problems with quality.”</td>
<td>“Is it absolutely necessary to always have problems with quality?”</td>
<td>“Through management commitment and quality improvement we are identifying and resolving our problems.”</td>
<td>“Defect prevention is a routine part of our operation.”</td>
<td>“We know why we do not have problems with quality.”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3.3: The Quality Management Maturity Grid (Crosby, 1979, p.38-39)
Radice (et al., 1985), working under Humphrey at IBM adapted, Crosby’s Quality Maturity Management Grid for the software process (SW-CMM). Humphrey brought this maturity framework to the Software Engineering Institute in 1986 and went on to develop a number of Capability Maturity Models with his colleagues there (Humphrey, 1989). These models covered the areas of the software process, software engineering, the software acquisition, and the integrated product development CMM. The SW-CMM, detailed by Paulk et al. (1993), inspired others to develop maturity models, including: the people CMM (Curtis, Hefley & Miller, 2001), the project management CMM (Kerzner, 2005), the knowledge management CMM (Berztiss, 2002), and the business enterprise intelligence CMM (Tan, Sim & Yeoh, 2011).

Although development of the SW-CMM was driven by the same concerns as the ISO 9000 standard, Paulk (1999) contrasts the CMM with ISO 9000, and aligns it to TQM as a framework for helping organisations achieve continuous improvement. High maturity organizations have a “quality culture” (Miller, 1998, cited in Paulk, 1999, p.4) where every employee is empowered to participate in process definition and improvement and “process improvement is part of everyone’s job” (Paulk, 1999, p.4).

The SW-CMM has received criticism in the literature (e.g. Capers Jones, 1993; Weinberg, 1991), most of which relates specifically to that CMM, rather than maturity models in general. However, Ahern, Clouse & Turner (2001) argued that the presentation as a staged format was not conducive to assessing the capability of the organisation. Under the auspices of the Software Engineering Institute they produced an upgrade - the CMMI (Capability Maturity Model Integration). However, this criticism is a positive attribute in the reference model for the research presented here, because “predefined road map for organizational improvement” (Ahern, Clouse & Turner, 2001, p.80) is exactly the format of the solution required. A staged representation is necessary if the model is to act as a measuring tool.

In conclusion, the search for a solution will take a maturity model as the reference model because it fits two of the criteria of a solution described in the previous
section: (1) it delineates the characteristics that contribute to the overall whole; and (2) it represents the developmental process as a number of levels, thereby making it a measurement of performance and a roadmap for improvement towards a culture of TQM.

3.5.2 The Initial Search For A Solution

As an MSc dissertation, this author (Wilson, 2004) undertook a small-scale study to investigate the long-term effects of benchmarking on the quality culture of academic libraries, using a case study approach with three illustrative libraries. In order to undertake the research it was necessary to use an instrument to measure the quality of quality processes – “meta-quality” (Wilson, 2006) – within the library. As has been detailed in previous sections, there was no such instrument, in any organisational situation. This author developed her own model, closely based on the Capability Maturity Model for software, and named it the Quality Maturity Model.

The five stages of the Quality Maturity Model were initially characterised as follows.

Initial
- Quality is achieved in an *ad hoc* way.
- Customer satisfaction is reactive and unpredictable.
- Quality depends on the capabilities of individuals, and varies with their innate skills, knowledge, and motivations.
- Training for quality is *ad hoc* and reactive to an inability to undertake a specific task adequately.

Repeatable
- Quality policies, and procedures to implement those policies, are established.
- There are effective management processes to allow the organisation to repeat earlier success in customer satisfaction.
Such management processes are practised, documented, enforced, trained, measured, and able to improve.

Training for quality is provided as a programme of training for specific work tasks, and / or is reactive to events.

**Defined**

- There is a defined, documented organisational strategy, from which all work processes are derived.
- There is an organisation-wide understanding of the activities, roles, and responsibilities of each member of the organisation, and how they fit into the organisational strategy.
- Training for quality is a cycle of training needs assessment and programme provision.

**Managed**

- Quality measures are part of every documented work process.
- These measurements form the basis for evaluating products and processes.
- Changes are implemented to improve quality of services, products and processes.
- The organisation sets quantitative goals for quality and customer satisfaction.
- Training for quality is a cycle of training needs assessment, programme provision, and measurement of the effectiveness of the programme.

**Optimising**

- The entire organisation is focused on continuous improvement in every service, product and process.
- All staff are encouraged to continuously improve themselves and their work.
- The organisation is able to identify weaknesses, and the means to strengthen the process proactively, with the goal of preventing problems.
• Innovations that exploit the best practices are identified and transferred throughout the organisation.
• Training for quality is focused on preparing staff for future organisational requirements.

The research was presented at the Sixth Northumbria International Conference of Performance Measurement in Library and Information Services, and subsequently published (Wilson & Town, 2006).

3.5.3 Evaluation Of The Initial Solution
There was an extremely positive response from the library community to the Quality Maturity Model. The response to its presentation at the Sixth Northumbria International Conference on Performance Measurement in Library and Information Services was threefold: (i) acknowledgement that the model fitted with existing experiences and research; (ii) expression that the model went beyond what was currently available; and (iii) desire to know the quality maturity level of “my library”.

Following attendance at this conference, a number of senior figures in Australian academic libraries advocated the use of the QMM at the September 2005 CAUL (Council of Australian University Librarians) meeting (Bevan, 2005). And the Libraries of the Australian Technology Network (LATN) used the QMM as a measurement tool to identify what changes had occurred in the management of quality in six Australian University libraries between 2005 and 2009 (Tang, 2012). Tang commented (p.396) “the beauty of … [the Quality Maturity] model is that it gives libraries a roadmap for where they might go and what they need to aim for.”

This response demonstrates that a solution with the characteristics of a maturity model addresses the third objective of a solution: the criteria of utility and consistency with existing theory.
3.6 Summary
This chapter has proposed the design science research paradigm as a novel framework for conducting Library and Information Science research in order to address the dichotomy between theory and practice in quality management. The principles of the paradigm are:

1. It operates at the interface between the problem space and the solution space, both of which should be explored as part of the research.
2. The chief concern is utility.
3. It is creative, iterative and evaluative.

There is considerable debate in the literature concerning the purpose of design science research. This research is undertaken with the purpose of exploring a solution in order to better understand the problem, and as such the solution is a means to an end. The solution need not be optimal or satisfactory as long as it has sufficient practical adequacy to illuminate the problem. The role of theory is to be used in the construction of the solution.

This research used Peffers et al. (2008) design science research methodology, which consists of six stages:

1. Problem identification and motivation;
2. Define the objectives for a solution;
3. Design and development;
4. Demonstration;
5. Evaluation; and
6. Communication.

This research has three iterations of stages two to five.

The problem identification and motivation occurred in Chapter two. The objectives for a solution are addressed by identifying three constraining criteria. The solution must:

1. Tease out the individual first-order factors of quality;
2. Act as a roadmap; and
3. Be useful to practitioners and be consistent with existing theory.
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A review of maturity models as a reference model and a pilot study demonstrated that a Quality Maturity Model has the potential to fulfil all three of these criteria, and so provide a solution to the problem of practitioner engagement with issues of quality culture.
CHAPTER FOUR: ITERATION ONE

“If you don’t know where you are going, any road will do”  Chinese Proverb

“If you don’t know where you are, a map won’t help”  Watt S. Humphrey

The purpose of Iteration One is to explore the constructs and properties of quality culture in order to determine whether a solution framed in terms of levels, elements and practice areas promotes practitioner engagement with the concept of quality. Within Iteration One there are three increments in order to ensure that the constructs are consistent with both existing theory and practice. The artefact produced by Iteration One is an explicit description of the processes and practice areas that make up a quality culture, and the characterisation of the development of a quality culture through maturity levels.

Section 4.1 describes the research design used in this iteration. Section 4.2 details the development process of increment one, covering the research design and development of this phase. Section 4.3 details the development process of increment two, covering the research design and development of the second phase. Section 4.4 details the development process of increment three, covering the research design and development of the final phase. Section 4.5 presents the demonstration and evaluation of the output of Iteration One, including the communication of the artefact, an evaluation of the artefact in supporting a solution, and the description of the learning that has occurred about the problem space. Finally, section 4.6 summarises the chapter.
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Figure 4.1: Research Iteration One
4.1 Research Design
This research follows the same research design of a satisficing, iterative, problem-solving search process within iteration one as it does overall. The artefact produced from Iteration One is a model describing the elements of quality culture, consistent with both theory and with practice. The design and development of Iteration One is therefore developed incrementally.

Increment one
The aim of the first increment was to deduce the characterisation of the model from the published theory of organisational quality, TQM, and organisational culture. Literature in these areas was identified, selected and subjected to interpretative synthesis. The determinants of organisational quality culture described in the literature were used to generate the initial underlying constructs of the model.

Increment two
The aim of the second increment was to induce the characterisation of the model from observation of practice. Data was gathered from nine UK HE libraries using semi-structured interviews with a sample of staff. Strategic, policy, process and procedural documents were also obtained to provide background information on each library. The interview questions were developed from the instantiation of the model generated in increment one.

The data from four of the HE library ‘cases’ were analysed following standard grounded theory methodology to induce the categories that make up the construct ‘quality culture’.

Increment three
Data from five remaining HE library ‘cases’ were analysed using the instantiation of the model generated in increment two in order to further refine the categories and sub-categories. These categories were compared with the categories in the instantiation from iteration one, and a combined set of categories and sub-categories was produced.
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4.2 Increment One: Interpretive Synthesis of Quality Culture Literature

The purpose of this phase is to develop the constructs and properties of quality culture consistent with the existing theory.

4.2.1 Research Design

Systematic review of existing literature is a well-established method in a number of disciplines, including library and information science, as one of the cornerstones of evidenced-based practice (Booth and Brice, 2004). It was developed in the fields of medicine and health as a specific methodology for searching for, appraising and summarising findings of primary studies including statistical analysis (meta-analysis) of the pooled results (Higgins and Green, 2011). Conventional systematic reviews are reductive in nature and therefore are unsuited for application to qualitative literature, where richness and thickness of description are valued over totalising concepts (Walsh and Downe, 2005). As Sandelowski, Docherty and Emden (1997) state:

“To summarize qualitative findings is to destroy the integrity of the individual projects on which such summaries are based, to thin out the desired thickness of particulars, to undermine the “function and provenance” (Davis, 1991, p. 12) of cases, and, ultimately, to lose the vitality, viscerality and vicarism of the human experiences represented in the original studies.” (p.366)

However, they go on to argue that synthesis of qualitative research is necessary in order to avoid researchers reinventing the wheel, and to ensure that the understanding gained from such research is used. This argument is echoed by Glaser and Strauss (1971).

In their ground-breaking book, Noblit and Hare (1988) proposed a hermeneutic method of synthesis, seeking to understand and explain rather than aggregate phenomena. This method, interpretive synthesis, is primarily concerned with the development of concepts, and theories that integrate those concepts, through induction and interpretation (Dixon-Woods et al., 2006). Walsh and Downe (2005) describe the interpretive synthesis process as “opening up spaces for new
insights and understandings to emerge” (p.205). This method is therefore applicable to synthesis of qualitative research, and has been widely used (861 citations according to Google Scholar in September 2012). It is argued here that interpretive synthesis is the most appropriate for developing the constructs and properties of quality culture grounded in the existing theory, and therefore is the method used in this increment of this research.

4.2.2 Development
The method for interpretive synthesis (Noblit and Hare, 1988; Walsh and Downe, 2005; Dixon-Woods et al., 2006) follows the same steps as that for systematic review (Higgins and Green, 2011), though not the same techniques for undertaking these steps. Although the steps are presented below in a linear manner, Dixon-Woods et al. (2006) emphasise that the process should be characterised as iterative, interactive, dynamic and recursive rather than as a fixed sequence. The similarities between this process and both the research methodology (design research) and the other method used in this research (grounded theory) is not lost on the researcher.

Formulating the research question
Consistent with all research effort in quantitative and qualitative paradigms, an appropriate research question frames an interpretative synthesis. Conventional systematic review methodology (Higgins and Green, 2011) emphasises the need for a research question to be tightly and precisely formulated. This strategy is appropriate where the aim of the review is aggregative (Dixon-Woods et al., 2006). However, when the aim is to allow the definition of the phenomena to emerge from the synthesis of the literature, it is neither possible nor desirable to tightly specify the research question a priori. Instead, the research question should be framed broadly (Walsh and Downe, 2005), and without hypothesising (Dixon-Woods et al., 2006).

In this research sub-iteration, the research question is: What is a culture of quality?
Searching the literature

A defining characteristic of conventional systematic review methodology is its use of explicit searching strategies, and its requirement that such strategies be transparent so that the search methods can be reproduced (Higgins and Green, 2011). Systematic review exclusively focuses on primary quantitative research, which is published as peer-reviewed journal articles and comprehensively indexed in electronic bibliographic databases. The search strategy therefore involves highly structured, protocol-driven searches across a range of electronic bibliographic databases.

Barroso et al. (2003) state the similar need for exhaustive search and retrieval of qualitative research or theoretical literature, both of which may be synthesised, along with quantitative research, in interpretive synthesis. However, they illustrate that this process is not as straightforward as it is for quantitative research. This is because such literature may consist of books, book chapters, research reports, working papers, theses, and other grey literature. Such sources are not comprehensively indexed in electronic bibliographic databases (some types of literature are not indexed at all). In addition, in the genre of ‘business’, leading gurus may publish their work as non-academic books, on websites, as broadcasts, via speaking tours, at conferences, or as documents pertaining to their consultancy - which are only available to organisations who have hired them (usually at vast expense). Search strategies must therefore augment bibliographic database searches with methods including back-tracking of references, citation searching, appeals to known authorities in the area for advice about the existence of more obscure publications, trawling of both physical and online literature aggregators (ie bookshops and Google), and an element of serendipity.

As identified in Chapter One, the subject areas pertaining to a culture of quality included: quality; Total Quality Management (TQM); business excellence; learning organisation; organisational culture; and culture change. The search strategies for the sub-iteration of this research comprised:
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- Searching electronic databases (ABI Inform, Academic Search Complete, Business Source Premier, Emerald, Google Scholar, Sage, Scopus, Web of Knowledge);
- Searching websites (using Google);
- Searching library catalogues (Brunel University Library, Bodleian Libraries, British Library, Cranfield University Library; WorldCat);
- Browsing shelves of bookshops (Blackwells in Oxford, Foyles in London);
- Reference chaining; and
- Contact with experts (from Brunel Business School, Brunel University Department of Information Systems and Computing, Brunel University Department of Systems Engineering, and visiting seminar speakers to these departments).

In addition, some literature (notably about Tricordan, Investors in People and HELICON) was discovered serendipitously through the researcher’s practitioner work. Some examples of the search strategies used are presented in Appendix A.

Sampling
The literature presents different viewpoints regarding whether sampling is necessary or appropriate in the interpretative synthesis process. One point of view, that sampling is inappropriate, is illustrated in the above section. Dixon-Woods \textit{et al.} (2006) agree with Barroso \textit{et al.} (2003) that the search process should be comprehensive enough to pick up papers that “while not ostensibly about [the research question] were nonetheless important to the aim of the review” (p.37).

In this research increment, the number of pieces of literature retrieved was fewer than 150, so no sampling was used.

Determination of quality
Conventional systematic review methodology uses assessment of study quality in a number of ways (Higgins and Green, 2011). Firstly, studies included in a review may be limited to a particular research design (usually randomised controlled
trials). Secondly, inclusion criteria are developed *a priori* and studies that fail to meet these criteria are excluded. Thirdly, an appraisal of included studies, using a structured quality checklist, is undertaken to assess the effects of weaker papers.

Whether to appraise literature for inclusion in interpretive synthesis is a point of debate in the literature, with little consensus (Dixon-Woods *et al.*, 2004; Dixon-Woods *et al.*, 2006). Some researchers argue that a set of criteria specifically designed for qualitative research is needed (Lincoln and Guba, 1985; Seale, 2002). Others argue that it is impossible to produce criteria for the quality of qualitative research, as opinions of quality are historically and culturally dependent, and so vary from person to person (Schwandt, 1996; Sandelowski, Docherty and Emden, 1997).

Dixon-Woods (*et al.*, 2006) recommends the exclusion only of literature that is not relevant. They also propose that one of the distinctive characteristics of interpretive synthesis is its emphasis on fundamental critique, rather than a more limited sense of critical appraisal in which each study is judged against standards of its type. Literature is treated as warranting critical scrutiny in its own right. They suggest that this "may involve the identification of the research traditions or meta-narratives that have guided particular fields of research […] as well as critical analysis of particular forms of discourses." (p.40). As such, judgements and interpretations of credibility and contribution are undertaken as part of the synthesis, rather than as a pre-cursor.

The research in this phase follows Dixon-Woods’ suggestion. Examples of exclusions are presented in Appendix A. The interpretive synthesis of the literature on the nature of a culture of quality therefore included 120 items of literature, which are listed in Appendix B. This literature comprises 59 journal articles, 48 books, and five sets of documents provided as part of ‘consultancy’ (Baldridge, EFQM, HELICON, liP, Tricordant).
Conducting the analysis

Noblit and Hare (1988) build on Turner’s (1980, cited p.25) approach that all explanation is comparative. They propose that interpretive synthesis is undertaken by translating multiple studies into one another’s terms. They describe three different types of interpretive synthesis, depending on how the studies are related.

1. **Reciprocal translation analysis**, where studies to be synthesised are about roughly similar things. Firstly, each study is rendered into the key concepts, themes, organisers and metaphors that the author uses to explain what is taking place. Then each study is translated into the metaphors of the others, and vice versa. These translations may reveal that the metaphors of one study (or a set of metaphors not drawn from the studies) are able to represent the set of studies. However, the uniqueness of the cases may mean that it is not possible for a single set of metaphors to adequately express the studies. In this case, understanding comes from the attempts at translation, rather than from the metaphors alone.

2. **Refutational synthesis**, where studies refute each other. Once again, each starts with the identification of the major metaphors that the authors use to construct their interpretations. This is followed by the identification of the metaphors in the refutation of the other work. This enables the studies and refutations to be translated, or, if they do not translate, to determine how the ideas affect the interpretations.

3. **Line-of-argument synthesis**, where studies successively build a line of argument. The purpose of this synthesis is to build a whole from a set of parts. Following the translation of the studies into one another, a grounded theory is developed to put the similarities and differences between the studies into an interpretive order. Dixon-Woods et al. (2006) term this *synthesising argument*, where evidence from across the studies is integrated into a coherent theoretical framework comprising a network of constructs and the relationships between them.
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Noblit and Hare (1988) also describe a fourth situation, where studies are about different things, and state that in this case “there is little reason to attempt to synthesize them” (p.38). Dixon-Woods et al. (2006) disagree. They propose that a diverse body of literature may be subject to interpretive synthesis, but argue that translation is unsuitable as the core concept. Instead, they propose the use of *synthetic constructs*, where the underlying evidence is transformed into a new conceptual form.

“Synthetic constructs are grounded in the evidence, but result from an interpretation of the whole of that evidence, and allow the possibility of several disparate aspects of a phenomenon being unified in a more useful and explanatory way.” (p.39)

Quality is a multidimensional, multilevel, and dynamic concept. Therefore, this phase of this research involves the interpretive synthesis of a diverse body of literature, which appears to be about different things. Drawing primarily on the work of Dixon-Woods, this research follows an iterative process that starts with detailed reading of the literature, gradually identifying recurring themes. It is followed by the generation of themes that help to explain the phenomena being described in the literature, with constant comparison of these theoretical structures with the literature. Finally, categories are determined, and the relationship between the categories is identified.

How the themes are generated, the categories determined and the relationship between the categories identified cannot be specified. Indeed, it cannot be directly measured or observed. It is a “creative leap that the agile mind makes in the struggle to comprehend observations and to link them together.” (May, 1994, p.13). While this ‘knowing’ appears to the outsider to be “magic” (May, 1994, p.14), it is most often found operating within the context of careful and rigorous attention to method (Perkins, 1981). However, technique and rigor cannot fully explain what moves the analyst from simple description to understanding (May, 1994). May drew on Benner’s (1984, cited p.17) observation that experts view situations holistically, and draw on past experiences to move beyond method as they confront information that must be understood. While these proposals go
some way to illuminating the conditions necessary for the ‘magic’ to occur, they
do not illuminate how it actually happens. As such, the reader of this thesis must
exercise a certain amount of trust in the researcher.

4.2.3 Output of Increment 1
The themes identified in the literature are presented in Figure 4.2. As can be
seen from this figure, there are eighteen clusters of concepts.

The next stage of the synthesis was to generate the synthetic constructs,
transforming the clusters of concepts into a new conceptual form. Figure 4.2
attempts to illustrate this process. However, as stated above, full explanation and
transparency is not possible because of the creative, inductive and interpretive
processes involved.
Figure 4.2: Visual representation of synthesis of constructs of the QMM from literature
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The final part of the interpretive synthesis of the literature produced the following:

A culture of quality is made up of seven constructs:

1. Environmental sensing
2. Culture of quality
3. Alignment
4. Management of the organisation
5. Learning organisation attributes
6. Utilisation of human capital
7. Attitude to change

Each of these constructs is made up of between four and six properties, each of which will be described in turn.

**Environmental sensing**

1. How the organisation obtains customer feedback.
2. How the organisation assesses customer feedback.
3. How the organisation involves customers in decision making.
4. Whether the organisation is future-focussed in the assessment of customer requirements.
5. The nature of changes made on the basis of customer feedback.
6. Engagement with anticipatory organisational planning.

**Culture of quality**

1. Who is responsible for quality.
2. How the organisation improves quality.
3. How quality is embedded in the management of the organisation.
4. How strong the quality culture is.
5. The nature of the organisational leader’s vision regarding the quality of the organisation.

**Alignment**

1. How well the organisation is aligned top to bottom.
2. How well work units of the organisation are integrated.
3. The extent to which the organisation uses systems thinking.
4. The effectiveness of communication within the organisation.

Management of the organisation
1. How work processes are related to the organisational strategy.
2. Whether goals are defined.
3. How work units engage with each other.
4. The congruency between documentation and practice.
5. The nature of performance measurement undertaken.

Learning organisation attributes
1. The attitude to mistakes.
2. How learning and knowledge are shared throughout the organisation.
3. How problem solving is used.
4. What the organisation is willing to change of itself (rules, insights, principles).
5. The empowerment of individuals.

Utilisation of human capital
1. How staff are encouraged in developing themselves.
2. The commitment to the holistic development of staff.
3. Provision for recognition, reward and progression of staff.
4. How staff are encouraged to continually improve themselves and their work.

Attitude to change
1. The organisational attitude to change.
2. The impetus for change.
3. The empowerment of decision-making.
4. The attitude to failure.
5. The barriers to failure.

These concepts and dimensions form the output of the first increment of iteration one.
4.3 Increment Two: Grounded Theory of Quality Culture

The purpose of this increment is to develop the constructs of quality culture consistent with practice.

4.3.1 Research Design

This section describes the research design for this increment, covering both the theory and application of the methodological framework, data gathering and analysis.

4.3.1.1 Methodological Framework

Grounded theory was developed by Glaser and Strauss (1967) as a systematic methodological strategy that social scientists could use to generate theory. The researcher does not deduce testable hypotheses from existing theories in advance and test them against the data, but systematically analyses the data to construct theories ‘grounded’ in the data themselves (Glaser & Strauss, 1967).

Since their original publication, Glaser and Strauss have diverged in how to apply the grounded theory methodology. Glaser remains faithful to the initial description of grounded theory, described as a constant comparative method where the analyst begins analysis with the first data collected and constantly compares indicators, concepts and categories as the theory emerges (Glaser, 1992). Strauss has developed the grounded theory methodology towards verification, into one described as an approach for looking systematically at qualitative data aiming at the generation of theory (Strauss & Corbin, 1998).

Kathy Charmaz, a student of both Glaser and Strauss, has developed her own interpretation of grounded theory that “returns to the classic statements of the past century and reexamines (sic) them through a methodological lens of the present century.” (Charmaz, 2006, p.xi). This interpretation is rooted in pragmatism and relativist epistemology, and assumes that neither data nor theories are discovered, but are constructed by the researcher as a result of his or her interactions with the field and its participants (Charmaz, 2006; Bryant & Charmaz, 2007a).
In accordance with the pragmatic nature of the Design Science paradigm within which it is conducted, this research follows Charmaz’s interpretation of grounded theory, and her methodology. This method also fits with using grounded theory as part of an incremental and iterative research process where it is not the only methodology.

4.3.1.2 Data Gathering
Charmaz (2006) argues that the logic of grounded theory guides the methods of data gathering as well as analysis. She advises the researcher to “adopt methods that hold a promise of advancing your emerging ideas.” (p.16), and advocates letting the research problem shape the data collection methods chosen. However, she cautions that although methods are merely tools, they do have consequences as “How you collect data affects which phenomena you will see, how, where and when you will view them, and what sense you will make of them.” (p.15). She states that the key to credible grounded theory research is to gather rich, substantial, relevant, suitable and sufficient data.

Framework and methods
There are three frameworks for collecting data within a grounded theory approach (Bryman, 2012): longitudinal; case study; and pseudo-case study. A longitudinal study entails the investigation of a sample on at least two occasions, separated in time, in order to map change. A case study entails the detailed and intensive analysis of a single case and its context. The case may be a single community, a single family, a single person, a single organisation, or a single event. A pseudo-case study investigates the experiences of different people / families / communities / organisations to a single concept (e.g. chronic illness). This research increment uses a pseudo-case study approach, where rich data about what constitutes a culture of quality was gathered from UK University LIS.

The most common method for gathering appropriate data within the grounded theory approach is via unstructured interviews (e.g. Glaser & Strauss, 1967; Glasser, 1992; Strauss & Corbin, 1998; Charmaz, 2006; Bryant & Charmaz, 2007b; Bryman, 2012) because they yield rich insights into people’s experiences, opinions, aspirations, attitudes and feelings. An unstructured interview uses only
a brief set of prompts – a single question or a list of general topics – and the interviewee is encouraged to respond freely (Patton, 2002; May, 2011; Bryman, 2012). The aim is to elicit detailed answers to gain insight into what the interviewee considers to be relevant and important. In contrast, a semi-structured interview entails the use of a list of questions as a guide for the interviewer (Patton, 2002; May, 2011; Bryman, 2012). Questioning may not follow exactly the order outlined in the schedule and questions may be asked that are not included in the guide, in order to follow up replies (May, 2011). The interview process is flexible, but generally all questions on the schedule will be asked and similar wording will be used from interviewee to interviewee. Although rarely used in grounded theory methodology, semi-structured interviews are consistent with Blumer’s (1969) notion of sensitizing concepts in grounded theory.

As detailed above, interviews are an appropriate way of eliciting employee’s opinions about a LIS’s culture of quality. However, organizational culture consists of both the beliefs / norms / values / behaviour of the people of the organisation and the policy, procedures and practices of the organisation (Deal & Kennedy, 2000; Schein, 2010). Data concerning the later can be found in the documents of the organization (Scott, 1990). These documents may be public documents, such as annual reports; or internal documents, such as procedural manuals and produced by routine, regular or special administrative practices (Hakim, 1983).

In order to develop a conceptualisation of quality culture that is consistent both with the output from increment one and with what is occurring in practice, the data will be gathered from the UK LIS via two methods: semi-structured interviews, where the questions are explicitly taken from the output of increment one; and the administrative documents of the LIS.

**Undertaking Semi-Structured Interviews**

After the specification of the research problem, the first stage in designing a semi-structured interview study is to choose the site, cases or organisations where the research will be conducted (Kvle & Brinkmann, 2009; Rubin & Rubin, 2012; Warren, 2002). The location(s) chosen must be relevant to the research problem, and also be accessible by the researcher. If there are a number of
options that fit these criteria, it can be helpful to have locations that are likely to provide contrasting information, and that enable the testing of tentative explanations (Rubin & Rubin, 2012).

The next stage is to choose the interviewees. Potential participants must have first-hand experience of the issue being researched, be knowledgeable about the area, have complementary experiences of the research topic and so hold different points of view to each other (Kvle & Brinkmann, 2009; Rubin & Rubin, 2012; Warren, 2002). This ensures that the results of the research will be fresh and real, with conclusions that are balanced and credible (Rubin & Rubin, 2012). This is essential if the results of the research are to have utility.

The third stage is to write the interview questions. The questions need to explore in detail each part of the research question (Kvle & Brinkmann, 2009; Rubin & Rubin, 2012). In order to obtain nuanced results, a semi-structured interview must use open questions to obtain as much detail as possible (Foddy, 1993). The interviewer will also need to use follow up questions to elicit a variety of examples. The main purpose of the semi-structured interview is to investigate a theme or themes in depth. Rubin & Rubin (2012) describe a number of questioning techniques that contribute to this: (i) using how and what questions to explore the interviewees experience; (ii) asking for clarification of meaning when interviewees use a specialist term – this enables the interviewer to understand the interviewees conceptualization of the term in use; (iii) asking about apparent contradictions; (iv) asking two related questions together, to indicate that the interviewee is looking for a full exploration of the topic. Semi-structured interviews also need to obtain data that provide vividness to the research results, promoting its utility. Vividness can be elicited through asking for descriptions of iconic and illustrative moments, and by asking questions about a highly charged incident or area (Rubin & Rubin, 2012).

The final stage is to draft the interview schedule. There are four parts to an interview (Kvle & Brinkmann, 2009; Rubin & Rubin, 2012). At the start of the interview, the interviewer should introduce themselves and the topic, endeavoring to make a personal connection with the interviewee in order to garner their trust,
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and so candid responses. Respected writers on the methodology of interviewing (Kvle & Brinkmann, 2009; Rubin & Rubin, 2012) suggest viewing the interview as a conversation, and that the interviewer should choose a role for themselves that is meaningful to the conversational partner and understood and accepted in their world. The interviewer should emphasize that there are no right or wrong answers to the questions, and the interviewer is interested in their experiences.

The second part of the interview should utilize easy questions, central to the research topic, but non-threatening and that the interviewee will feel confident in their opinions on (Kvle & Brinkmann, 2009; Rubin & Rubin, 2012). The interviewer should reinforce the trust established at the start of the interview through empathetic responses, such as use of non-verbal communication cues, statements of understanding, or short examples of his/her own (Rubin & Rubin, 2012).

In the third stage, the interviewer is able to ask more sensitive and / or conceptually difficult questions. The interview should finish with less stressful questions and end with an invitation to the interviewee to freely comment on the topics of the interview (Kvle & Brinkmann, 2009; Rubin & Rubin, 2012).

**Other Considerations**

Employing a grounded theory approach means entering the ‘research participant’ world. In doing so, researchers have an obligation to respect their subjects (Blumer, 1969). One way of respecting participants is through trying to establish rapport with them (Charmaz, 2006). Another way of respecting participants is by taking care of their data. Documents that are not in the public domain may be sensitive, or have strategic or competitive implications. Therefore all documents were kept securely and remained confidential. Any embargo on the reporting of exact text from such documents was carefully maintained. Views expressed during the interviews may be inflammatory, controversial, or reflect badly on colleagues of the participant, or their institution. It is therefore important to ensure that participants remained anonymous and unidentifiable throughout the study. In addition to obtaining informed consent before the start of the interview (see Appendix I), particular attention was drawn to the use of vignettes. Transcripts of
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the interviews, and the original tapes were kept securely and confidentially in accordance with the data handling guidelines of the Brunel University Research Ethics Committee.

4.3.1.3 Analysis
The research principle behind grounded theory is neither inductive nor deductive but combines both in abductive reasoning (Miles & Huberman, 1994; Reichertz, 2007). This leads to a research practice where data sampling, data analysis and theory development are not seen as distinct, but as different steps to be repeated until the phenomenon researched can be described and explained. The stopping point is reached when new data no longer changes the emerging theory.

The major analysis tool in grounded theory is coding. Coding is the process of going through the data repeatedly, looking to abstract what is going on through constant comparison. A code “sets up a relationship with your data, and with your respondents.” (Star, 2007 p.80). Coding is abductive because it involves the researcher discovering new specific properties from the data, then merging them or dropping them in the face of comparisons (Reichertz, 2007). This analysis is open-ended, indeterminate and filled with uncertainty. However, writers on the topic (e.g. Dey, 1993; Strauss & Corbin, 1998; Patton, 2002; Charmaz, 2006; Bazeley, 2007; Dey, 2007; Glaser, 2007; Holton, 2007; Kelle, 2007; Reichertz, 2007; Star, 2007; Corbin & Strauss, 2008; Bryman, 2012) agree that there are three phases of coding:

1. Initial coding is used to name each word, line or segment of data.
2. Focused coding is used to identify and develop the most salient categories.
3. Integrative coding is used to reassemble the fractured data to give coherence to the emerging analysis.

The purpose of initial coding, also referred to as open or substantive coding, is to “make fundamental processes explicit, render hidden assumptions visible and give [researchers] new insight” (Charmaz, 2006, p.55). It is conceptualisation on the first level of abstraction. At the beginning of a study everything is coded in order to find out about the problem. Written data from field notes or transcripts
are coded word-by-word, line-by-line, or incident-to-incident. Line-by-line is the usual coding form for interview data as it gives the researcher ideas that may escape their attention when coding for thematic analysis (Charmaz, 2006). The purpose is to stick closely to the data, using codes that reflect action so the conceptualisation emerges from the data. This phase ensures the grounded theory has fit and relevance.

The purpose of focused coding is to determine the adequacy of the initial codes and check the researchers’ preconceptions about the topic. Theoretical integration starts with focused coding. The most significant or frequent initial codes are used to sort, synthesise, integrate and organize large amounts of data. Firstly, data is compared to data to develop the focused codes. Then data is compared to these codes in order to refine them. As more data is coded, codes are merged into new concepts, renamed and modified. The researcher goes back and forth constantly comparing data, modifying and refining the growing theory. This phase ensures the grounded theory has workability.

The purpose of integrative coding, called axial coding by Strauss and Corbin (1998; Corbin & Strauss, 2008), and theoretical coding by Glaser (1992), is to make connections between categories and relate categories to subcategories, thereby weaving the fractured concepts into hypotheses that work together in a theory explaining the main concern of the participants. Strauss and Corbin propose a prescriptive framework and a set of procedures to achieve this. Glaser (1992) proposes an alternative set of procedures to undertake theoretical coding. Charmaz (2006) suggests that integrative coding does not have to be done by following either prescriptive framework, but can be achieved by following the same “simple, flexible guidelines” (p.61) as focused coding.

When comparing many incidents in a certain research area, the emerging concepts and their relationships are probability statements. The result of grounded theory is not a detailed description of the research area, but a set of probability statements about the relationship between concepts, or an integrated set of conceptual hypotheses developed from empirical data (Glaser, 1998). Validity in its traditional sense is consequently not an issue in grounded theory,
which instead should be judged by fit, relevance, workability, and modifiability (Glaser & Strauss, 1967).

- **Fit.** How closely the concepts fit with the incidents they are representing.
- **Relevance.** A relevant study deals with the real concern of participants, evokes "grab" (captures the attention) and is not only of academic interest.
- **Workability.** The theory works when it explains a greatly heterogeneous research area.
- **Modifiability.** A modifiable theory can be altered when new relevant data is compared to existing data.

Grounded theory is never right or wrong, it just has more or less fit, relevance, workability and modifiability.

### 4.3.2 Development

This section details the design and development of the artefact through the application of the research design from 4.3.1 to the research area.

#### The ‘Case Study’ Libraries

This research increment uses a pseudo-case study approach, where data about what constitutes a culture of quality was gathered from UK University LIS. An email was sent to SCONUL Directors list (LIS-SCONUL@JISCMAIL.ac.uk) requesting participant UK HE LIS to take part in the study (see Appendix G). This is a closed list, and so was sent on behalf of the researcher by Nick Bevan (Director of Brunel University Library). The email elicited positive responses from 10 English university LIS:

- Anglia Ruskin University
- Bristol University
- Goldsmiths, University of London
- Imperial College, London
- Nottingham Trent University
- Sheffield Hallam University
- St. George’s, University of London
- University of the West of England
- University of Worcester
All ten were used as ‘cases’ for this research. This was appropriate because, unlike in quantitative research where opportunistic and self-selecting sampling has serious potential drawbacks, both these sampling methods are common in grounded theory research (Charmaz, 2006), where they are the only way of gaining access to participants in order to gather relevant, suitable and sufficient data.

The first four libraries to have data collected were chosen for analysis in this increment of iteration one:

- Imperial College, London
- Nottingham Trent University
- Sheffield Hallam University
- University of Worcester

The Interviewees
The output of increment one indicated that vertical alignment of attitudes, beliefs, behaviours and values is an important component of quality culture. Therefore, it was necessary to conduct semi-structured interviews with LIS staff at five levels:

1. LIS director
2. Member of the Senior Management Team,
3. Member of professional staff,
4. Member of staff at the highest ‘para-professional’ level (Senior/Principal Library Assistant)
5. Member of staff at the lowest (Library Assistant) level.

Increment one also indicated that horizontal alignment (i.e. how well work units are integrated) is another important component of quality culture. All the ‘case study’ LIS have a hierarchical structure with fewer staff at the higher level than the one before. In order to draw a sample that respected this (and so the greater opportunity for structural ‘silos’ at the bottom than the top), one representative was taken for categories 1 and 2; two representatives from categories 3 and 4,
and three representatives from category 5, resulting in nine interviews for each ‘case’.

For pragmatic reasons, all interviewees (except the Director) were chosen by the contact for that library (usually the Director) following this schema. It is recognised that this method of selection may result in interviewee bias, but it was necessary to facilitate access. It became clear from the interviews themselves that participants had not been selected to show the Library in only a favourable light.

**The Interview Questions**
The starting point for the questions on the interview schedule was the identified constructs of quality culture from increment one (Section 4.2.1.3). For example, the property ‘who is responsible for quality’ became the question “Who is responsible for quality?”. The questions were phrased using language familiar to the interviewees. For example, the interpretive synthesis of the literature indicated that one of the properties of a culture of quality is how the organisation obtains customer feedback. The term ‘customer’ is a controversial term in the LIS community; ‘user’ is an accepted neutral term with equivalent meaning and so interviewees were asked “How does the library obtain user feedback”. The questions were kept as simple as simple as possible. For example, the property ‘provision for recognition, reward and progression of staff’ became the question “Do you get recognition for doing a good job?”.

In order to enable interviewees to interpret the questions against their own underlying mental schema, and so gain insight into the underlying tacit assumptions of the organisational culture (Schein, 2010), the questions were worded in a general, and often ambiguous, way. For example, “How do you work with other teams?” may be answered in terms of how well members of teams get along personally; the procedures by which specific teams interact; the general attitude towards other teams; or how the interviewee views the place of their team within the whole library (systems thinking).
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A number of questions were able to act as an interrogative tool for more than one of the properties of a culture of quality indicated by the outcome of increment 1. For example, the question “What changes do you make as a result of user feedback?” may elicit answers relating to the nature of changes made on the basis of user feedback (obviously), and also how problem solving is used; and what the organisation is willing to change of itself (rules, insights, principles). The question “What happens if you make a mistake?” may elicit answers relating to the attitude to failure; the empowerment of decision making; how staff are encouraged to continually improve themselves and their work; the empowerment of individuals; as well as the attitude to mistakes.

Questions were asked appropriate to the interviewee’s position in the hierarchy. For example, only the Head of Service was asked “How do you conduct your strategic planning?”, but they were not asked whether work practices followed documented procedures.

The Interview Schedule

All the interviews began with the interviewer thanking the interviewee for taking part in the research and introducing themselves. The ‘role’ taken by the researcher was that of a PhD student research quality in libraries, who was also a practising professional librarian working in a UK academic library. The interviewee was asked to sign the consent form (see the participant information sheet in Appendix I) and was reassured that there were no right or wrong answers, and that their responses would not be shared with anyone at their institution, except in a general way.

The interviews all started with a general question about the interviewees opinion of the culture of the library and all ended with an invitation to the interviewee to add any further comments. The question order on the schedule was generally followed, but the specific order and follow up questions asked was led by the responses of the interviewee.

The interview schedule for the Directors is presented in Appendix D. The interview schedule for the members of senior management team is presented in
Appendix E. The interview schedule for the professionals, the senior para-professionals, and the lowest level of staff is presented in Appendix F.

All interviews were transcribed by the researcher into MS Word documents.

The Documents
Documents were collected to determine nature of formal policies, procedures and guidelines.

The documents requested were primary sources resulting from recurrent, regular and special administrative routines. Specifically requested were:

- Mission, vision and values statements.
- Strategic and operational plans.
- Annual reports.
- Policy statements.
- Procedural manuals.
- Internal committee documents.
- Liaison/institution interaction documents.
- Staff development/training and induction programme.
- Appraisal/performance management documents.

The contact at the ‘case’ LIS was asked to provide the documents. It is recognised that this method of selection may result in selection bias, but was necessary to facilitate access. The details of the documents requested are shown in Appendix H.

Analysis
All the transcriptions were initially coded line-by-line (examples of this coding are presented in Appendix J). Following this initial coding, the codes for each question area were compared within each ‘case’, and between ‘cases’ (this inter-case comparison sorted the codes by the level of the respondent, e.g. SMT compared to SMT; LA compared to LA). This data-to-data comparison produced a list of focused codes (presented in Appendix K). All the transcripts were coded.
again using these focused codes (examples of this coding are presented in Appendix L), in order to refine the codes, and start to integrate and sort them into categories. The final list of categories and sub-categories from this increment of iteration one are presented in the next section.

4.3.3 Output of Increment 2
The categories and sub-categories of a culture of quality, generated via grounded theory from increment two are presented in Figure 4.3.
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Frankie Wilson: The Quality Maturity Model

Management of the organisation
- Generation of the strategic plan
- Strategic plan determines development work
- Scope of strategic plan
- Good management practices

Leadership
- Walk the talk
- Lead
- Hearts and Minds

Investment in staff
- Staff development
- Staff training strategically managed
- Staff valued

Same Hymn sheet
- Consistency
- Alignment
- Integration

Attitude to quality
- Culture of quality
- Customer focus
- Responsibility for quality

System thinking
- Little cogs
- Structure
- Managing the whole elephant
- Communication

Attitude to change
- Attitude to change
- Attitude to barriers to change
- Sexy vs. vanilla

Performance monitoring
- Performance measurements collected
- Use of performance measures
- Monitoring of progress

Environmental sensing
- Bottom up
  - Gather
  - Act
  - Close loop
- Top down
  - Gather
  - Act
  - Influence
  - Inside out
  - Operate
  - Awareness

Implementation of change
- Management of projects

Figure 4.3: Visual representation of the constructs of the QMM from grounded theory
4.4 Increment Three: Assessment of Ubiquity of Constructs
The purpose of this increment is to assess the ubiquity of the output of increment two against novel real world examples.

4.4.1 Design and Development
The design and development in this increment followed the same design and development as that of the second increment (detailed in section 4.3.1).

The libraries not analysed for increment two were used in this increment:
- Anglia Ruskin University
- Bristol University
- Goldsmiths, University of London
- St. George’s, University of London
- University of the West of England
- University of York
However, the interviews from St. George’s could not be used because the tapes had failed and could not be recovered. This ‘case’ was therefore excluded from the research.

In accordance with standard grounded theory methodology (e.g. Charmaz, 2006), the transcripts from these five cases were not subjected to line-by-line coding. Focussed coding, using the codes from increment two, was used to sort, organise and integrate the data.

The codes from increment two were both sufficient and necessary to describe the culture of quality in all nine of the ‘cases’ where data was available. There were no additional codes from ‘cases’ 5-9 that were not present from the analysis of ‘cases’ 1-4, showing that the focussed coding had reached saturation point. However, the additional analysis did serve to further refine and synthesise these codes.

A comparison of the initial categorisation of a culture of quality from the synthesis of the literature (Figure 4.2), and from grounded theory (Figure 4.3) produced a
model with eight categories as having the most explanatory power. As would be expected, there are many overlaps between both conceptualisations, but some aspects are derived solely from the synthesis of the literature. Specifically, the category of ‘Alignment’ from the literature subsumes the categories of ‘Same Hymn Sheet’ and ‘Systems Thinking’ from the grounded theory. Similarly, the category of ‘Management of the Organisation’ subsumes the categories of ‘Implementation of Change’ and ‘Progress Monitoring’. Conversely, ‘Leadership’ comes through strongly as an independent category from the grounded theory, rather than being distributed across other categories as it was in the synthesis of the literature.

4.4.2 Output of Increment 3

The construct of a quality culture, consistent with both the literature and practice are presented below. There are eight elements, consisting of between three and eight practice areas – 40 practice areas in total.

- Management of the organisation
- Strategic plan generation
- Management alignment (achievement of the strategic plan)
- Progress monitoring
- Performance measurement
- Project management processes
- Environmental sensing
- Customers (bottom up)
  - Gathering feedback
  - Collation of feedback
  - Action as a result of feedback
- Organisation (top down)
  - Gathering feedback
  - Influencing organisational decisions
- Wider context (inside out)
  - Gathering feedback
  - Involvement of staff in profession
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- Contribution to profession
  - Learning organisation
  - Staff empowerment
  - Staff involvement in change
  - Nature / level of learning
  - Attitude to mistakes
  - Attitude to risk
  - Staff encouragement to innovate
  - Attitude to change
  - Perceived drivers for change
  - Attitude to quality
  - Definition of quality (including locus of control)
  - Attitude to quality improvement
  - Perception of responsibility for quality
  - Type of quality improvement initiatives - (“sexy” vs. “vanilla”)
  - Leadership
  - Vision and value setting
  - Trust
  - Inspiration and motivation
  - Investment in staff
  - Attitude to staff (as an asset)
  - Training provision
  - Development of staff
  - Recognition of staff
  - Alignment
  - Vertical alignment
  - Horizontal alignment
  - Consistency
  - Communication flow
  - Staff recognition of where they fit into the overall scheme (“little cogs”)
  - Structure
4.5 The Artefact, its Demonstration and Evaluation

This section presents the output of Iteration One, drawing together the results of the three increments and applying the reference model. The potential of this artefact as a solution is then demonstrated through its review by an expert community of practice (both researchers and practitioners). The (unsolicited) adoption of the artefact by a consortium of academic LIS is also described. Following this demonstration the solution is evaluated, both in terms of utility of the artefact and the learning that has occurred about the problem space.

4.5.1 The Artefact

A culture of quality is a complex concept, consisting of 40 practice areas, grouped into eight elements. Achievement of a culture of quality is a developmental journey with a number of identifiable checkpoints along the way.

A culture of quality is: doing things right; doing the right things; using learning; suited to the environment (change seeking in an fluid environment); and explicitly and appropriately aiming to improve quality. This culture is created by strong leadership and the people of the organisation; and the amount to which these categories are bound together to form a cohesive culture is determined by organisational alignment.

Applying the reference model, there are five levels on the journey to a culture of quality. These levels are Initial, Repeatable, Defined, Managed, and Continuous. They apply to each element of the concept and, although the score of each element will be related to the others, especially within the same category, they are sufficiently independent that an organisation may have a range of scores on the Quality Maturity Model across different elements.

The skeleton structure of the Quality Maturity Model is presented in Figure 4.4.
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Frankie Wilson: The Quality Maturity Model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Management of the organisation</th>
<th>Level 1</th>
<th>Level 2</th>
<th>Level 3</th>
<th>Level 4</th>
<th>Level 5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Initial</td>
<td>Repeatable</td>
<td>Defined</td>
<td>Managed</td>
<td>Continuous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strategic plan generation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management alignment (achievement of the strategic plan)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Progress monitoring</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Performance measurement</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project management processes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Environmental sensing**

**Customers (bottom up)**
- Customers - Gathering feedback
- Customers - Collation of feedback
- Customers - Action as a result of feedback

**Organisation (top down)**
- Organisation - Gathering feedback
- Organisation - Influencing organisational decisions

**Wider context (inside out)**
- Wider context - Involvement of staff in profession
- Wider context - Gathering feedback
- Wider context - Contribution to profession

**Learning organisation**
- Staff empowerment
- Staff involvement in change
- Nature / level of learning
- Attitude to mistakes
- Attitude to risk
- Staff encouragement to innovate

**Attitude to change**
- Attitude to change
- Perception of drivers for change

**Attitude to quality**
- Definition of quality (including locus of control)
- Attitude to quality improvement
- Perception of responsibility for quality
- Type of quality improvement initiatives - ("sexy" vs. "vanilla")

**Leadership**
- Vision and value setting
- Trust
- Inspiration and motivation

**Investment in staff**
- Attitude to staff (as an asset)
- Training provision
- Development of staff
- Recognition of staff

**Alignment**
- Vertical alignment
- Horizontal alignment
- Consistency
- Communication flow
- Staff recognition of where they fit into the overall scheme
- Structure
- Alignment of attitude to quality
- Alignment of attitude to change

*Figure 4.4: The Quality Maturity Model Outline*
4.5.2 Demonstration

In order to observe and measure how well the artefact (i.e. the representation of a culture of quality in Figure 4.4) supports a solution to the problem of lack of practitioner engagement with issues of quality, it was presented to a self-selecting international group of L&IS researchers and practitioners interested in issues of measurement in LIS. This was achieved via the presentation by the researcher of a paper at the Seventh Northumbria International Conference of Performance Measurement in Library and Information Services, held at Spier Hotel and Conference Centre, Stellenbosch, South Africa, 13-16 August 2007. The paper, as included in the conference proceedings and including details of the open discussion, is presented in Appendix M. This conference was attended by 202 delegates from 19 countries, including those in North America, Europe, Africa, Australasia, Scandinavia, and the Middle East. Most delegates were practitioners working in academic LIS.

The evaluation of Iteration One consists of two parts. Firstly, the evaluation of the solution (i.e. the levels, elements and practice areas of the Quality Maturity Model) for utility. Secondly, the determination of the learning about the problem space that has occurred, and the implications of this for the next iteration.

4.5.3 Utility of the Artefact

In order to evaluate the utility of the artefact, the demonstration was framed in such a way as to gather feedback on the utility of the model. The presentation of the paper by the author was concluded with an open discussion of the attendees, loosely prompted by the following questions to the audience:

1. Do you agree with the assertion that libraries operate in a rapidly evolving agile environment and that the ability of a library to survive is determined by its culture of quality, specifically its “meta-quality”?
2. From your experience, do you agree with the concept of maturity levels in quality culture – or is it binary? Or something else?
3. Would you find the completed QMM model useful?
4. What metric would you find most useful as a measure of performance – a single number (“3”); a mean average (“3.245”); a mode average (“3”); a median average
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(“3”); a profile (“management of the organisation = 3; attitude to change = 4; alignment = 2” etc); a total out of 40 (8x5)?

5. What do you think of the 8 categories? Do they ring true in your experience? Have I missed any?

Details of the discussion were noted on a flipchart by one of the conference organising committee, and written up and included as part of the paper in the conference proceedings.

All the participants in the discussion felt that the key factor in the quality of an organisation was its culture, both formal and informal. Participants felt that the development of a quality culture was a continuous process of maturity. However, a discrete model was useful for the purposes of measurement and assessment. It was felt that the simpler the model was, the better. All participants felt that the Quality Maturity Model, as outlined in the artefact, would be useful to them. A number of participants suggested that the model should not be stand-alone, but should assist in the choice of other quality improvement techniques. Most discussion participants felt that a profile of the LIS would be the most useful metric output of a measure of performance, one attendee commenting: “It is like a personality inventory for the library”. Most felt that a trend of a LIS’s performance over time would be most informative – not a single ‘snapshot’ score. Discussion participants felt that leadership is indeed a key category, with one participant feeling that “the miracle is success despite the leadership”. Akin to this, one participant suggested that public services might be better if they are not closely aligned, as a looser configuration enabled individuals to go beyond their organisational constraints. The ‘Attitude to change’ category was also felt to be important. In particular it was recommended that the model should unpick the complexity and variability of the drivers for change, and not make any absolute assumptions. It was felt by some discussion participants that a key omission was the property ‘selection and induction of staff’, while accepting that one of the key difficulties facing libraries wishing to induce culture change was the low turnover rate of staff.
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This evaluation of the artefact from Iteration One shows that the Quality Maturity Model has fit, relevance and workability. It is meaningful and useful to academic LIS practitioners.

Further to the demonstration of the artefact, the researcher was invited, in June 2008, to give a presentation (see Appendix N) to the M25 Consortium of Academic Libraries Quality Working Group. Following this presentation, the M25 Consortium incorporated “some work on the application of the Quality Maturity Model” into its 2008/09 action plan, at the behest of the working group. Up until this point, the M25 Consortium’s focus on quality had included providing workshops on Chartermark; a toolkit of performance measure for space utilisation (costing models, benchmarking Performance Indicators – input, output and ratio, and LibQual+ ‘Library as a place’ scores); and surveys of members’ formal Quality Assurance processes. Although this demonstration was not initiated by the researcher it clearly shows that the artefact from Iteration One, the Quality Maturity Model as shown in Figure 4.4, was successful in prompting academic practitioner LIS engagement with the nature of quality.

4.5.4 Learning About the Problem

The design science paradigm is used in this research in order to explore the problem space – to make known what was previously unknown through a change of representation of the problem. The construction of the artefact and its evaluation as an effective support of a solution provide information about the solution space. In turn, this information about the solution space develops new insights about the problem space. Iteration One has resulted in the following learning about the problem space:

Quality culture is a complex, multi-faceted concept that is made more understandable by teasing out all the dimensions and contributory practice areas. The 40 practice areas detailed in the outline Quality Maturity Model are, in the according to the data collected, sufficient and necessary to describe quality culture at an appropriate level of granularity to be useful to practitioners.
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The development of a quality culture is a continuous evolutionary journey, with different Library and Information Services at different points on that journey. Despite its continuous nature, the development of a culture of quality can usefully be split into an arbitrary number of discrete stages. Such partitioning aids practitioners’ understanding of the issue of developing a culture of quality by its similarity to existing concepts of measuring LIS.

4.6 Summary

This chapter presented Iteration One of the research – the efforts to impose a framework on the amorphous concept of quality culture. The iteration was developed incrementally in order to produce a framework that is consistent with both existing theory and practice.

Different research methods were used for the increments. The first increment used an interpretive synthesis methodology to interrogate the quality culture literature, because it is an accepted method of developing concepts from qualitative data without losing the richness and thickness of description that such data provides. The literature was drawn from abstracting and indexing databases using a variety of synonyms for TQM, plus a number of documents provided as part of paid for ‘consultancy’. The second and third increments used the grounded theory method of Charmaz (2006) to analyse the transcripts of interviews. Nine participants were interviewed, and documents collected, in each of ten case study UK academic LIS. Interviewees represented all levels of the organisational hierarchy in each LIS, and the semi-structured interview questions were drawn from the output of increment one.

Increment two analysed the data from four of the case study LIS by undertaking line-by-line and then focussed coding to produce a set of codes. Increment three analysed data from five of the case study LIS by undertaking focussed coding using the codes from increment two until saturation was reached.

A comparison of the output of increment one and increment three produced a model of quality culture with eight categories and a total of 40 practice areas. The categories were management of the organisation, environmental sensing,
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Learning organisation attributes, attitude to change, attitude to quality, leadership, investment in staff, and alignment. This outline of the Quality Maturity Model was demonstrated to Library and Information Science researchers and practitioners at an international conference and evaluated for utility.

Finally, the problem space was explored in light of the research in this Chapter, leading to amended definitions for a solution going into Iteration Two.
CHAPTER FIVE: ITERATION TWO

“Well we know where we’re goin’ but we don’t know where we’ve been. And we know what we’re knowin’ but we can’t say what we’ve seen.”

Road to Nowhere by Talking Heads

The purpose of Iteration Two is to populate the outline Quality Maturity Model produced as the output of Iteration One, in order to produce a ‘roadmap’ to enable practitioners to plan improvement in the quality culture of their library. The QMM is populated by determining the dimensions of the properties of quality culture using the grounded theory technique of axial coding to synthesis the interview, documentary and literature data gathered in Iteration One. The output of Iteration Two, a fully characterised Quality Maturity Model, is demonstrated via presentation at a North American conference of LIS practitioners, and is evaluated for utility. The learning about the problem space that occurs is used to amend the definitions for a solution going in to Iteration Three.

Section 5.1 provides a reminder of the research design used in this iteration. Section 5.2 details the development process, covering the application of the research design. Section 5.3 presents the demonstration and evaluation of the output of Iteration Two, including the communication of the artefact, an evaluation of the artefact in supporting a solution, and the description of the learning that has occurred about the problem space. Finally, section 5.4 summarises the chapter.

Figure 5.1 Illustrates how this iteration relates to the research design as a whole.
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**Objective of a solution**

- Interpretive synthesis from quality culture literature
- Grounded theory of quality culture developed from real world cases
- Detailed description of what constitutes quality culture

**Iteration 1**

- Learning about problem space
- Evaluation

**Iteration 2**

- Objectives of a solution
- Determination of the dimensions of properties of quality culture

**Iteration 3**

- Objectives of a solution
- Development of a quality culture assessment instrument

---

**Figure 5.1: Research Iteration Two**
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5.1 Research Design

The research design for Iteration Two followed the same research design described in section 4.3.1 – Grounded Theory. However, in this iteration the research followed the design beyond focussed coding (the stopping point in Iteration One) on to axial coding (Strauss and Corbin, 1998; Corbin & Strauss, 2008), to elicit the dimensions of the properties that are the specific or general attributes of the categories.

5.2 Development

The post-analysis data from Iteration One was the input data for Iteration Two. Vignettes from all the interviews from each of the usable nine case studies (81 interviews in all) were grouped by the code they had been assigned during Iteration One. These groups were then amalgamated to adhere to the category and sub-category groupings that arose as the output of Iteration One. This resulted in 40 groups of vignettes – one for each sub-category in the Quality Maturity Model.

The vignettes were grouped, sorted and arranged into a hierarchical order via a card sort technique. This involved transferring each vignette onto a card, then bundling together the cards where the vignettes were expressing the same dimension. An example of this is given in Figure 5.2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property: Recognition of staff</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>INST2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“From time to time. Hmmmm. It depends who you talk to. Amongst other people in [the team] there is a lot there, not senior management.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INST8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“I would say yes. I have never felt that I haven’t.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INST3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Probably some of the time, maybe not all of the time because that is the way everything works.”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5.2: An Example of Vignettes That Express the Same Dimension of a Property
Each of the bundles was then arranged in one of five positions, corresponding to each of the five levels in the Quality Maturity Model: Ad hoc; Repeatable; Defined; Managed; Continuous. The allocation was driven by the underlying description of the culture of quality embodied in these level descriptors. For example, if a bundle of vignettes described a situation that was evidence of policies and processes to try to ensure a culture of quality was present, it was placed under ‘Managed’. In the example in Figure 5.2 the bundle was placed under ‘Ad hoc’.

Some of the sub-categories required evidence beyond that gained from interviews. Documents analysed included: mission, vision and values statements; strategic and operational plans; policies; procedures; guidelines; manuals; committee minutes; management meeting minutes; internal staff newsletters; Library newsletters; annual reports; and any other documentation provided by the case study library. Such evidence was used for three purposes: (i) to determine what the actual situation was. For example, if individual staff members were spotlighted for praise and / or thanks in the internal staff newsletter; (ii) to determine what the policy was, in order to compare what occurred in practice. For example the annual plan details specific projects that will be undertaken that year, however, the plan is not revisited and so there is no monitoring of whether the projects are completed; and (iii) when there were conflicting views held by interviewees, to determine which, if any, were an accurate reflection of reality. For example, three interviewees believed there was no performance-related pay, three believed there was but it only applied to senior staff, and three knew there was and believed it applied to everyone. An example of documentary evidence included in the card sort is presented in Figure 5.3.
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### Training provision

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ad Hoc</th>
<th>There are no policies, documented practices or procedures relating to training of staff. [INST8]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Repeatable</td>
<td>There is a training programme developed by 'the staff development group' (a small group of staff) consisting of core training sessions such as manual handling, disability awareness, customer service skills, and sessions in response to requests from particular groups of staff. [INST5]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Defined</td>
<td>“We do have a fairly generous amount in the [training] budget which we try to protect as much as possible … And we parcel that out to the teams so … everyone gets a fair cut. … Then it is up to the team leader to agree with their staff what they go on. Within reason and if it is work related we will let them go on anything.” [INST2]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Managed</td>
<td>There is a training programme comprising training needs assessment, provision, and an assessment of the effectiveness of the training. Training is provided in the tools, techniques and skills for improvement. Data gathering and reflection are encouraged. [INST3]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Continuous</td>
<td>There is a training programme comprising training needs assessment, provision, and an assessment of the effectiveness of the training. Training is related to future necessary skills. Training takes account of succession planning and developing skills required for the future. Training is provided on ‘learning how to learn’. Time is built in to work for critical reflection. [INST6]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 5.3: An Example of Using Evidence From Documentary Sources**

All the sub-categories are consistent with the theory of what constitutes a quality culture, due to the deliberate incorporation of evidence from literature into Iteration One. As indicated in Chapter Two, the deficiency in the existing literature is not a failure to describe the elements of quality culture, nor a failure to describe the characteristics of an organisation with the highest levels of quality maturity.
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(the failure is in not recognising or describing the intervening stages between failing and excellent). Therefore, these descriptions from the literature of the ‘Continuous’ level attributes were included in the card sort. An example of this is illustrated in Figure 5.4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Learning</th>
<th>Ad Hoc</th>
<th>Repeatable</th>
<th>Defined</th>
<th>Managed</th>
<th>Continuous</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“We don’t formally require that people who have gone to conferences formally report back to us. There is an assumption that if someone comes back with a bright idea they would make us aware of it.” [INST9]</td>
<td>“The subject librarians recently did a staff development session where they reported back what [courses] they had been on and that was very good as it cascaded down, but that doesn’t happen very often.” [INST2]</td>
<td>“you have been to that conference come and discuss it with me, come and talk to me about it and then I would say ‘alright, let’s bring this to a team meeting” [INST3]</td>
<td>“If [staff members] go out to a training event or conference they have t publish a report in [the internal staff newsletter]” [INST6]</td>
<td>There is shared learning, information and knowledge throughout the service. [Swieringa &amp; Wierdsma, 1992]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 5.4: An Example Where the Descriptors Came From the Literature.**

When the card sort was completed, the evidence for each level of each sub-category was synthesised in order to produce a rubric for the Quality Maturity Model consistent with both theory and practice. In accordance with the principles of Grounded Theory (Charmaz, 2006), the natural language of interviewees was preserved when it served as a symbolic marker of their views. Such *in vivo* codes fall into one of three groups: (i) general terms that everyone knows, which highlight condensed but significant meanings; (ii) an innovative term that vividly captures meaning of experience; and (iii) insider shorthand that reflects a particular group’s perspective. An example of using *in vivo* codes in presented in Figure 5.5.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attitude to change</th>
<th>Ad Hoc</th>
<th>Repeatable</th>
<th>Defined</th>
<th>Managed</th>
<th>Continuous</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“If it ain’t broke, don’t fix it” [INST1]</td>
<td>&quot;Not for the sake of it&quot; [INST2]</td>
<td>“Change is good if done well” [INST9]</td>
<td>“Change is good if it is done to improve things” [INST10]</td>
<td>“To stand still is to regress” [INST6]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5.5: An Example of Preserving the Natural Language of Interviewees

There were some sub-categories where it was not possible to discriminate between the Ad Hoc and Repeatable categories. These sub-categories were properties of quality culture that, by their nature, only appeared positively in higher maturity organisations. The descriptors at the lower levels of maturity were simply the absence of that property. An example of this is presented in Figure 5.6.
Staff recognition of where they fit into the overall scheme

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ad Hoc</td>
<td>“That is one of the challenges to get people to see [how their job relates to the strategic plan].” [INST2]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Repeatable</td>
<td>“We are looking forward to having more [of the content services] team coming and working on the desk, but it is all ‘paying back’ you have to pay back the time. … And I get tired of all this paying back. … Ultimately it is the customers at the desk that matter, it can be a little fractured at times.” [INST10]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Defined</td>
<td>“Well, they do a good induction pack, you do get a good overview of all the sections. … when [new staff] move to the other sections to get their induction to acquisitions, what an academic liaison librarian actually does, then they can see the big picture they can put the pieces together. They understand ‘OK, we at lending services what I do there has an impact on what acquisitions does, or what a subject librarian might need to know’ that kind of thing.” [INST10]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Managed</td>
<td>“a very robust environment where everyone knows why they are doing what they are doing and how their bit contributes. … A person should be able to walk out of the building at night and say to themselves ‘I know what I did today contributed to the success of our students’, through some tenuous link, knowing that their bit is important in the whole scheme of things.” The University recognises the Library as a key part of achieving its aims. [INST6]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Continuous</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5.6: An Example Where Levels One and Two Could Not Be Discriminated

The artefact produced from Iteration Two is presented in Appendix O.
5.3 Demonstration and Evaluation

This section presents the potential of the artefact produced from Iteration Two, a fully populated Quality Maturity Model rubric, as a solution to the problem of lack of practitioner engagement with the concept of quality culture. Following this demonstration the solution is evaluated, both in terms of utility of the artefact and the learning that has occurred about the problem space.

5.3.1 Demonstration

The demonstration of the artefact as a potential solution to the problem of lack of practitioner engagement with issues of ‘quality’ was twofold. Firstly, the artefact was presented to a self-selecting, mainly North American group of LIS practitioners interested in issues of assessment. This was achieved via the presentation by the researcher of a paper at the fourth ARL Library Assessment Conference: Building Effective, Sustainable, Practical Assessment, held in Charlottesville, Virginia, USA, 29-31 October 2012. The paper, as included in the conference proceedings is presented in Appendix AB. This conference was attended by 540 delegates, mainly from the United States of America and Canada, almost all of whom were practitioners.

Secondly, the artefact was used, in conjunction with the Quality Culture Assessment Instrument (see Chapter 6) to assess the quality culture of two UK university libraries (see Section 6.3). In a practical application it is not possible to use the QMM independently, but in their feedback, the Directors of the libraries were asked specifically to comment on the QMM.

The two UK university library Directors commented that the Quality Maturity Model had changed how they conceived of ‘quality’: “I guess, whilst we have always obviously had our minds on quality, there are elements in here that we have probably thought of less than some others. Everybody thinks about customer feedback, everybody is looking at how long it takes to do things, everybody is looking at improving processes, but there are bits in here about [e.g.] how structures relate to each other, the impact of passing that on through the service, that maybe we hadn’t thought of.” "By breaking down quality into
different elements it then gives you a lot of direction into the areas you should focus on. Which might not be the areas you thought you would originally focus on when thinking in the abstract. That’s where it is particularly useful.” This evidence demonstrates that the artefact from Iteration Two of this research is a tool to help LIS practitioners re-conceive, and so engage with, the issues of ‘quality’.

5.3.2 Utility of Artefacts
The paper presentation of the QMM at the Library Assessment Conference received extremely positive feedback, with representatives of thirteen Higher Education libraries approaching the author to “come and assess us”. These included Leslie Firth (Assessment Librarian, Carlton University, Canada) and Simon Hart (Policy, Planning & Evaluation Librarian, University of Otago, Dunedi, New Zealand) who particularly wanted to be ‘early adopters’ and assist with the development of the next iteration. Jon Cawthorne (Associate Dean for Public Services, Florida State University Libraries) also wanted to be an early adopter, and wrote to the author “You probably hear this all the time, but your research is truly, truly exciting. If your research were a TED talk¹, I’d easily describe it as Jaw-dropping, Inspiring, Beautiful and Courageous. Just like you, I believe in libraries and our future, but we agree there is a need for our people to understand the culture and bring about the organizational change we can only get through good and consistent leadership.” This evidence demonstrates that the solution has relevance because it deals with real concerns, captures attention, and is not only of academic interest.

The solution has fit, because the analysis shows that the concepts fit with the incidents they are representing to the point of saturation (at least to the limits of the available data). The solution also has workability, because it explains the heterogeneous research area of quality culture both in terms of different constructs and different levels, and encompasses all first-order factors present in the literature or the grounded data.

¹ Series of global conferences under the slogan ‘Ideas worth spreading’. See www.ted.com
5.3.3 Learning About the Problem

Iteration Two has resulted in three areas of learning about the problem space. Firstly, LIS practitioners do want to engage with issues of quality and quality culture, and are keen to do so if such issues are brought to them in an accessible and meaningful way.

Secondly, a rubric format rich in detail is a helpful way of making the abstract concepts of quality concrete, and therefore understandable to practitioners.

Finally, a model of quality culture is not sufficient to enable LIS practitioners to self-assess the quality culture of their organisation. The community needs off-the-shelf tools to be provided to enable them to undertake such assessment.

5.4 Summary

This chapter presented Iteration Two of the research, where the outline Quality Maturity Model produced as the output of Iteration One was populated in order to produce a ‘roadmap’ to enable practitioners to plan improvement in the quality culture of their library.

The grounded theory methodology used in the previous Iteration was developed into axial coding and used to synthesise the interview data, documentary evidence and literature to determine the dimensions of the properties of quality culture. The natural language of interviewees was preserved in the rubric when it vividly captured experience or reflected a particular perspective. The output of this Iteration was a fully characterised Quality Maturity Model.

This QMM was demonstrated to solve the problem of lack of practitioner understanding of the amorphous concept of quality. How the QMM met the evaluation criteria of fit and workability was described, and evidence presented that demonstrated the QMM’s relevance. Finally, the learning that occurred about the problem space led to amended definitions for a solution going into Iteration Three.
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“Only mediocre people are always at their best” Somerset Maugham

The purpose of Iteration Three is to develop a self-assessment instrument to enable an academic LIS to be located on the Quality Maturity Model ‘road map’ without the need for external consultant input. This Iteration uses standard survey design methodology to create and test an instrument ready to be used by LIS for data collection, analysis and reporting of their quality culture. The questionnaire consists of predominately closed questions addressing the attitudes and knowledge of respondents. The questionnaire is conducted as an online web survey as it is easy and cheap to administer. The questionnaire is tested informally, and then formally with two UK academic LIS, and amendments are made to the survey in response to feedback from participants. The artefacts produced in Iteration Three are the Quality Culture Assessment Instrument, QCAI instructions for use, the rubric for mapping the QCAI results onto the QMM, and instructions for reporting the QCAI results.

Section 6.1 describes the research design used in this iteration. Section 6.2 details the development process, covering the application of the research design, the development of the instrument, the informal and formal testing of it, and the artefacts produced. Section 6.3 presents the demonstration and evaluation of the output of Iteration Three, including an evaluation of the artefact produced from this iteration and the artefact produced from Iteration Two. Section 6.4 describes the communication of the research. Finally, section 6.5 summarises the chapter.

Figure 6.1 Illustrates how this iteration relates to the whole research design.
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Objectives of a solution

Interpretive synthesis from quality culture literature

Grounded theory of quality culture developed from real world cases

Detailed description of what constitutes quality culture

Learning about problem space

Evaluation

Objectives of a solution

Determination of the dimensions of properties of quality culture

Iteration 1

Iteration 2

Learning about problem space

Evaluation

Objectives of a solution

Development of a quality culture assessment instrument

Iteration 3

Figure 6.1: Research Iteration Three
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6.1 Research Design
The purpose of this iteration is to develop an assessment instrument for quality maturity. In order to fulfil the aim of this research, to facilitate L&IS practitioner engagement with issues of quality, this instrument must be able to:

1. be easily and cheaply administered by a LIS;
2. be easily analysed by a LIS, without specialist statistical knowledge; and
3. locate the LIS on the Quality Maturity Model.

Surveys are “the keystone of contemporary social science” (Foddy, 1993, p.11) and so are a likely candidate for an appropriate instrument to assess quality culture maturity. Surveys usually operate within a positivist methodological framework, using a stimulus-response model where each stimulus is carefully standardised and each respondent only gives a single response to each stimulus (Foddy, 1993; de Vaus, 2002). Forced-choice (or ‘closed’) questions require respondents to choose one response from a pre-set array (Oppenheim, 2000; Bradburn, Sudman & Wansink, 2004). This leads to the assumption that respondents’ responses to each question can be meaningfully compared.

This is the opposite point of view to that which has underpinned the research so far in this thesis, which has been the subjectivist approach of qualitative field research. This approach is interested in how people experience the world, and so data collection is sensitive to actors’ meanings. This leads to the assumption that different respondents give different interpretations to the same question, and therefore the appropriate method of data gathering is an ethnographic study reported as a narrative. This subjectivist approach best addressed the aims of Iterations one and two (Chapters 4 and 5). However, it takes a long time and requires specialist skills in data collection, analysis and reporting. Therefore, it is not an approach that best addresses the aims of this third iteration of the research.

A positivist forced-choice methodology is a methodology that addresses the aims of this iteration – it is quick, cheap and does not require extensive specialist skills to administer. However, a discrepancy between theoretical research framework
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and methodology is one of the most fundamental errors in the design of research (Bryman, 2012). But, the purpose of the Quality Culture Assessment Instrument (QCAI) is not to determine the position of the LIS on the Quality Maturity Model (an absolute statement of the real world), but to position the LIS on the Quality Maturity Model as determined by the attitudes of staff in responding to the QCAI survey. This important, if subtle, distinction enables the conflict between theoretical research framework and methodology to be sufficiently resolved to address the research aims of this iteration.

The research design therefore follows a standard survey design methodology (e.g. Sudman & Bradburn, 1982; Converse & Presser, 1986; Foddy, 1993; Fink, 1995a; Fink, 1995b; Oppenheim, 2000; de Vaus, 2002; Fowler, 2002; Bradburn, Sudman & Wansink, 2004; Czaja & Blair, 2005; Sapsford, 2007), which is illustrated in Figure 6.2. The purpose of this iteration is to produce a survey that is ready to be used by LIS for data collection, analysis and reporting. Therefore, this iteration follows the methodology until the end of Stage 3: Final Survey Design and Planning, where the final questionnaire; analysis plan; report outline; and operations plan form the output of Iteration Three.
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Stage 1: Survey Design & Preliminary Planning
- Draft preliminary sampling plan
- Prepare questionnaire outline
- Plan preliminary operations
- Develop preliminary analysis plan and report outline
- Specify research problem

Stage 2: Pretesting
- Prepare sampling frame
- Draft questionnaire
- Prepare pretest sample
- Hire & train pretest interviewers
- Pretest

Stage 3: Final Survey Design & Planning
- Select pretest sample
- Develop sampling plan
- Revise questionnaire
- Prepare final codes
- Revise survey design & operations plan
- Hire & train interviewers

Stage 4: Data Collection
- Select sample
- Establish sample control
- Prepare final questionnaire
- Collect data
- Prepare final report
- Analyse data
- Prepare data file
- Check data quality
- Verify validation

Stage 5: Data Coding, Data-File Construction, Analysis and Final Report
- Reduce codes
- Editing
- Coding
- Data entry
- Draft report
- Prepare final report

Figure 6.2: The Stages of a Survey (adapted from Czaja & Blair, 2005, p.12)
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6.1.1 Survey Design and Preliminary Planning

A good questionnaire “is a valid measure of the factors of interest; it convinces respondents to cooperate; and it elicits acceptably accurate information.” (Czaja & Blair, 2005, p.65). Therefore, a well-designed survey must be derived from a clearly defined research topic that must be carefully thought out before starting to design the questionnaire (Bradburn, Sudman & Wansink, 2004; Foddy, 1993).

Following the specification of the research problem, the first stage in survey design is to design the questionnaire in general terms. According to Czaja & Blair (2005) this involves deciding whether to ask open or closed questions; whether questions need to determine attitude, knowledge or behaviour; and the types of demographic information needed. Open questions produce narratives that then need to be coded and interpreted; closed questions have two parts – the statement of the question and the response categories. When asking attitude questions, researchers need to be aware that respondents’ attitudes, beliefs and opinions have been shown to be unstable; when asking questions about knowledge, care should be taken to ensure that the respondents have the necessary information available to them; and when asking behaviour questions, researchers should be aware that the relationship between what people say they do and what they do is not always strong (Foddy, 1993). The type of demographic information required determines whether the questionnaire can be administered face-to-face or remotely.

The next stage is to draft sampling plan to identify the nature of the sample required. Then it is necessary to plan preliminary operations, specifically determine the available time and money, as this will affect how the questionnaire is conducted – web surveys are fastest and cheapest; face-to-face interviews take longest and are most expensive (Czaja & Blair, 2005). Finally, the preliminary analysis plan and report outline should be drafted, as the nature of the results required can influence the questions asked.

These four planning documents determine the outline design of the survey. This design is fleshed out in the pretesting phase.
6.1.2 Pretesting

The first stage in pretesting is to draft the questionnaire. This includes writing the questions, writing the response categories, and organising the questions.

A good question is “unadorned and uncomplicated, as explicit and single-minded as a lawyer’s interrogation” (Czaja & Blair, 2005, p.72). It is simple, intelligible and clear (Converse & Presser, 1986). Questions should:

- be written using everyday language (Czaja & Blair, 2005);
- ask only a single question at once;
- not contain clauses, double negatives, negative phrasing, or instructions (Converse & Presser, 1986);
- be short;
- be in a single tense; and
- be either single or plural, not both (Foddy, 1993).

Respondents do their best to answer every question put to them, even questions they have difficulty understanding or relating to. They either cognitively adjust the question so they can answer it, or they rely on contextual clues and general attitudes to formulate an appropriate answer (Schuman & Presser, 1981; Strack & Martin, 1987). The question writer must keep in mind potential misunderstandings of the meanings of individual words in the question. Words that have a large number of syllables; a low frequency of occurrence in everyday life; context-specific nuances of meaning; lack of empirical referents; and apparently similar words with related nuances suffer a greater degree of misinterpretation (Foddy, 1993).

Closed questions require the response categories to be written as part of the questionnaire (Foddy, 1993). Respondents should be able to answer in terms of one and only one of the choices provided (Czaja & Blair, 2005). Response categories should be explicit, and ordered relative to each other (e.g. Very Fair / Fair / Unfair / Very Unfair) (Bryman, 2012).
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Questions should be organised into sections, grouped according to:

- relevance to the topic;
- ease of answering;
- interest to the respondent;
- available knowledge;
- internal logic; and
- to ensure a smooth progression or flow (Czaja & Blair, 2005).

Researchers must also consider the effects of question order and format – small changes in which can have major changes in respondents’ answers (Foddy, 1993). Gallup (1974, cited Foddy, p.61) determined that preceding questions have an impact on the answering of following ones, with the best arrangement to be questions moving from the general to the specific within a section. Also, the act of answering questions can cause some respondents to change their attitudes (Gross, 1964).

The questionnaire should have an introduction stating:

- what the study is about;
- who is conducting the study;
- who the sponsor of the study is;
- why the study is important; and
- what will be done with the results of the study (Czaja & Blair, 2005).

The organisation and presentation of the questionnaire can also affect response rates. The ideal completion time for a self-administered questionnaire is less than 15 minutes, but respondent perception of how long it will take is more important that actual time taken is determining response rates (Czaja & Blair, 2005). Following the above grouping strategies produces a questionnaire that appears to take the least possible time.

The second stage in pretesting is to test the draft questionnaire, which should be done first informally, then formally. The purpose of testing is to make sure that
respondents understand the questions, and that what the questionnaire is valid and reliable (Czaja & Blair, 2005).

Informal testing uses the researcher themselves, and their friends / family / colleagues to critically evaluate the questionnaire and identify problems with wording, layout, grouping and timing. Bradburn, Sudman & Wansink (2004) suggest the researcher can ensure all questions are necessary by asking ‘Why do I want to know this?’ and not accepting ‘it would be interesting to know’ as an answer. Questions that do not discriminate between respondents or that do not appear to provide the specific kind of information required should be eliminated. Each question and the questionnaire as a whole should be assessed against the conditions described above. For closed questions, response categories can provide clues to the respondents about how to interpret the question (Foddy, 1993), so they should be viewed in conjunction with the question when assessing the questionnaire.

Formal testing tests the questionnaire on real respondents, representative of the final survey sample. It follows four steps, repeated until the researcher is satisfied with the survey (Czaja & Blair, 2005). Where new questions are used (rather than questions taken from an existing question bank) this will require many repetitions. The four steps are:

1. prepare the pretest questionnaire;
2. recruit the pretest sample (around 20 respondents is satisfactory);
3. analyse the pretest feedback;
4. revise questions, answers and procedures in light of feedback.

When the pretesting is complete, the survey design can be finalised.

6.1.3 Final Survey Design and Planning

The final survey design consists of:

- the questionnaire from pretesting;
- a sampling plan to ensure an appropriate sample is obtained;
- training procedures and materials for interviewers (unless self administered);
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- data-coding plans;
- plans for analysing the data; and
- a report outline.

6.2 Development

This section describes how the research design detailed in section 6.1 was applied to develop the Quality Culture Assessment Instrument.

6.2.1 Survey Design and Preliminary Planning

The research problem underlying the survey was locating a LIS on the QMM through the opinion of staff responding to the questionnaire.

The questionnaire consisted of predominantly closed questions, with a single open question - it is not possible to produce a meaningful response set *a priori* for the element of the QMM corresponding to that question. The questions addressed attitudes and knowledge of respondents, with two demographic questions to enable cross-tabulation of results by team and by level in the LIS hierarchy.

The sampling plan was for all staff within a LIS to complete the questionnaire. This is crucial in order to provide a true, balanced picture of the opinions of LIS staff about the LIS. Most academic LIS are small services, with only a few people undertaking each role. A sample less than all LIS staff risks producing an unrepresentative picture; this is particularly the case when cross tabulating the results by the demographic questions.

The preliminary operations plan was to conduct the questionnaire as an online web survey. Web surveys fit the requirements that the questionnaire be easily and cheaply administered by a LIS, and, if the correct web survey tool is used, also easily analysed by a LIS, without specialist statistical knowledge. The pros and cons of online web surveys are shown in Figure 6.3.
Some of these issues (asterisked) are not applicable to this research, e.g. response bias – all LIS staff would have internet access. Some of these issues, particularly rapport and respondent control of the question order, have implications for the questionnaire design. To address these issues:

- humanising cues were added to the initial welcome / instructions to build rapport (Tourangeau, Couper & Steiger, 2001);
- questions have a ‘Don’t know’ response category, because the online survey tool used (Bristol Online Surveys\(^2\)) requires that all questions receive a response (Czaja & Blair, 2005); and
- all questions are presented on a single page, so that respondents are able to control the order in which they answer them (Czaja & Blair, 2005).

In addition, care was taken to ensure that the questionnaire is be completely self-explanatory (as is standard practice for any self-administered questionnaire), and

---

\(^2\) [www.survey.bris.ac.uk](http://www.survey.bris.ac.uk)
data protection issues were explicitly addressed at the start of the questionnaire, because respondents usually have concerns about the security of information on the internet (Bryant, 2012).

The preliminary analysis plan has, where possible, a one-to-one correspondence between an element of the QMM and a question; and between an answer choice and the level achieved on that element. The preliminary report is the QMM, with the level achieved highlighted.

### 6.2.2 Pretesting – Draft Questionnaire

The draft questionnaire, showing the questions, response categories, and organisation, is presented in Appendix R. The questionnaire was built using Bristol Online Surveys, a not-for-profit online survey support tool for UK HE institutions, to which Brunel University subscribes. Screenshots of the presentation of the questionnaire are shown in Appendix S.

### 6.2.3 Informal Testing

As part of the informal testing, the researcher cross-checked the questionnaire against the checklist of best practice listed in sections 6.1.2 and 6.2.2. The researcher also recruited five colleagues, each from a different university LIS (one administrator, one quality officer, two faculty librarians, and one information assistant). Each informal tester was sent a link to the pretest questionnaire and asked to complete it as if it was being run by their own LIS. They were asked to provide detailed feedback about any issues they discovered while completing it (either in the feedback box, or via email).

The informal testers provided the following feedback:

i. The wording in Q19, Q38A4, Q39 is confusing.

ii. I don’t know some of the answers.

iii. I can only give my opinion, it might be different from reality.

---

3 [www.survey.bris.ac.uk](http://www.survey.bris.ac.uk)
iv. The introductory text stating that you cannot return to previous pages, combined with 40 questions on the first page, gave the impression that the questionnaire would be very long.

v. Our LIS is operating below the lowest level for some questions (Q3b, Q6, Q9, Q10, Q23).

vi. The order of the responses increasing in maturity aided understanding of the questions.

The following changes were made in response to this feedback (numbers correspond):

i. Changed the wording in the following questions:
   a. Q19 “What happens if you make a mistake?” to “What happens if someone (Library staff) makes a mistake?”.
   b. Q38A4 “… go directly.” to “… find a way round them.”.
   c. Q39 “How does the structure of the Library staff work?” to “How does the staffing structure of the Library work?”.

ii. Added a “Don’t know” option to Q5, Q7, Q8, Q9, Q10, Q11, Q14, Q15.

iii. Emphasised that questions Q16 – Q39 are looking for the respondent’s opinion by:
   a. Adding the following to the Welcome page (page 1) “Please answer the questions based on your opinion or how you feel. You should answer them quickly as I am looking for your 'gut feeling' reaction.”
   b. Adding the following to the introduction (before the About You section on the third page) “I am looking for your opinions and feelings. Please give your initial 'gut feeling' answer.”
   c. Changing the wording in the following questions:
      i. Q23 “Where does …” to “Where do you think…”.
      ii. Q24 “What is the main barrier …” to “In your opinion, what is the main barrier …”.
      iii. Q26 “How does the Library…” to “How do you feel the Library …”.
      iv. Q27 “How does the Library try to improve…” to “How do you feel the Library tries to improve …”.

Frankie Wilson: The Quality Maturity Model
iv. Added the following to the Welcome page (page one) “The survey is anonymous, contains 40 multiple-choice questions and takes around 15 minutes to complete. There is also a question asking for your feedback on the questionnaire itself.”

v. [addressed in Chapter 7]

In addition, in order to improve rapport with respondents, the Welcome, Data Protection and Final pages were personalised by writing in the first person, adding the name of the researcher, and adding the researcher’s email address.

6.2.4 Formal Testing 1

The researcher’s former employer, Middlesex University Library and Student Support, was recruited as pretest sample 1. This LIS is a large multi-functional service, comprising a Library, student services (online, face-to-face, and remote student support), a museum, study skills support, disability & dyslexia support, student welfare, and pre-sessional and in-sessional English As An Additional Language courses. It is based in a single ‘Library’ building, with outposts in other buildings on the main campus, and on the small health campus. The service has 157.41 FTE staff. The study skills support, disability & dyslexia support, and student welfare staff have only recently been incorporated into the service. Because of this, and as it was unclear if the QMM would apply to a museum and English language teaching, the researcher and the Director of Library & Student Support (Nick Bevan) decided to administer the questionnaire to only the following teams within LSS: Administration, IT support, Library teaching & research support, Library bibliographic services, Library operations, LSS executive, and Unihelp (student services). This was a sample of 110 staff.

The questionnaire was once again delivered via Bristol Online Surveys using the output of the informal testing. This questionnaire is presented in Appendix T. Respondents were recruited via an email (presented in Appendix U) from the Director of Library & Student Support. The questionnaire ran for one working week.
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23% of the sample completed the questionnaire and provided the following feedback:

i. I don’t know the answers to some questions, but ‘Don’t know’ was not an option.

ii. Q20A4 and Q22A1 contain emotive language.

iii. Q19A1 is confusing – who is ‘they’?

iv. I wanted to select more than one answer for some questions, or part of one answer and part of another.

v. I wanted a free text option for some of the questions, as none of the given answers was appropriate.

Some feedback about specific questions was uninterpretable, as respondents did not note the number of question.

The following changes were made in response to this feedback (numbers correspond):

i. Clarified the nature of the information sought by the questions by adding the following wording to the introduction (before the About You section on page three): “Questions that ask for information have a DON’T KNOW option; questions that ask about your opinions do not.”.

ii. Removed the phrases “no-one will die” from Q20A4 and “If it ain’t broke don’t fix it” from Q22A1.

iii. Q19A1 “We try to make up for it. If they find out …” to “We try to make up for it. If management find out …”.

Respondents were also reminded to note the details of specific questions they had issues with through adding the following to the end of page three: “Note The next page asks for your feedback on this questionnaire. When you click CONTINUE you will not be able to return to this page, so if you have any problems with, or comments on, any of the above questions, please note the numbers down now.”.

Points (iv) and (v) refer to the intrinsic nature of the instrument, i.e. a forced-choice set of answers to closed questions.
6.2.5 Formal Testing 2

Brunel University Library (also a former employer of the researcher) was recruited as pretest sample 2. This LIS is a traditional academic library occupying a single ‘Library’ building. There are 67 staff members in four teams: Academic Services, Collection Services, Content services, and Customer Services. Academic services incorporates study skills support (academic writing, statistics).

The questionnaire was again delivered via Bristol Online Surveys using the output of the first formal testing. This questionnaire is presented in Appendix V. Respondents were recruited via an email (presented in Appendix W) from the Director of the Library.

25% of the sample completed the questionnaire, and provided the following feedback: I would have liked to be able to select more than one answer, as no single answer was an exact match, my ideal answer would have combined parts from two or more answers (Q18, Q27, Q34, Q37).

In the initial design of the response set, the wording of each answer was kept as short as possible (i.e. so it fitted on a single line in the online presentation) in order to try to keep the questionnaire as simple as possible. This meant that some repetition of earlier answers within later answers was removed. For example, instead of:

A1 I use it.
A2 I use it and share it with my team.
A3 I use it and share it with my team and other teams.

The responses were presented as:

A1 I use it.
A2 I share it with my team.
A3 I share it with my and other teams.

The feedback from the second formal pretest indicates that this brevity is unhelpful because it makes the possible answers not mutually exclusive. Therefore, all the response sets were reviewed to ensure that the selection of answers offered are mutually exclusive (except Q24, where this is not possible,
and respondents are asked to indicate the main reason). The following question answers were changed: Q3A2, Q6, Q3, Q8, Q9A3-A5, Q11A3, Q14A4, Q18A4, Q27A2, Q34A3, Q36A5, Q37A1-A2. Q28 had an additional answer added to the response set: A4 “Quality is the responsibility of the Quality Officer” which maps onto Level Three of element 5.3 of the QMM. In addition to these changes, the following wording was added to the introduction (before the About You section): “You may only select one answer for each question. If no answer exactly matches your opinion, please select the closest one.”.

Analysis of the results from this second pretest revealed that in Q16 A3 professional staff who, to an outsider would be considered at the middle management level, do not consider themselves as such (because they do not actually manage people). Therefore, Q16A3 was amended to “Managers / Librarians / professional staff.” And the QMM element 3.1 Level Three changed to “There is limited middle management level / professional staff decision making.”

To ensure that the questionnaire elicits acceptably accurate information, these changes should be tested with a third formal pretest. Unfortunately, the LIS that had been recruited withdrew. Other potential pretesters were unsuitable because they were in the USA (it was not known that UK the terminology would apply); they had provided data for the development of the QMM (and so had staff members who had already answered the questions via interviews); or they had recently run ClimateQUAL\(^4\) (an online LIS staff survey from the Association of Research Libraries that, while measuring different attributes to the QCAI, is sufficiently similar to provide a conflict). Therefore, pragmatically, the testing of the questionnaire ended after the second formal test.

### 6.2.6 The Artefacts

The artefacts developed in Iteration Three consists of the Quality Culture Assessment Instrument, QCAI instructions for use, the rubric for mapping the QCAI results onto the QMM, and instructions for reporting the QCAI results.

\(^4\) www.climatequal.org
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The Quality Culture Assessment Instrument is presented in Appendix X. It is an online questionnaire of 43 questions, three of which are sub-questions depending on the answer of the previous question. The first two questions are attribute questions; the other 41 are attitude questions. All but one of the questions requires the respondent to select an answer from a multiple-choice list. All questions are mandatory.

The questionnaire must be personalised for the LIS undertaking it, in order to ensure the results are meaningful and the respondents are able to answer the questions. Questions that are relevant to respondents are more likely to trigger an attitude response and so are completed more easily.

The instrument must be administered using an online survey tool, such as Survey Monkey\(^5\), Bristol Online Surveys\(^6\), or an in-house application. Care must be taken to ensure that the data provided by respondents is held anonymously and securely, in accordance with data protection rules. Care must also be taken to ensure that the minimum number of people have access to the raw data, as it would be possible in most LIS (unless very large) to determine who had provided a particular response by combining the responses to the attribute questions. Data should be aggregated and analysed by the survey administrator before being reported.

The responses to each question on the instrument should be aggregated. The mode average response (i.e. most frequent) is taken. The rubric for mapping answers on to the level of an element of the QMM is presented in Appendix Y.

Three of the elements of quality culture (8.1, 8.7, 8.8) do not have questions on the instrument. Instead, these are assessed by cross tabulating the answers to specific other questions by team membership and/or level within the organisational hierarchy.

---

\(^5\) [www.surveymonkey.com](http://www.surveymonkey.com)

\(^6\) [www.survey.bris.ac.uk](http://www.survey.bris.ac.uk)
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If the responses are spread over a number of answers, the results should be cross-tabulated against team membership and level in the hierarchy to see if this produces different responses between groups and the same responses within groups. If so, these differences should be reported. If no groupings can be determined, then the main modal responses should be reported. An example of this is presented in Figure 6.4.

### Aggregated responses:

**Q32. Do you feel valued by the Library?**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Response</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Not really</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not really, but we receive training that we want/need.</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sort of, they say they are committed to the achievement of staff satisfaction/development/well-being.</td>
<td>45%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sort of, people are supported in developing themselves.</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes, I know the Library sees the staff as its most valuable asset.</td>
<td>41%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Cross tabulated by grade:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Response</th>
<th>Grade 4</th>
<th>Grade 5</th>
<th>Grade 6</th>
<th>Grade 7</th>
<th>Grade 8</th>
<th>Grade 9</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Not really</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not really, but we receive training that we want/need.</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sort of, they say they are committed to the achievement of staff satisfaction/development/well-being.</td>
<td>16%</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sort of, people are supported in developing themselves.</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes, I know the Library sees the staff as its most valuable asset.</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>27%</td>
<td>14%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Report:**

Grades 3-7 = Level 3  
Grades 8-9 = Level 5

Figure 6.4: Example of Result Cross-tabulation and Presentation Where There are Two Modal Answers
The results should be presented as locating the LIS on the QMM. This enables the LIS to see both where they are on the road to a culture of quality, and the next stage forwards. An example is presented in Figure 6.5.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>3.4 Attitude to mistakes</th>
<th>Mistakes are hidden due to a blame culture.</th>
<th>Mistakes are fixed – they are viewed as result of the person not following procedure.</th>
<th>Mistakes are fixed – they are viewed as faulty processes (especially not enough training).</th>
<th>Mistakes are viewed as opportunities for learning</th>
<th>Mistakes are viewed as opportunities for learning and are accepted as inevitable if trying new things.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3.5 Attitude to risk</td>
<td>The library is risk averse – it refuses to take risks.</td>
<td>The library is risk averse – it may occasionally take what it views as risks, but only if they are virtually guaranteed to work.</td>
<td>The library is risk averse – it employs checks and balances to minimise risks.</td>
<td>The library is risk tolerant – willing to accept risk taking behaviour (“It is OK to take risks, no-one will die!”).</td>
<td>The library is risk seeking – encourage risk taking behaviour (“It is better to do something and fail than to wait to be certain it will work and do nothing”).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 6.5: Example of Presentation of Results**

Instructions for LIS wishing to use the Quality Culture Assessment Instrument are presented in Appendix Z.

**6.3 Demonstration and Evaluation**

This section presents the potential of the artefacts produced from Iterations Two and Three as a solution to the problem of lack of practitioner engagement with the concept of quality culture. Following this demonstration the solution is evaluated, both in terms of utility of the artefact and the learning that has occurred about the problem space.
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6.3.1 Demonstration

Two UK academic LIS, Middlesex University Library and Student Support and Brunel University Library, undertook an assessment of their culture of quality using the QCAI (output from Iteration Three) and the QMM (output from Iteration Two). The characteristics of these LIS are described in Sections 6.2.4 and 6.2.5. As described in those sections, each questionnaire was run online using the Bristol Online Survey platform, ran for one week, and received a 23% and 25% response rate respectively, which is standard for such a survey (Hamilton, 2009).

The responses were analysed by the researcher following the rubric and instructions detailed in Section 6.2.6. The results were presented to each director as locating the LIS on the QMM (as in Figure 6.5). The directors had not instigated the assessment of the quality culture in their LIS and so were not familiar with the context behind the QMM, so the researcher talked through the results with each of them.

Following the presentation of the results, the directors were interviewed, using the semi-structured interview schedule presented in Appendix AA. These interviews formed the basis of the evaluation of the artefacts and the solution.

Finally, one of the attendees at the Library Assessment Conference, where the output of Iteration Two was demonstrated (see section 5.3) was very keen to see all of the artefacts produced from this research as soon as they were finished, and in return provided his feedback on their utility.

6.3.2 Utility of Artefacts

The assessment was easy and cheap to administer, with no specialist analysis tools or knowledge required, and it was quick for participants to complete (around 15 minutes). There was no negative feedback about the QCAI from participants (excluding the requested constructive criticism of individual questions), though both response rates were low. This issue was addressed by one of the Directors: “I guess the difficulty with this as with anything you try to do, is engaging all staff to do it. Because you don’t want to force people to do it because that will skew the results, but it is providing them with a climate, with an environment, with the
time, with the desire to want to do it because they can see that it is going to be used, it is not just another tick box exercise.” Both Directors felt the presentation of the results was clear, and liked that it located the LIS on the QMM. In particular they appreciated the details of the ‘next level up’. One Director found it confusing that the results for some facets were not a single or two adjacent result, but postulated that this may change if the response rate was higher because it would be clearer whether there was an overall majority opinion or a genuine split.

Both Directors stated that the availability of a free, off-the-shelf yet customisable assessment instrument made it more likely that they would assess the quality culture of their service in the future: “The fact that someone has gone off and done all this and put it together. And yes, the fact that it is free, because that is the big turn off from the ones that are currently out there, LibQual, ClimateQual, whatever, is that I can’t justify the expense of doing that.” “If there is something there for you to use then I think you would be much more likely to use it in whole or in part than if you were starting from scratch.”

Both Directors were very positive about the QCAI and QMM as tools to assess the quality culture of their LIS: “I thought it was very useful, and I can see it being very useful going forward. … it will help us to do the things we are looking to do … I can see that there are different things that are coming together [in the QMM] that will help us to be much better about monitoring this and doing stuff about it … there are some areas where we have already started to put things in place to move it on, and what I would quite like to do is to do it again, to demonstrate that we have done something that moves it on.”

The Directors found that the most useful result was that it challenged their assumptions and perceptions of how their staff feel about the quality of the service: “One thing it has highlighted is the difference between my perception of how staff think of the quality of the service and how staff really feel. To me that’s one of the most interesting things because I like to think I am a reasonable judge of how people think, and in some respects I was reasonably right and in some respects it was quite different. I think that has been the best part. It’s really useful. … There are some areas where the staff perception was better than I would have
expected it to be." “there are times where I have gone ‘really?!?’ because I didn’t know they thought about it that positively, which is nice. And there are places where I have gone ‘really?!?’ because I have banged on and on about that, how come it is still an issue. And that is a bit more troubling for me, why that is still the way they feel and is there anything we can do about it”.

Related to this was the insight it gave into the internal variations in culture across the service: “[it is valuable] when you start to get different results from different teams. That indicates that perhaps there is something which is not necessarily in the culture generally, but is specific to the teams.”

A particular area of interest was apparent inconsistencies in answers: “how they have answered the question in one place as opposed to how they have answered the question in another place gets me thinking about … does the one influence the other, is there a matched pair, or is there something contradictory going on there that you then need to delve into more deeply.” “What was interesting was the apparent inconsistency between some of the responses, Which may have a number of explanations. It may be that the questions are not quite interpreted the way you want them to be. I am not quite sure about that. It might simply be that sometimes we can accommodate contradictory thoughts.”

Both Directors took away positives from the experience as well as areas to focus on: “I guess there is quite a lot of pressure on me to maintain some of these good results.” “It gives me reassurance in some areas that what we are doing seems to be working so we should keep doing it.”

Finally, there is evidence that simply by administering the QCAI the culture of quality was improved, through the Hawthorn effect: Test respondent A7 “This questionnaire makes me realise that I don’t know what really goes on in some aspects of the library and the University.” Test respondent A12 “makes you think about what you’re doing”. Test respondent B5 “the questions themselves start a thought process”.

Frankie Wilson: The Quality Maturity Model
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Jon Cawthorne (Associate Dean for Public Services, Florida State University Libraries) sent the author the following feedback after he had received the QMM, QCAI and associated instructions: “I wanted to get back with you and give my initial reaction. In a word, WOW! The assessment librarians and I are so impressed with the comprehensiveness and dynamism of your Quality Maturity Model. What a wonderful instrument. First, we would like to use your Quality Culture Assessment Instrument in the United States to assess the quality of our culture at Florida State University Libraries. The QMM along with the QCAI integrates so many facets of organizational culture so thoroughly and soundly and libraries are in desperate need for this perspective and measure in order to, as you aptly wrote, “adapt to meet the needs of future customers”! Therefore, with your permission, we would like to use QCAI at FSU Libraries this summer 2013”

This evidence has demonstrated the utility of the QCAI and QMM as tools to address the problem of the lack of practitioner engagement with the concept of quality culture.

6.3.3 Learning About the Artefacts
Through the process of demonstration of the utility of the artefacts, both Library Directors provided feedback about the Quality Maturity Model as a roadmap for documenting and improving the quality culture of their libraries. As a result, some of the terminology in the rubric was changed. The final Quality Maturity Model is presented in Appendix AC.

6.3.4 Learning About the Problem
The development of the artefacts in Iteration Three have illuminated two things about the problem space. Firstly, assessment of quality culture does not need the input of an ‘expert’ - it can be assessed using the opinions of members of staff in the organisation. Secondly, the lack of availability of funds is a barrier to LIS practitioners wishing to implement quality culture assessment tools.

What this solution does not indicate is how many, if any, stages there are on the developmental road towards a mature quality culture of continuous improvement.
focused on the needs of the customer. It does not indicate whether the concept
of quality does split into 42 sub-facets, nor if the most efficient and elegant way of
describing quality culture is through the eight facets described in the QMM. It
does not infer that the definitions of quality developed through this research can
be generalised beyond UK Higher Education LIS, to other countries, other LIS
sectors, or other service sectors.

In summary, the Quality Maturity Model and associated Quality Culture
Assessment Instrument provide a useful, but not necessarily accurate or
definitive, roadmap to help LIS practitioners engage with the concept of quality
culture.

6.4 Communication
Communication is the final stage in the Design Science Research Methodology,
which occurs when the researcher decides, based on the evaluation of the final
iteration, that any further iterations will not improve the effectiveness of the
solution. The purpose of its inclusion is to ‘close the loop’ – to ensure that the
learning that has occurred about the problem space is shared throughout the
discipline.

The communication of this research takes three forms. Firstly, this thesis forms
one channel of communication of the problem, its importance, the artefacts, their
utility and novelty, the rigor of the design, and their effectiveness. The thesis will
be freely available to all on the internet via the University research repository. It
will be indexed on the British Library open access EThOS database\(^7\) and
searchable via Google etc.

Secondly, the research has been presented as a paper at the 10\(^{th}\) Northumbria
International Conference on Performance Measurement in Libraries and
Information Services, held at the University of York 22\(^{nd}\) – 26\(^{th}\) July 2013\(^8\). It has
also been presented at two previous conferences, as noted on p.ix.

\(^7\) http://ethos.bl.uk/Home.do
\(^8\) See http://www.york.ac.uk/about/departments/support-and-admin/information-
directorate/events/northumbria-conference/
Finally, the artefacts and the background to their use will be publically and freely available on the internet via the SCONUL Performance Portal\(^9\). This will be advertised to the discipline communities internationally via relevant mailing lists and publications.

### 6.5 Summary

This chapter presented Iteration Three of the research – the development of an instrument to assess quality culture to enable a LIS to collect data, analyse it and use it to locate themselves on the QMM ‘roadmap’ without the need for external support.

The standard method for constructing surveys was detailed, and its application to this research was described. The questionnaire consisted of predominately closed questions addressing the attitudes and knowledge of respondents and was conducted as an online web survey because this is the easiest and cheapest way to administer a survey.

The survey was formally tested on two UK academic LIS and actions were taken to improve the instrument in response to feedback from the participants. In addition to the Quality Culture Assessment Instrument (presented in Appendix X) the other artefacts that comprise the survey are: instructions for using the QCAI, including instructions for reporting the QCAI results (Appendix Z); and the rubric for mapping the QCAI results onto the QMM (Appendix Y).

The use of these artefacts to address the research problem was demonstrated in the two UK Higher Education LIS used for testing. This demonstration produced feedback on the QMM and an evaluation of the QMM and QCAI. The final QMM was presented in Appendix AC.

The development of the QCAI illuminated two things about the problem space: quality culture can be self assessed using the opinions of members of library

---

\(^9\) [http://vamp.diglib.shrivenham.cranfield.ac.uk/](http://vamp.diglib.shrivenham.cranfield.ac.uk/)
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staff; and Directors of LIS who wish to engage in quality culture assessment find the cost of existing tools prohibitive.

Finally, the routes to communicating the research and its results were detailed.
CHAPTER SEVEN: CONCLUSIONS

"I love deadlines. I love the whooshing noise they make as they go by”
Douglas Adams

This chapter draws together the research presented in this thesis, providing a summation and some conclusions. This chapter also includes reflections on: how well the research achieved the stated objectives; the limitations of the research and how they may be addressed; and the research methodology used. The Chapter concludes with some reflections on the author’s personal research journey.

Section 7.1 provides a summary overview of the research. Section 7.2 presents the conclusions of the research, both for the solution space and for the problem space. Section 7.3 reflects on the research overall, and whether it has achieved the objectives. Section 7.4 explores the limitations of the research, and sets some themes for further research. Section 4.5 reflects on the design research paradigm. Finally, Section 7.5 concludes the chapter with some personal reflections on the doctoral research process.

7.1 Research Summary
This thesis mirrored the research paradigm used, design science, to the structure the presentation of the research.

Chapter Two presented the problem identification and motivation through a review of the relevant literature as it stood at the start of the research. Three bodies of literature were presented: Total Quality Management; quality culture; and the application of TQM and performance measures in LIS. This chapter demonstrated that libraries thrive on comparing their performance with that of others, but find it difficult to use quality assessment measures. This is a problem because quality assessment techniques have the potential to change the culture of an organisation to one of TQM - customer-focussed learning organisation. The chapter concluded that a model that converts measures of quality into a format similar to existing performance measurement techniques is needed, which may
enable the sector as a whole to come to terms with measures of quality, rather than just the enthusiastic few.

Chapter Three detailed the design science research methodology and its application in the research being undertaken. The aim of this chapter was to provide a mental model to enable the reader to assess the rigor of the research. The chapter presented the design science research paradigm as a novel framework for conducting Library and Information Science research in order to close the research-practice gap. It stated the principles of the paradigm, and summarised the debate in the literature concerning the purpose of design science research. The author stated her research perspective regarding these issues. The Design Science Research Methodology developed by Peffers et al. (2008) was presented as the framework used to plan, undertake, evaluate and refine the research.

The chapter defined the objectives of a solution to the problem detailed in chapter two by identifying three constraining criteria. The solution must:

1. Tease out the individual first-order factors of quality;
2. Act as a roadmap; and
3. Be useful to practitioners and be consistent with existing theory.

A review of maturity models as a reference model and a pilot study demonstrated that a Quality Maturity Model has the potential to fulfil all three of these criteria, and so provide a solution to the problem of practitioner engagement with issues of quality culture.

Chapter Four presented the first design iteration, where the individual elements of quality culture were explicated from both existing literature and current practice in UK academic LIS in an effort to impose a framework on the amorphous concept of quality culture. This iteration was developed incrementally, first using the interpretative synthesis method to analyse the literature, then the grounded theory method to analyse interviews with staff from ten ‘case studies’. Finally the grounded theory method was used to integrate the outputs from these two increments, and the reference model was applied. The output of Iteration One, an outline of the Quality Maturity Model, was presented and evaluation of the
demonstration of this artefact confirms the utility and effectiveness of the outline Quality Maturity Model and provides additional objectives for a solution going into Iteration Two.

Chapter Five presented the second design iteration, which used the grounded theory method of Charmaz (2006) to populate the Quality Maturity Model produced as the output of Iteration One in order to produce a ‘roadmap’ to enable practitioners to plan improvement in the quality culture of their library. The development of the Grounded Theory methodology into axial coding was explained, and its use to synthesise the interview data, documentary evidence and literature and so determine the dimensions of the properties of quality culture was described. Evaluation of the demonstration of the resulting artefact confirmed the utility and effectiveness of the Quality Maturity Model and provided additional objectives for a solution, leading to amended definitions for a solution going into Iteration Three.

Chapter Six presented the third design iteration, which developed an assessment instrument to enable an academic LIS to self-assess their location on the Quality Maturity Model. The standard survey design method was detailed, and its application to this research described. The three iterations of testing the instrument (pretesting, informal testing and formal testing) were documented and the Quality Maturity Model and Quality Culture Assessment Instrument were applied to two UK academic LIS. The evaluation of these demonstrations indicated that the solution developed through this research is successful in achieving the research aims. Finally, the artefacts were communicated to the practitioner and research communities.

7.2 Research Conclusions
The outputs of this research are the learning that occurred as part of the Design Science research process – learning about the solution space and learning about the problem space. The learning about the solution space is demonstrated in the two artefacts: The Quality Maturity Model; and the Quality Culture Assessment Instrument (and associated instructions for use).
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This research has provided initial indications that the QMM has fit, relevance and workability; and that it is meaningful, useful and attractive to LIS practitioners and its use helps them re-conceive, and so engage with, the issues of ‘quality’. The 42 practice areas detailed in the outline Quality Maturity Model are, in the face of the data collected, sufficient and necessary to describe quality culture at an appropriate level of granularity to be useful to practitioners. This data set consisted of 12 UK HE LIS (ten from iterations 1 and 2; two from iteration 3) that were (it turned out) heterogeneous in quality culture. This is support for the applicability of the QMM, however, neither design science nor grounded theory are intended to produce a result with generalisability. The evaluation of the modifiability of the theory comes from how well it can be altered when relevant new data is compared to existing data. This is an area for further research. The preliminary findings of this research suggest that the QCAI is easy and cheap to administer, with no specialist analysis tools or knowledge required, and it is quick for participants to complete (around 15 minutes). The presentation of the results in locating the LIS on the QMM was clear to the two Directors interviewed.

This learning and these outputs, though useful, are a means to an end. They are part of the solution space and as such they have been developed to illuminate the problem space, which in this research is the lack of engagement by L&IS practitioners with issues of quality.

The learning about the problem space that has occurred throughout the research process enable a number of sketches to be drawn about the problem space. Firstly, quality appears to be a complex, multi-faceted concept consisting of intertwined and inter-related strands. However, it is not necessarily an amorphous concept, but one that can be explicated. This is not to state that the elements of quality are as described in the QMM, merely that it is possible to be specific in response to the question ‘what is quality?’: Not only that, but it appears helpful to practitioners to do so – quality is one area where the most elegant solution is not optimal it terms of utility.

Secondly, quality culture can be ‘measured’ – not in an absolute way (the researcher does not propose there are units of ‘quality culture’), but in order to
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aid understanding and stimulate practitioner engagement. The development of a culture of quality can usefully be split into an arbitrary number of discrete stages so that it looks and feels like the performance measures that L\&IS practitioners are familiar with. The research does not indicate that the number of levels in the QMM is correct, merely that it is both possible and useful to have staging posts on the road to a culture of quality.

Thirdly, if L\&IS practitioners are presented with a free, easy-to-use, off-the-shelf, appropriate set of tools with which to assess the quality culture of their LIS then they are keen to do so. The failure of more than the enthusiastic few to engage with concepts of quality appears not to be due to something fundamental in the nature of the concept, nor in L\&IS practitioners in general, but due to the lack of utility of the previous representation of quality and its assessment tools.

This research has not concluded that the Quality Maturity Model is the solution to the problem, merely a solution. Similarly, the research has not concluded that the QCAI is the tool to assess the quality culture of a LIS, merely a potential tool, and the beginnings of one at that.

The QMM and QCAI are solutions to a problem where no solutions previously existed. They are a starting point on the exploration of the development of a quality culture in library and information services. The design science research process takes a ‘wicked problem’ and by producing a solution, improves the scoping of the problem so that it can then be addressed through theory development or testing in the quantitative or qualitative paradigms. Design science outcomes are a method of changing the representation of the concepts to make evident what was previously obscure, and to stimulate new ways of thinking. It is the job of others to follow with studies into how well such representations perform. It is analogous to the difficulties felt when faced with a blank sheet of paper when creating a document; it is much easier to be presented with a draft and wield a red pen. Through the development of the artefacts in this research, the previously unknown and unexplored country called ‘quality culture’ now has documented features and described paths. If some of those features
turn out to be akin to ‘Here be Dragons’, then at least this first map gave future explorers a starting point.

7.3 Reflections on the Research
The aim of this research was to produce a new representation of the concept of quality culture that facilitated engagement by directors of academic LIS. In particular the new representation would: enable the director of any academic LIS to assess their location on a roadmap to a culture of quality; guide them as to the next step forwards; enable them to measure their progress over time; and enable them to compare themselves to others and so learn from each other. This research has achieved these aims through the fulfilment of the objectives.

The objectives of this research are to:
1. Develop and characterise a model of the evolution of a culture of quality.
2. Produce an instrument to enable an academic LIS to self-assess their quality maturity level.
3. Evaluate the research in order to demonstrate that the artefacts produced have helped directors of academic LIS engage with the idea of developing a quality culture.

The first of these objectives has been achieved through the production of the Quality Maturity Model, which characterises a culture of quality as comprising eight facets made up of 42 practice areas, and evolving through five levels of maturity. The QMM consists of a rubric for each of the practice areas at each of the maturity levels.

The second objective has been achieved through the production of the Quality Culture Assessment Instrument and associated instructions and guidance. The QCAI is a self-assessment tool that is freely available to any LIS and can be implemented using any online survey tool. It uses an aggregation of responses from LIS staff to determine the LIS’ location on the QMM without the need for ‘expert’ intervention.
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The third objective has been partially achieved. Interviews with the two directors of academic LIS where the QMM and QCAI were demonstrated provided evidence that these artefacts had helped them engage with the idea of quality culture. The QMM changed how they conceived of ‘quality’, introducing the idea that elements such as the organisational structure have an impact. The existence of the QCAI as a free off-the-shelf yet customisable tool meant that they were now planning to undertake an assessment of their quality culture where before they had dismissed such an assessment as unjustifiably expensive. Undertaking the assessment challenged the assumption and perceptions of the directors about how their staff feel about the quality of the LIS. It also brought insight into the internal variations in culture across the service. Undertaking the assessment also had an impact on the respondents’ engagement with the idea of quality culture “the questions themselves start a thought process”. These last three points were not envisaged at the inception of this research.

There is also unsolicited evidence from other academic LIS that they wish to use the QMM and QCAI to assess their quality culture.

However, such an evaluation is neither comprehensive nor robust in demonstrating that the QMM and QCAI help academic LIS directors engage with quality culture concepts. To demonstrate this is it would be necessary to determine a LIS director’s level of engagement with quality culture before they had interacted with the QMM, and then again after they had undertaken an assessment of their LIS. However, this requires a method of assessing the level of engagement with quality issues; such a method does not exist. It is actually a similar ‘wheel within a wheel’ that instigated the current research in the first place – trying to determine whether benchmarking has improved the quality culture of a library required a method of assessing the quality culture, and there was no such method. There is now.

To demonstrate the same effect on the whole L&IS community there should have been a ‘before and after’ assessment of the level of engagement with issues of quality culture. However, this is not possible as it would necessitate going back in
time to the very start of this PhD research in order to make the ‘before’ assessment.

7.4 Limitations and Further Research
As would be expected at the beginning of exploration in a research area, there are a large number of areas for further research on this topic.

As was touched upon in the informal testing of the QCAI (section 6.2.3), some organisations may be operating below the base level (Level 1) of the QMM. This is consistent with anecdotal evidence from a number of researchers in the field of performance measurement and assessment in libraries, including the author. It is also the case in other business areas, as described in Tom Schorsch’s tongue-in-cheek article about maturity levels 0 to -3. The existence, nature and usefulness of Level 0 require further research.

Further research is needed into the application of the QMM and QCAI to large multi-functional services incorporating more than the traditional LIS. Although the ‘case study’ LIS included two converged services, incorporating Library and computing functions, the artefacts were only tested on a traditional library services. In addition, between the initial data collection at case study LIS and the testing of the artefacts seven years elapsed. During this time the landscape of HE LIS has changed, with a significant number now incorporating services such as study skills and language support, disability support, wider (non-student-facing) IT services and other ‘odds and ends’ that have been gathered under a broad ‘learning and research support’ umbrella. It is not know whether the QMM and QCAI will broadly apply to such non-LIS services, but at the very least the language and concepts used would need to be amended.

As the QCAI has only been demonstrated in two LIS there are no data on the psychometric properties, such as reliability, construct validity and content validity. Further research is necessary to demonstrate that the instrument is reliable and valid. The author does not recommend that factor analysis be undertaken, as the whole purpose of the instrument is to locate a LIS on the QMM where the factors of quality are expanded rather than reduced.
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Research is also needed into which quality improvement tools help a LIS move from one level to the next in a particular practice area. The pilot project for this research suggested that some tools were suited for LIS at a particular maturity stage, but not those below. Such a menu of improvement tools is very high up the wish list from practitioners who have been exposed to the QMM. Related to this, although this research has demonstrated that the QMM, in conjunction with the QCAI, functions as a roadmap to enable practitioners to assess where they are, it has not been demonstrated that it helps practitioners to identify where they should be heading.

Finally, the ultimate output of this research would be an increase in the number of LIS directors who are actively engaging with issues of the quality of their service and how they can improve it. Further research is necessary in order to demonstrate this has occurred and so prove the QMM and QCAI have provided a solution to the research problem. As indicated in Section 7.3, such research is non-trivial as it requires the creation of an assessment tool to measure levels of engagement. As such is outside the scope of this PhD and it is left to future researchers.

7.5 Final Thoughts
Undertaking a PhD is a journey, a learning process about what it means to be a researcher in your chosen field. Much of my learning is documented in this thesis, both directly as learning about the research area, and indirectly, as evidenced by appropriate application of research tools and techniques.

I have also learnt a great many things during the course of this PhD that are not documented in this thesis. In no particular order, I have learnt that transcribing interviews takes a very, very long time; that working at the university you are studying at means that work always eats into research time; that working fulltime while undertaking a PhD is difficult; and that working fulltime with a small child while undertaking a PhD is impossible.
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I have learnt that the L&IS community are extremely generous with their time, interest and enthusiasm; that quality is of interest to everyone in whatever industry; and that sometimes it really is the case that no-one has done it before.

I have learnt that the epistemology and ontology of research methods are fascinating, and that to be conversant with qualitative, quantitative and design research paradigms is unusual.

Finally, I have learnt that I love being a practising Librarian, and that undertaking research is all consuming, but worth it.
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APPENDIX A: Examples of search strategy for Interpretive Synthesis – iteration 1, increment 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Database</th>
<th>Web of Knowledge</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Accessed via</td>
<td>Brunel University Library</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date searched</td>
<td>17 January 2007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Search string</td>
<td>(Quality OR TQM OR “Total quality management”) = Topic AND (Culture) = Topic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date range</td>
<td>All years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Output</td>
<td>43,130 results</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Refined by</td>
<td>Research Domains = Social Sciences; Arts Humanities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Output</td>
<td>5,634 results</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Refined by</td>
<td>Research Areas = Psychology; Business Economics; Behavioral Sciences; Computer Science; Education Educational Research; Public Administration; Information Science Library Science; Arts Humanities Other Topics; Social Sciences Other Topics; Operations Research Research Management; Social Work; Engineering.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Output</td>
<td>4,339 results</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Refined by</td>
<td>Reviewing the title and journal of each reference and excluding those that were irrelevant.¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Output</td>
<td>263 results</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Results input into</td>
<td>RefWorks, where de-duplicated with output of other searches.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

¹ Examples of exclusions:
Database | Web of Knowledge
---|---
Accessed via | Brunel University Library
Date searched | 17 January 2007
Search string | (“Learning organis?ation” OR “Business excellence”) = Topic AND (Culture) = Topic
Date range | All years
Output | 101 results
Refined by | Reviewing the title and journal of each reference and excluding those that were irrelevant.
Output | 20 results

Results input into RefWorks, where de-duplicated with output of other searches.

2 Examples of exclusions:

RefWorks

Number unique references identified | 433
Refined by | Reading abstract or whole paper or skimming book and excluding those that did not make a statement about what constitutes a ‘quality culture’.
Output | 117

3 Examples of exclusions:

4 The following article was excluded as it was not possible to obtain it in the UK:
APPENDIX B: Complete list of literature items included in the Interpretive Synthesis (Iteration 1, increment 1).

Books


**Journal Articles**


Frankie Wilson: The Quality Maturity Model


**Consultancy Documents**

**Baldridge**


**EFQM**


HELICON


Investors in People


Tricordant

**APPENDIX C: Ten examples of information derived from sources of interpretive analysis.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Aggestam, L.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Title</td>
<td>Towards a Maturity Model for Learning Organizations – the Role of Knowledge Management</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Concepts | • Environment promotes a community of learners.  
           • Culture begins with leader who inspires the vision.  
           • Must be linked to organizational aims. |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Baldridge</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Title</td>
<td>Criteria for Performance Excellence</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Concepts | • Visionary leadership.  
           • Customer driven excellence.  
           • Organisational and personal learning.  
           • Valuing employees and partners.  
           • Agility.  
           • Focus on the future.  
           • Managing for innovation.  
           • Management by fact.  
           • Social responsibility.  
           • Focus on results and creating value.  
           • Systems perspective. |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Dale, B.G.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Title</td>
<td>Sustaining a Process of Continuous Improvement: Definition and Key Factors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reference</td>
<td>The TQM Magazine 8(2), 2006, pp. 49 – 51</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Concepts | • Quality improvement projects aligned to strategy & policy.  
           • KPIs  
           • Effective cross-silo working.  
           • Some element important at start, some need to be always in place, some need continuous improvement. |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Deming</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Title</td>
<td>Out of the Crisis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reference</td>
<td>Camb, Mass; MIT Press.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Concepts          | • Consistency of purpose towards improvement.  
|                   | • Philosophy awake to challenges and lead for change.  
|                   | • Prevention better than cure.              |
|                   | • Strive to continuously improve.           |
|                   | • On the job training.                     |
|                   | • Leadership.                              |
|                   | • Drive out fear.                          |
|                   | • Breakdown barriers between departments.   |
|                   | • Empower staff.                           |
|                   | • Education and self-improvement of staff.  |
|                   | • It’s everybody’s job.                    |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Irani, Z., Beskese, A., Love, P.E.D.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Title</td>
<td>Total quality management and corporate culture: constructs of organisational excellence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concepts</td>
<td>• Employee empowerment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Sense of mission.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• React positively to change.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Strong leadership commitment.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
|                   | • Policies, procedures & processes emphasise quality.  
|                   | • Everyone know importance of quality.     |
|                   | • Customer focus – employees, planning, performance measures.  
|                   | • Communication.                           |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Peters, T.J. &amp; Waterman, R.H.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Title</td>
<td>In Search of Excellence: Lessons From America's Best-run Companies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concepts</td>
<td>• Structures.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Systems.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Staff – utilisation of human capital.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Skills (providing people with).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Style (leadership).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Shared values.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Strategy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Mayo, A.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Title</td>
<td>What Are the Characteristics of a True Learning Organisation?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reference</td>
<td>Strategic HR Review 6(2), 2007, p.4.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concepts</td>
<td>• Consistent direction &amp; leadership from top.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Learning – personal, team, organisation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• External scanning.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Cross internal boundaries.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Trusting, open, curious environment.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Oakland, J.S.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Title</td>
<td>Total Quality Management: Text with Cases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concepts</td>
<td>• Planning – strategy; policy; partnerships. &quot;design in quality”.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Performance – assessment of performance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Processes – Quality management systems; continuous improvement; understand, manage, design &amp; change processes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• People – human capital; culture change; teamwork; innovation; learning.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Culture – beliefs, behaviours, norms, values, rules; internal locus of control; climate; alignment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Communication.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Commitment – leadership ‘walk the talk’.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Swieringa, J. &amp; Wierdsma, A.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Title</td>
<td>Becoming A Learning Organisation: Beyond the Learning Curve</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concepts</td>
<td>• Strategy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Structure.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Culture.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Systems.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Learn about learning.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Tricordant</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Title</td>
<td>The Tricordant Approach</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reference</td>
<td><a href="http://www.tricordant.com">www.tricordant.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concepts</td>
<td>• Clear structure, targets, responsibility, ownership.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Quality embedded into processes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Continuous improvement.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Vision, values, practices.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Personal development training.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Purpose, aims, plan, strategy, ethics, values.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Process, syntax, technology, communication, people structure, roles, measurement.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Spirit, language, motivation, ethos, leadership, evaluation, teamwork.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
APPENDIX D: Interview schedule for Director

1. How do you conduct your strategic planning?
2. How do you achieve your key strategic objectives? Do you use action plans? How do you develop them? How do you deploy them?
3. How do work processes relate to the strategic objectives?
4. How do you set the vision and values for your library?
5. How do you promote these values to your staff?
6. How do you assess the performance of your library? What performance measurement do you do?
7. Where does the impetus to change come from?
8. How does the library respond?
9. What are the barriers to change? How do you remove them?
10. Who has responsibility for quality?
11. How does your library improve quality?
12. What is your vision with regard to quality?
13. How do you manage your staff, their needs, and the library’s needs to ensure continuity and the ability to meet future needs?
14. How do you communicate with and engage your staff?
15. How do you share learning and knowledge throughout the library?
16. How does the library / information service obtain user feedback?
17. What do you do with this feedback? Is it passed on to anyone? Do you collate it? How do you use it? What changes do you make as a result of this feedback?
18. Do you involve users in decision making? How?
APPENDIX E: Interview schedule for Library Management Team

1. What do you feel is the philosophy or culture of the library? What are its key values?
2. How does (Director) communicate his/her ideas to the staff?
3. How do you communicate with your staff?
4. How do they communicate with you?
5. Do work processes follow a manual?
6. Are there goals or targets for work?
7. How do the teams interact?
8. Who has responsibility for quality?
9. How does your library improve quality?
10. Are you encouraged and supported in trying to improve your work?
11. What happens if someone makes a mistake? (you, or a member of your staff)
12. Who is allowed to make decisions?
13. How does the library obtain user feedback?
14. What do you do with this feedback? Is it passed on to anyone? Do you collate it? How do you use it? What changes do you make as a result of this feedback?
15. Do you involve users in decision making? How?
16. Do you feel supported in your learning and development?
17. What training and development is provided?
18. Do you get recognition for doing a good job?
19. Are you encouraged to try out new things?
20. Where does the impetus to change come from?
21. What are the barriers to making changes?
22. Is change a good thing?
APPENDIX F: Interview schedule for Professional / PLA & SLA / Library Assistant

1. What do you feel is the philosophy or culture of the library? What are its key values?
2. How do you know?
3. How do the senior management team of the library communicate their ideas to the staff?
4. How can you communicate with them?
5. Do you follow the < > manual in your day-to-day work?
   OR
   What team do you work in? If a new member of staff joined that team, how would they learn what to do?
6. Do you have goals or targets for your work?
7. How do you work with the other teams?
8. Who has responsibility for quality?
9. How does your library improve quality?
10. Are you encouraged and supported in trying to improve the service you offer through your job?
11. If you have an idea for an improvement, what would you do?
12. What happens if you make a mistake?
13. Who is allowed to make decisions? What about for your job?
14. How does the library obtain user feedback?
15. What do you do with this feedback? Is it passed on to anyone? Do you collate it? How do you use it? What changes do you make as a result of this feedback?
16. Do you feel supported in your learning and development?
17. What training and development do you receive?
18. Do you get recognition for doing a good job?
19. Are you encouraged to try out new things?
20. Where does the impetus to change come from?
21. What are the barriers to making changes?
22. Is change a good thing?
APPENDIX G: E-mail sent to LIS-SCONUL requesting participants

Subject: Libraries needed for PhD research
From: Nick Bevan <Nick.Bevan@BRUNEL.AC.UK>
Reply-To: Nick Bevan <Nick.Bevan@BRUNEL.AC.UK>
Date: Mon, 23 Apr 2007 08:19:02 +0100

Dear colleagues

I am forwarding an email on behalf of one of my staff who, as you will see, is looking for libraries to participate in her PhD research. There is nothing I need to add to Frankie’s email - which is self-explanatory - other than to say that I am personally very supportive and enthusiastic about this practitioner-oriented research which I am sure will lead to a number of practical outcomes of benefit to all of us - so I encourage as many of you as possible to participate!

Best wishes

Nick

My name is Frankie Wilson. I am a Subject Liaison Librarian at Brunel University Library, and I am also undertaking a PhD in the area of performance measurement in libraries. Specifically, I am developing a framework for assessing the quality culture of an academic library, that is, the attitude of the library as a whole organisation towards assessing / improving quality.

It is regarding my PhD that I am writing to you to ask for your help. I have now completed the second iteration of the design of the framework and need to test it. To do this I need ‘subjects’ (academic libraries) to assess against the framework and so determine what improvements to the framework are needed.

My testing will involve 1 day in your Library. I will need access to all your strategic documents; all other internal policy documents (especially staff development / training); annual reports; a list of all internal committees, plus the latest minutes from these committees; procedural manuals (e.g. Issue Desk manual, acquisitions manual etc); documents relating to how the Library interacts with the HE institution; details of the appraisal / performance management system (though NOT specifics relating to any staff member); and other similar documents.

I will also need to interview a cross-section of library staff - director or deputy director; senior management; middle management / professional; PLA/SLA; library assistant. Interviews will last 15-30 minutes (usually the higher the level, the longer the interview).

All data will be anonymous and I am happy to report back to you on the findings at your Library if you wish (subject to the caveat of an imperfect instrument).

Are you the director of a UK HE library? Will you allow me to use your library as a 'subject' to test my framework? If the answer to both these questions is "yes", I will be very grateful if you contact me at frankie.wilson@brunel.ac.uk If the answer to the second question is "maybe" please do contact me at the same e-mail address for a discussion.

Further information
You can read about the background to my research in this article:

The outcome of the first iteration of the development of the framework is described in this article: Wilson, F. and Town, J.S. (2006) Benchmarking and library quality maturity. Performance Measurement and Metrics, 7(2), pp.75-82 Available from the Brunel University Research Archive (http://hdl.handle.net/2438/408)

Many kind regards,

frankie

Frankie Wilson
Subject Liaison Librarian (School of Information Systems, Computing, and Mathematics)
The Library
Brunel University
Uxbridge
UB8 3PH
01895 266160
APPENDIX H: Checklist for Data Gathering Visit

University
Date:
Address:
Phone:
How to get there:
Cost of travel:

Contact Name:

LIS known as:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Interview Schedule for Director</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interview Schedule for SMT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interview Schedule for staff</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consent Forms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vision statement</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mission statement</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strategic plan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operational plan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annual report (2006)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annual report (2005)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Staff development policy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collection management policy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liaison policy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>List of internal committees</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minutes of internal committees</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Procedural manuals</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Library – HEI interaction</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Appraisal / performance management system</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Induction programme</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**APPENDIX I: Participant information and consent sheet**

Thank you for volunteering to participate in this research. My name is Frankie Wilson and I am a PhD student at Brunel University, where I am also a member of library staff. This study forms part of my PhD.

For my PhD I have developed a framework for measuring an organisation’s attitude to quality. The aim of this study is to test this framework by investigating the attitude to quality of a number of HE libraries.

I am investigating this library’s attitude to quality through analysis of documents (such as the annual report) and interviews with a number of staff members from all levels of the library. You have been selected as a representative of your job role.

You do not have to have any knowledge about “quality” to take part in this study, and there are no right or wrong answers to the questions.

I will tape record this interview. I will be analysing your answers for my study, but all data will be kept and analysed anonymously. I may use quotes of what you have said in my PhD thesis, but any quotes will be anonymous.

You have the right to withdraw from this study at any time.

My framework scores an organisation from 1 to 5 in a number of areas. I will report back the scores this study gave your library but the report will consist only of the score. It will not include what anyone has said and will not include any quotes. Your library will not be able to tell what you say in this interview.

I have read and understood the above information

I agree to participate in this study

Signed:

Date:
**APPENDIX J: Examples of line-by-line coding of interviews for iteration 1, increment 2**

**INST2PRO1**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Single method of obtaining feedback. Formal.</th>
<th>Do you feel you can feed in your voice, all the voices of your users, up to SMT?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Specific team collect feedback</td>
<td>Yes, we do that through course committee meetings. The liaison librarians go out to them, and that is where the students feedback all their issues with ILS and I will communicate to them.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users=students</td>
<td>And I think the system works relatively well – we feedback any comments to the relevant senior manager, copied into ****** (for quality) and often the subject librarians so they know what is going on. Usually the senior managers are quite good. They come back with the feedback and I get them to cc in the chair of the meeting – we try and close that loop. It doesn’t work in practice, but at least it shows, at least it gets minuted next time. We have tried to be a bit more organised since last year because we realised things were just being sent off into the ether, but now we do try to close that loop in theory. Then again some managers are better at it than others.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two way communication with students</td>
<td>Pass feedback to relevant senior managers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pass feedback on</td>
<td>Pass feedback to quality officer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pass feedback to relevant senior managers</td>
<td>Often pass feedback to subject librarians</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Responding to feedback not a must do</td>
<td>Feedback to SSLC chair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feedback to SSLC chair</td>
<td>‘Close the loop’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘Close the loop’</td>
<td>Not make changes based on feedback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More organised approach than last year</td>
<td>Show have passed feedback on</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘sent off into the ether’</td>
<td>More organised since last year because we realised things were just being sent off into the ether, but now we do try to close that loop in theory. Then again some managers are better at it than others.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘close the loop’ in theory</td>
<td>whether feedback answered depends on manager</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**INST1LA2**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Answer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>How does the SMT communicate their ideas to staff?</td>
<td>We have our away day, and I’m sure they transmit some of the ideas through that. As well as asking for feedback from us. We have regular ********** and ******* come round to the campuses and tell us the latest developments and schemes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Away day</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMT communicate ideas at away day</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Staff asked for feedback</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Senior staff visit campuses to communicate (one way) ‘latest developments and schemes’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>So do you feel you know what is going on?</td>
<td>[pause] I’m sure I know what they want me to know is going on. There may well be issues that are secret – especially things that affect staff working conditions and practices. I am not sure secret is the right word – they feel that certain information doesn’t need to cascade downwards. When you have a management team you have to trust that they do cascade what we do need to know and what they don’t tell us we don’t need to know.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of trust of SMT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conspiracy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secret issues</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HR issues confidential</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMT decide what to pass on</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Some info does not cascade downwards</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trust SMT</td>
<td>Do you follow a manual in your work?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pass on what needs to know</td>
<td>Yes there are policies behind our actions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Don’t need to know everything that is going on</td>
<td>So if you won the lottery and had to be replaced tomorrow they could do exactly what you do on a daily basis?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operational actions derived from policies</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not all work circumstances covered by manuals</td>
<td>Yes, largely. There are circumstances which are</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Impetus for change from individual SMT member</strong></td>
<td><strong>Where does the impetus for change come from?</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not ‘change for change’s sake’</td>
<td>Very much from me, as you can probably guess</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>from the things I say, but it is not change for</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change a tool</td>
<td>change’s sake, it is very much making sure we</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Efficiency of resource use</td>
<td>are exploiting the systems that we have got to</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Looking to future</td>
<td>the full. That we have got an eye to the future</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘Not stagnating’ continuing to exist</td>
<td>that we are not stagnating, that we are looking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘Keeping a weather eye’</td>
<td>to keep the service going. So it is about keeping</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exploiting technologies</td>
<td>a weather eye and making sure we are</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Efficient use of systems. Future planning of staffing requirements</td>
<td>exploiting the technologies, the systems that we</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>have got, and for staff to take that forward. So</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impetus for change in team top down from manager</td>
<td>anyone who works in information resources,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Changing a culture</td>
<td>they would probably say from me. But I hope</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change is viewed as acceptable</td>
<td>that I am bringing in the culture where change is</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specific issue</td>
<td>acceptable, where people can go away and … I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post cut</td>
<td>think we have a particular issue with a post that</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specific post not in structure</td>
<td>has been cut, though actually we have never</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post not filled. Manager leave of absence</td>
<td>had it. We never had a post of serials librarian, I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post cut</td>
<td>put one together, it was never filled while I was</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difficulty with lack of post</td>
<td>away, and now I find out it has been cut, which</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strategic management of work</td>
<td>is very annoying but now I have a serious</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discuss within team operational problems</td>
<td>issues about dealing with it because it can’t</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>keep limping along. So we started a discussion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variable workflow</td>
<td>How do you work with other teams?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Work varies thru year</td>
<td>Errm. Document supply the workflow comes and goes. October to January is our busy time, so we have more scope to do training, and we would also offer our services to cataloguing acquisitions, we always help out with acquisitions with reading list there are piles and piles. I have always tried to instil in my team that we should offer help. On a goodwill basis in the last couple of years, but more recently it is more of an acceptance of the nature of the role. If we have enough work we will carry on with that, so it is an ad hoc arrangement. So we do have times when there aren’t as many requests, so each of the information assistant in my team have got a secondary job. It is something we set up from appraisal to give them variety so they are not just doing a banal task. I am very pro, I would hate to think they are sat at the desk with nothing to do. I want them to come to work and enjoy the work that they do. Easier said than done sometimes, but I do try. We will help out with cataloguing tasks, or we have got a little task at the moment to weed out the</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training only in non-busy time</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Offer to help adjacent team</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Share workload of other team, but still their work</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Appreciation of workload of others</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lead culture of inter-team support</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>From ad hoc to established part of culture</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Own work has priority</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ad hoc arrangement</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variable workload</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individual assigned tasks</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘Secondary job’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Response to staff feedback about their job</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Develop staff</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assigned jobs by manager</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Staff satisfaction – keep them busy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not all staff will enjoy all parts of the job</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Share workload of other team, but still their work</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unimportant task to keep busy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
APPENDIX K: Focused coding for analysis of interviews for iteration 1, increment 2

Generation of the strategic plan
Strategic plan determines development work
Scope of strategic plan
Good management practices
Walk the talk
Lead
Hearts and minds
Staff development
Staff training strategically managed
Staff valued
Same Hymn sheet
Consistency
Alignment
Integration
Little cogs
Structure
Managing the whole elephant
Communication
Attitude to change
Attitude to barriers to change
Flashy vs vanilla
Bottom up gather
Bottom up act
Close loop
Top down gather
Top down act
Influence organisation
Operate within wider profession
Awareness of professional issues
Culture of quality
Customer focus
Responsibility for quality
Management of projects
Decision making
‘Business as usual’
Inclusion – empowerment
Performance measurements collected
Use of performance measures
Monitoring of progress
**APPENDIX L**
Examples of focused coding of interviews for iteration 1, increment 2.

**INST3PLA1**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Integration</th>
<th>How does your team work with the other teams?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Communication</td>
<td>Umm, they do work fairly separate but they do overlap when there are tasks, such as lots of things with the desks involve us and acquisitions ordering books and things and there there are training sessions with all the staff got together. I think quite separate but there is overlap and communication when there needs to be. And a lot of the staff from acquisitions and customer services work on the service points together so there is a mixture and contact there so you can just informally mention things there.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Structure</th>
<th>Who has responsibility for quality?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Communication</td>
<td>Within the team or?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Customer service</th>
<th>Anything you like!</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Culture of quality</td>
<td>Um, I think lots of persons have good customer care, the quality of the service being provided, lots of people have pride in the service being provided so you can measure the quality of the work that way [pause]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<p>| | So how does the library try to improve its quality? |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Communication</th>
<th>Communication</th>
<th>So how do you communicate with your staff?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I run lending services, but in the office there about 3 or 4 people – the people who work at the issue desk is all junior staff.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>When they are on the ID are you their line manager when they are on there?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Good management practices</th>
<th>Good management practices</th>
<th>Hearts and minds</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>There is a senior library assistant who is in the lending services and she deals with any day to day, though since &lt;HoS&gt; came she has reorganised it, to her credit, and she is making us take more managerial role. &lt;HoS&gt; has got us out of our comfort zones, which is a good thing. But it is very difficult to quantify – so when you are filling out an appraisal form, as I am going to have to do the rest of today and tomorrow, you think ‘how can I justify spending 2 1/2 hours reading a document that is in the end irrelevant to us, or an afternoon at a meeting when we don’t even offer that service. I find that very difficult, I always have. But that may just be me.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Managing the whole elephant</th>
<th>Managing the whole elephant</th>
<th>Environmental sensing top down gather</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Staff valued</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Appraisals here – library assistants have in the past misunderstood what they were for, some way of getting a bonus or getting a promotion. There are some people who do not like</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**INST9DOL**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>From what you have said, it seems the hierarchy flows upwards?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Generation of strategic plan</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>It is fair to say that the actions are inserted into the bottom and go up to the appropriate level, however the plans themselves are top down, in that there is no point us writing a library plan that is out of step with information services overall plan and likewise that has to be in step with the university overall plan. So um, the full structure of the strategy is in many ways top down, we are setting out to deliver services that are in line with what the university wants and requires. And to do that within the context of the university’s overall strategies. There is no point for example in us saying we are going to build a research library here if the university’s main priorities are teaching. And vice versa.. So in many ways the strategy is top down, but the implementation of the strategy, the actions, is bottom up.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Environmental sensing top down act</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Generation of strategic plan</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Environmental sensing top down gather</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Environmental sensing top down act</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Scope of strategic plan</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>So how do you go on with that and achieve your key objectives? Do you have individual team plans within the library?</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Who has responsibility for quality?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attitude to quality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Responsibility for quality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Culture of quality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Responsibility for quality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Responsibility for quality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Responsibility for quality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decision making</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attitude to risk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Empowerment</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Quality of service? Well I suppose the quality of our work is checked, spot checked, so that would be my line manager. We all take individual pride for all that we do. We all want the book to be right on the shelf, especially now that we are, before the book would go to a librarian. And we are not trained librarians, though we are doing now quite a lot of what the librarians do, and the checking side of things, so we are the last point of contact now, so we are pretty much responsible for our own. Obviously it is spot check to pick up. And I presume, I don’t know I presume the librarians wander round and look for themselves how the shelf-ready is going. I presume they would because librarians like to keep an eye on things don’t they, to make sure it is all how they want it. I don’t know if it is, whether that is our fault I don’t know. It may not be shelved exactly where they want it to be shelved, but our suppliers, we follow what they say, because we are not trained we wouldn’t know what number it was meant to be at anyway. So the quality of that is
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Libraries operate in an agile environment where survival depends on their culture of quality. Long-standing performance measures assess the quality of products or services not the organisational culture. However such assessment is difficult because quality culture is not a clearly defined concept, and existing ‘soft’ measures have not been widely adopted by libraries due to their ‘fuzzy’ nature - librarians like to count and compare. The research presented in this paper aims to produce a full characterisation of the Quality Maturity Model – a five level scale to quantitatively assess the quality culture of libraries. This paper presents research results and the characterisation of the QMM so far. The key test of this research is its utility to the library community in making the difficult-to-measure more easily measurable. Therefore, this paper also presents the feedback by the presentation audience about the QMM.

Background

In the Library world, change is the only constant. New technologies; changes to user needs and expectations; different economic situations; and the introduction of assessment regimes have resulted in radical changes to the operating environments for every library – often year-on-year. To survive in such an agile environment it is necessary to “keep the institution tuned to the winds of change and actively engaged in the major upheavals affecting the library and information world.” (Cotta-Schonberg, 1995, p.55). The literature (e.g. Brockman, 1992; Shaughnessy, 1993; Brophy & Coulling, 1996; St. Clair, 1997) suggests that the way to achieve this is to implement a Total Quality Management (TQM) approach.

“If you don’t know where you are, a map won’t help” (Watt S. Humphrey)

So, the literature advocates developing a TQM approach, but in order to determine how close you are to achieving this goal it is necessary to measure your position on the road to achieving TQM. Libraries have a long history of performance measurement (Goodall, 1988; Morgan, 1995). However, despite the advocation of the enthusiastic few (see, for example, the third Northumbria conference) libraries have not engaged with measures of quality, such as benchmarking or the balanced scorecard, but have continued with measures of inputs and outputs. The standard set of statistics collected by SCONUL in the UK
has remained broadly the same over the last 13 years and exemplifies this. This is understandable because measures of quality are ‘soft’ – they are ‘fuzzy’ and difficult to pin down, very different from ‘hard’ measures such as loan statistics which are easily collectable and able to be manipulated. Libraries thrive on comparing their performance with that of others, but they find it difficult to use ‘soft’ measures and so revert to easy-to-collect ‘hard’ measures such as inputs and outputs. In order to facilitate general engagement with measures of quality, the library sector needs a method of quantitatively assessing these fuzzy concepts.

“If you don’t know where you are going, any road will do” (Chinese proverb)

An additional reason for the failure of the wider library community to engage with measures of quality is the multitude of quality improvement processes available, and the confusion about which one to choose. This is exacerbated by finding that what works for one library does not work in another apparently very similar one (Wilson, 2004). One of the underlying assertions of this research is that TQM cannot be achieved all-at-once but instead requires a step-wise implementation. Achieving TQM is like building a house: you start with foundations, then build the ground floor walls, then first floor walls, then the roof. If you try to go straight to the roof without the preceding stages you will find yourself surrounded by rubble. Similarly, if you try to implement a quality improvement process when you are not at an appropriate stage to do so, then it will fail (Kinnell & Garrod, 1995). This is because improved quality practices will not survive unless an organisation’s behaviour changes to support them (Fairfield-Sonn, 2001). So the key to achieving TQM is to change the organisational culture of quality in a step-wise manner. Therefore, the proposed quantitative assessment tool must assess quality culture, and also be a roadmap for improvement - it must not only determine ‘where we are’ but also indicate ‘where we are going’.

The literature contains many frameworks for measuring the quality of product, process or service (e.g. Tenner & De Torro, 1992; Oakland, 1993; Hradesky, 1995; Oakland, 2003). This research does not propose an alternative to these measures, but instead is concerned with the next level of abstraction. Quality culture: underpins the quality management processes; drives the selection of performance measures; and influences the attitude of library management, library staff (at all levels) and the ‘parent’ organisation towards these measures. Measuring quality culture requires the assessment of “meta-quality” - the quality of quality processes (Wilson, 2006).

At the 6th Northumbria International Conference of Performance Measurement, the author presented the Quality Maturity Model (Wilson & Town, 2006). This model is a five level scale that attempted to quantitatively assess the quality culture of libraries. The current research, still in progress, extends, develops and further characterises the Quality Maturity Model (QMM) with the aim of making the important-but-difficult-to-measure aspects of performance measurement more easily measurable. Such development of appropriate metrics may mean that these ‘soft’ measures are incorporated into the normal lexicon of all libraries, and are used for internal monitoring of progress, a focus for improvement efforts, and for comparison with others through standard performance reporting mechanisms.
The test of this research is therefore not whether the QMM is an accurate representation of the quality cultures operating in libraries (“the truth”), but whether the model is a useful representation in enabling the library community’s engagement with meta-quality.

Research design

There is no universal definition of organisational culture in the literature. Even “the critical elements or factors that constitute TQM are not completely agreed upon” (Sila & Ebrahimpour, 2002, p.903). Therefore the measurement of meta-quality is a ‘wicked problem’ (Rittel & Webber, 1973) – it has incomplete, possibly contradictory, and changing requirements and a variety of potential solutions characterised by complex interdependencies. In addition, the key outcome is utility, specifically the utility of the model in enabling the quality culture to be measured for development and comparison purposes. Therefore this research takes a Design Science approach.

Design Science is an alternative to a Qualitative or Quantitative approach and is used in design, engineering, architecture and information systems research when dealing with ‘wicked problems’ where there is no ‘truth’ to be discovered, either absolutely, or triangulated from multiple socially constructed ‘truths’. Design Science research consists of iterations of development where the solution produced is assessed for utility. A variety of methods, qualitative or quantitative, may be used to produce each solution, with the acceptance that the methods chosen will determine the nature of the solution produced.

This research consists of four iterations:
Phase 1: Characterisation of the QMM from the literature = QMMa;
Phase 2: Characterisation of the QMM from data collected from HE LIS = QMMb;
Phase 3: Amalgamation of QMMa and QMMb to produce a model consistent with both the literature and practice = QMMbeta;
Phase 4: Test QMMbeta for validity and utility = QMM.

So far the first phase has been completed, and the second phase is underway.

Phase 1 methodology

Phase one deduced the characterisation of the QMM from published theory of organisational quality, TQM, and organisational culture. The determinants of organisational quality culture described in the literature were used to generate the underlying constructs of the model. The descriptions of high and low achieving organisations were synthesised to produce the elements that make up these constructs.

Literature included, but is not limited to, the work of:
- Atkinson
- Baldridge
- Crosby
- Deming
- EFQM
Phase 2 methodology

Phase two induces the characterisation of the QMM from observation of practice using a grounded theory approach. Data was gathered using semi-structured interviews with nine members of staff in HE libraries along with documentary analysis of strategic, policy, process and procedural documents. The interview questions were developed from areas of interest suggested by published theory (from phase one), and interviewees were selected to represent a ‘vertical’ slice through the organisation – from the director of service to library assistants.

Data has so far been gathered from 10 HE libraries (nine in the UK and one in South Africa). This phase is not yet completed as further data gathering is in progress. The results presented below are therefore are only interim, and are incomplete.

The data so far gathered was analysed following a standard grounded theory methodology (Strauss & Corbin, 1998) to elicit: the categories that make up the facets of the underlying construct of ‘quality culture’; the properties that are the specific or general attributes of these categories; and the dimensions of these properties.

Findings

The initial analysis indicates that there are 35 stable properties that make up ‘quality culture’, which consistently group into seven categories. However, there is a slight difference in how the properties group between QMMa and QMMb. Six of the categories are present in both QMMa and QMMb – they arise from both the literature and the data. They are: management of the organisation; environmental sensing; attitude to change; attitude to quality; investment in staff; and alignment. In addition, one category (learning organisation) arises from the literature but does arise as a grouping from the data; and one category (leadership) arises from the data but does not arise in the literature as an explanatory grouping. This produces eight categories in total. In all the category groupings the properties remain stable – it is only how they group together that varies.

The findings from the literature and the data together indicate that a culture of quality is:

- Doing things right;
- Doing the right things;
- Using learning;
Suited to the ‘business’ environment (change seeking in an agile environment); and
Explicitly and appropriately aiming to improve quality;
and that this culture is created by:
Strong leadership; and
The people of the organisation

The level to which these categories are bound together to form a cohesive culture is determined by the level of alignment. Alignment can be described as taking a “systems thinking” approach (Senge, 2006), or “seeing the whole elephant” (in management speak). I prefer analogy of a cake.

To make a cake you take flour, sugar, eggs, fat, and chocolate as individual ingredients. When you mix them together they blend, but it is still possible, using microscopic and powerful sifting techniques, to separate the individual elements of flour, chocolate etc. But when you bake the cake a chemical change occurs – it is now impossible to separate out the constituent ingredients, no matter how hard you try. A low level of alignment has the individual elements of an organisation working independently; as alignment increases the level of integration increases; but when alignment reaches its highest level a qualitative change occurs so that each element is now inseparable from every other element, and the whole becomes greater than the sum of the parts.

These results are preliminary as the research is not yet completed. However, the current grouping of the properties of quality culture, and how they are arranged into the underlying category groupings, are presented below. This presentation is to facilitate feedback and discussion by attendees.

**The categories and properties**

The eight initial categories consist of the following properties:

Management of the organisation
- Strategic plan generation
- Management alignment (achievement of the strategic plan)
- Progress monitoring
- Performance measurement
- Project management processes
Environmental sensing
- Customers (bottom up)
  - Gathering feedback
  - Collation of feedback
  - Action as a result of feedback
- Organisation (top down)
  - Gathering feedback
  - Influencing organisational decisions
- Wider context (inside out)
  - Gathering feedback
  - Involvement of staff in profession
  - Contribution to profession

Learning organisation
- Staff empowerment
- Staff involvement in change
- Nature / level of learning
- Attitude to mistakes
- Attitude to risk
- Staff encouragement to innovate

Attitude to change
- Attitude to change
- Perception of drivers for change

Attitude to quality
- Definition of quality (including locus of control)
- Attitude to quality improvement
- Perception of responsibility for quality
- Type of quality improvement initiatives - new, big ‘sexy’ initiatives vs. getting the basics right (“sexy” vs. “vanilla”)

Leadership
- Vision and value setting
- Trust
- Inspiration and motivation

Investment in staff
- Attitude to staff (as an asset)
- Training provision
- Development of staff
- Recognition of staff

Alignment
- Vertical alignment
- Horizontal alignment
- Consistency
- Communication flow
- Staff recognition of where they fit into the overall scheme (“little cogs”)
- Structure
- Alignment of attitude to quality
- Alignment of attitude to change

**Research outcome**

The intended outcome of this research will be the Quality Maturity Model presented in a table such as that in figure 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Ad Hoc</th>
<th>Repeatable</th>
<th>Defined</th>
<th>Managed</th>
<th>Continuous</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Man. of org.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Env. sensing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning org.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attitude to change</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attitude to quality</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leadership</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Invest. in staff</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alignment</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Each cell will contain descriptors of what a library at this level would look like on this category, taking into account the relevant properties. This will enable the assessment of a library against the model to produce a quantitative measure of that library’s meta-quality.

The full model (so far as it is developed) is too large and detailed to be included here, and is presented on the SCONUL performance portal.

**Discussion**

The aim of this research is to make tricky-to-measure concepts measurable, and so facilitate greater practitioner engagement with ‘soft’ measures of quality. By taking a Design Science approach, the key objective of this research is utility - is the Quality Maturity Model useful to practitioners? Therefore, a key part of this conference presentation was an open discussion of attendees. The discussion was loosely prompted by the following questions to the ‘audience’:

**Q1:** Do you agree with the assertion that libraries operate in a rapidly evolving agile environment and that the ability of a library to survive is determined by its culture of quality, specifically its “meta-quality”?  
**Comments:** All participants felt that the key factor in the quality of an organisation was its culture, both formal and informal.

**Q2:** From your experience, do you agree with the concept of maturity levels in quality culture – or is it binary? Or something else?  
**Comments:** Participants felt that the development of a quality culture was a continuous process of maturity, however, a discrete model was useful for the purposes of measurement and assessment. It was felt that the simpler the model was, the better.

**Q3:** Would you find the completed QMM model useful?
Comments: All participants felt it would be useful to them. A number of participants suggested that the model should not be stand-alone, but should assist in the choice of other quality improvement techniques.

Q4 What metric would you find most useful as a measure of performance – a single number (“3”); a mean average (“3.245”); a mode average (“3”); a median average (“3”); a profile (“management of the organisation = 3; attitude to change = 4; alignment = 2” etc); a total out of 40 (8x5)?
Comments: While a couple of people wanted “all of the above”, most felt that a profile would be most useful, one attendee commenting “it is like a personality inventory for the library”. Most felt that a trend over time would be most informative – not a single ‘snapshot’ score.

Q5: What do you think of the 8 categories? Do they ring true in your experience? Have I missed any?
Comments: It was felt that leadership is indeed a key category, with one participant feeling that “the miracle is success despite the leadership”. Akin to this, one participant suggested that public services might be better if they are not closely aligned, as a looser configuration enabled individuals to go beyond their organisational constraints. This challenged the author’s assumption about alignment, and underlined the complexity of this category.

The ‘Attitude to change’ category was also felt to be important, in particular it was recommended that the model should unpick the complexity and variability of the drivers for change, and not make any absolute assumptions.

It was generally felt by participants that a key omission was the property ‘selection and induction of staff’, while accepting that one of the key difficulties facing libraries wishing to induce culture change was the low turnover rate of staff.

Conclusion

This research is still at an early stage. The feedback to this paper suggest that the proposed Quality Maturity Model would be a useful tool in helping libraries to assess their meta-quality, and that such a tool would be used to provide guidance about which quality improvement techniques were appropriate to use.
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Structure of this talk
- Initial premises
- Context
- Research design
- Results (so far)
- The emerging Quality Maturity Model

PM in agile environments
- Quality Assurance (ISO9001) measures not suitable
- "If you always do what you've always done, you always get what you've always got"

Meta-Quality
- Agile environment - shifting goalposts.
- Quality of quality processes - can they cope?
- Not an alternative to many & varied methods of quality assurance - next level of abstraction.
- Quality culture = "The way quality gets done round here". Influences performance measures selected and attitude of management, staff and parent organisation to these measures

PM in Libraries
- Inputs – budget, staff per FTE
- Outputs – n. loans, n. visits
- Ratios - Value for Money
- Outcomes – educational attainment

- Cutting edge techniques researched, promoted and endorsed, but not applied by more than minority
- Difficult to measure soft PMs, but these most important
- Self measurement that fits workflow “I am too busy doing the job to measure”
Performance or Measurement
- What gets measured gets done - the performance you get depends on what you measure
- Turn on head - use measurement to drive performance

Research aim
- To develop a numeric measure of organisational quality culture in order to make this difficult-to-measure performance assessment more easily measurable, and so promote wider engagement with this concept by academic libraries.

"If you don’t know where you are going, any road will do."  
Chinese proverb

"If you don’t know where you are, a map won’t help."  
Walt S. Humphrey

Research design
- Design Research
  - "Wicked problem"
  - Iterative
  - Product is an artifact
  - Not assessed against ‘truth’ but by utility
  - Able to bridge research and practice divide because utility assessed by community

Quality Culture
- A culture of quality is:
  - Doing things right
  - Doing the right thing
  - Learning
  - Suited to the ‘business’ environment (change seeking in an agile environment)
  - Explicitly and appropriately aiming to improve quality

- The culture is created by:
  - Strong leadership
  - The people of the organisation
Alignment is the key to high meta-quality

The Quality Maturity Model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Milestone</th>
<th>Ad Hoc</th>
<th>Repeatable</th>
<th>Defined</th>
<th>Managed</th>
<th>Continuous</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vision of org</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exec planning</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning org</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attitude to change</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attitude to quality</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leadership</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Invest in staff</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alignment</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Management of the organisation

- Strategic plan generation
- Management alignment (achieving SP)
- Progress monitoring
- Performance measurement
- Project management processes

Environmental sensing

- Customers (bottom up)
  - Gathering feedback
  - Collation of feedback
  - Action as a result of feedback
- Organisation (top down)
  - Gathering feedback
  - Influencing organisation

Learning organisation

- Staff empowerment
- Staff involvement in change
- Nature / level of learning
- Attitude to mistakes
- Attitude to risk
- Staff encouragement to innovate
Attitude to change
- Attitude to change
- Perception of drivers for change

Attitude to quality
- Definition of quality (inc locus of control)
- Attitude to quality improvement
- Perception of responsibility for quality
- Type of quality improvement initiatives ("sexy" vs. "vanilla")

Leadership
- Vision and value setting
- Trust
- Inspiration and motivation

Investment in staff
- Attitude to staff (as an asset)
- Training provision
- Development of staff
- Recognition of staff

Alignment
- Vertical alignment
- Horizontal alignment
- Consistency
- Communication flow
- "little cogs" - staff see where they fit
- Structure
- Alignment of attitude to quality
- Alignment of attitude to change

A window into your beliefs
- Who has responsibility for quality?
- How do you try to improve quality?
- How do you measure the performance of your library?
- What are the drivers for change?
- What are the barriers to change?
## APPENDIX O: Output of Iteration Two

### Management of the organisation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1.1 Strategic plan generation</th>
<th>Level 1: Ad Hoc</th>
<th>Level 2: Repeatable</th>
<th>Level 3: Defined</th>
<th>Level 4: Managed</th>
<th>Level 5: Continuous</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.2 Management alignment (a)</td>
<td>There is no strategic plan or annual operating plan.</td>
<td>There is a limited strategic plan.</td>
<td>The strategic plan is derived from (mediated) environmental sensing.</td>
<td>The strategic plan is derived from unmediated environmental sensing.</td>
<td>The strategic plan is derived from environmental sensing (customers; organisation; and wider context).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.2 Management alignment (b)</td>
<td>Actions are solely reactive to events.</td>
<td>The strategic plan includes breakthrough improvement processes. Many actions are unrelated to the strategic plan and are reactive to events.</td>
<td>The strategic plan includes breakthrough improvement processes. Some actions are unrelated to the strategic plan.</td>
<td>The strategic plan includes breakthrough improvement processes.</td>
<td>All improvement processes, both incremental and breakthrough, flow from the strategic plan and it is updated to reflect new developments.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1.1 Strategic plan generation</th>
<th>Level 1: Ad Hoc</th>
<th>Level 2: Repeatable</th>
<th>Level 3: Defined</th>
<th>Level 4: Managed</th>
<th>Level 5: Continuous</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.2 Management alignment (b)</td>
<td>Goals for individuals, teams and the LIS are poorly defined, if present.</td>
<td>Goals for specific high-level managers are linked to the strategic plan. Goals for most staff are poorly defined, if present.</td>
<td>All senior staff have goals, some of which are related to the strategic plan.</td>
<td>Goals for achieving the strategic plan are cascaded down throughout the LIS to all appropriate staff.</td>
<td>Goals for achieving the strategic plan are cascaded down throughout the LIS. All staff have individual goals, which contain both improvement and &quot;business as usual&quot; targets.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frankie Wilson: The Quality Maturity Model</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>1.3 Progress monitoring</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Level 1: Ad Hoc</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>There is no monitoring of progress in achieving goals.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Level 2: Repeatable</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>There is no monitoring of progress in achieving goals.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Level 3: Defined</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>There is (infrequent) monitoring of progress in achieving goals, but no corrective action taken.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Level 4: Managed</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>There is monitoring of progress in achieving goals, and some corrective action is taken.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Level 5: Continuous</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Progress in achieving goals is closely monitored and corrective action taken where necessary.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| **1.4 Performance measurement**           |
| **Level 1: Ad Hoc**                      |
| Only basic statistical measures are collected, but are used for competitive analysis ("we have more books than X") if at all. |
| **Level 2: Repeatable**                  |
| Basic statistical measures are collected and used for competitive analysis. Customer feedback is also viewed as an indicator of performance. |
| **Level 3: Defined**                     |
| Customer feedback and measures of internal processes (e.g. time taken to re-shelve a book) are used to determine how the LIS is performing. |
| **Level 4: Managed**                     |
| A range of performance indicators are used to determine how the LIS is performing. Key Performance Indicators may exist, but are not necessarily fully aligned with metrics used or strategic aims of the LIS. |
| **Level 5: Continuous**                  |
| A range of balanced performance measures are used to monitor how well the LIS is achieving its aims. Metrics closely align with Key Performance Indicators, which closely relate to strategic aims and mission. Performance measures are regularly evaluated to determine whether they continue to accurately and appropriately measure performance. |

| **1.5 Project management processes**     |
| **Level 1: Ad Hoc**                      |
| Changes are just implemented – no processes are used. |
| **Level 2: Repeatable**                  |
| Ad hoc processes are used to implement changes. How it is done depends on who is leading the change. |
| **Level 3: Defined**                     |
| Changes are implemented through ad hoc project management processes. |
| **Level 4: Managed**                     |
| Breakthrough changes are implemented through coherent project management processes, including project planning, monitoring and impact assessment. |
| **Level 5: Continuous**                  |
| All changes (incremental and breakthrough) are implemented through project management processes, including project planning, monitoring and impact assessment. Ad hoc projects and changes managed to the same level as planned strategic projects. |
## Environmental sensing - customers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>2.1 Gathering of feedback</th>
<th>Level 1: Ad Hoc</th>
<th>Level 2: Repeatable</th>
<th>Level 3: Defined</th>
<th>Level 4: Managed</th>
<th>Level 5: Continuous</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Feedback from customers is gathered ad hoc and reactively.</td>
<td>Feedback is gathered from customers proactively to assess satisfaction. Feedback is sought from a sub-set of customer groups only. A limited number of methods is used.</td>
<td>Feedback is gathered proactively via a range of methods.</td>
<td>Feedback is gathered proactively via a wide range of methods to access views of all customers.</td>
<td>Feedback is gathered proactively via a wide range of methods to access views of all customers and non-customers. Feedback is proactively sought to assess impact of changes on customer satisfaction.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| 2.2 Collation of feedback | Feedback is not collated. | Feedback may be collated. | Feedback is collated separately for each source. | Feedback is collated across all feedback methods and analysed for consistency. | Feedback is collated across all feedback methods and analysed for consistency. Collated feedback is analysed over time to identify trends. |

<p>| 2.3 Respond to feedback | Feedback is responded to with excuses, or discounted as due to customers “not understanding the LIS way” | Feedback is responded to with explanation, excuses, or discounted as due to customers “not understanding the LIS way” Changes are not reported. | Feedback is responded to with details of changes, or explanation of why changes cannot be made. The locus of control is presented as the LIS (“we decided to do …”). | Feedback is responded to with details of changes, including timescales for longer-term changes. The locus of control is presented as customers (“you said … we did …”). | Feedback is responded to with details of changes, including timescales. Changes are proactively advertised as based on feedback (locus of control is presented as customers). |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level 1: Ad Hoc</th>
<th>Level 2: Repeatable</th>
<th>Level 3: Defined</th>
<th>Level 4: Managed</th>
<th>Level 5: Continuous</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>2.4 Act on feedback</strong></td>
<td>No changes are made in response to feedback.</td>
<td>A small number of changes are made on the basis of feedback. Changes are made only if small and/or agree with LIS’s point of view (“sensible” “possible”).</td>
<td>Most feedback results in changes. However changes are limited to those “within the LIS’s control”</td>
<td>All feedback results in change (though some may be long-term), including changes to non-LIS elements and big changes requiring institutional funding and support.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2.5 Feedback gathering</strong></td>
<td>Instructions from the parent organisation are obtained ad hoc.</td>
<td>Instructions are proactively obtained from the parent organisation.</td>
<td>Indicators of desired direction are obtained proactively from the parent organisation, and other sibling departments. Feedback is proactively sought from the parent organisation and other departments.</td>
<td>Indicators of desired direction are obtained proactively from the parent organisation, and other sibling departments. Feedback is proactively sought from the parent organisation and other departments.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Environmental sensing – wider context

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level 1: Ad Hoc</th>
<th>Level 2: Repeatable</th>
<th>Level 3: Defined</th>
<th>Level 4: Managed</th>
<th>Level 5: Continuous</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>2.6 Influencing organisation</strong></td>
<td>Change is responded to <em>ad hoc</em> as instructions from the parent organisation.</td>
<td>Change is imposed top down as instructions from the parent organisation.</td>
<td>Changes are determined top down in response to desired direction from the parent organisation.</td>
<td>LIS negotiates with parent organisation and sibling departments for change implementation (both to achieve change desired by LIS and mitigate change, if contradictory to other feedback, desired by parent and siblings).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Level 1: Ad Hoc</strong></th>
<th><strong>Level 2: Repeatable</strong></th>
<th><strong>Level 3: Defined</strong></th>
<th><strong>Level 4: Managed</strong></th>
<th><strong>Level 5: Continuous</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>2.7 Feedback gathering</strong></td>
<td>The LIS is unaware of position, policies and practices in other LIS. There is no awareness of possible future developments.</td>
<td>The LIS seeks out specific information relating to potential changes (“We want to do X – how did others do it?”). Specific staff may attend conferences <em>ad hoc</em>.</td>
<td>Indicators of a wide range of best practice (research and practice) are obtained <em>ad hoc</em> (“What are the issues around X?”). A range of staff attend conferences <em>ad hoc</em>.</td>
<td>Indicators of best practice (research and practice) are proactively and comprehensively obtained (“What is going on?”). All staff are encouraged to read professional literature and attend conferences.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.8 Involvement &amp; contribution of staff in profession</td>
<td>Level 1: Ad Hoc</td>
<td>Level 2: Repeatable</td>
<td>Level 3: Defined</td>
<td>Level 4: Managed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The LIS does not engage with 'the profession'.</td>
<td>The LIS does not contribute to wider professional knowledge, but does engage with the profession.</td>
<td>LIS staff may contribute to wider professional knowledge <em>ad hoc</em>.</td>
<td>LIS staff are able to contribute to wider professional knowledge through publications, experience sharing and conferences. Limited projects may be undertaken if do not 'interfere' with the LIS business.</td>
<td>The LIS actively contributes to wider professional knowledge through projects, publications, experience sharing, and conference papers. All staff are encouraged to contribute. The LIS operates at the cutting edge in at least some areas.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Learning organisation**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>3.1 Staff empowerment</th>
<th>Level 1: Ad Hoc</th>
<th>Level 2: Repeatable</th>
<th>Level 3: Defined</th>
<th>Level 4: Managed</th>
<th>Level 5: Continuous</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Decisions are not taken, or are taken <em>ad hoc</em>.</td>
<td>Decision making is controlled by the top.</td>
<td>There is limited middle management decision making</td>
<td>Staff are empowered to make decisions about their own job (with support of the management structure).</td>
<td>Staff are empowered to make decisions about anything (with consultation and 'permission'), with the lowest possible locus of control.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>3.2 Staff involvement in change</th>
<th>Level 1: Ad Hoc</th>
<th>Level 2: Repeatable</th>
<th>Level 3: Defined</th>
<th>Level 4: Managed</th>
<th>Level 5: Continuous</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Staff try to prevent change.</td>
<td>Staff are passive in the change process.</td>
<td>Staff are informed of change and sometimes participate in the process.</td>
<td>Staff are included in the change process and the implementation of change.</td>
<td>Staff are the drivers of change, and the implementation of change.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>3.3 Learning</th>
<th>Level 1: Ad Hoc</th>
<th>Level 2: Repeatable</th>
<th>Level 3: Defined</th>
<th>Level 4: Managed</th>
<th>Level 5: Continuous</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Learning is personal.</td>
<td>There is some shared learning within work units.</td>
<td>There is some shared learning between co-ordinated work units.</td>
<td>There is some shared learning throughout the LIS.</td>
<td>There is shared learning, information and knowledge throughout the LIS.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 1: Ad Hoc</td>
<td>Level 2: Repeatable</td>
<td>Level 3: Defined</td>
<td>Level 4: Managed</td>
<td>Level 5: Continuous</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3.4 Attitude to mistakes</strong></td>
<td>Mistakes are hidden due to a blame culture.</td>
<td>Mistakes are fixed – they are viewed as the result of the person not following procedure.</td>
<td>Mistakes are fixed – they are viewed as indicative of faulty processes (especially not enough training).</td>
<td>Mistakes are viewed as opportunities for learning.</td>
<td>Mistakes are viewed as opportunities for learning and are accepted as inevitable if trying new things.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3.5 Attitude to risk</strong></td>
<td>The LIS is risk averse – refuses to take risks.</td>
<td>The LIS is risk averse – may occasionally take what it views as risks, but only if they are virtually guaranteed to work.</td>
<td>The LIS is risk averse – employs checks and balances to minimise risks.</td>
<td>The LIS is risk tolerant – willing to accept risk-taking behaviour (“It is OK to take risks, no-one will die!”).</td>
<td>The LIS is risk seeking – encourage risk taking behaviour (“It is better to do something and fail than to wait to be certain it will work and do nothing”).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3.6 Staff encouragement to innovate</strong></td>
<td>Innovation is discouraged.</td>
<td>‘Innovation’ from senior staff is tolerated (inspiration is taken from elsewhere).</td>
<td>Middle management and specific specialist staff are encouraged to innovate (innovations are taken from elsewhere).</td>
<td>Most staff are encouraged to innovate, but this does not include the most junior levels.</td>
<td>All staff at all levels are encouraged to innovate.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Attitude to change

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level 1: Ad Hoc</th>
<th>Level 2: Repeatable</th>
<th>Level 3: Defined</th>
<th>Level 4: Managed</th>
<th>Level 5: Continuous</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>4.1 Attitude to change</strong></td>
<td>The LIS is change averse – change is avoided and prevented. Change is perceived as disruptive to the ‘day job’. “If it ain’t broke, don’t fix it”.</td>
<td>The LIS is change resistant – it prefers stability and permanence. Staff list reasons why change is bad and will fail. “Whether change is good or bad depends on what the change is”.</td>
<td>The LIS is change managing – stability and permanence are preferred, but change accepted as inevitable. “Change is good if done well”.</td>
<td>The LIS is change seeking – constantly seeking to change. “To stand still is to regress”.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>4.2 Perception of drivers for change</strong></td>
<td>Change is viewed as imposed top down.</td>
<td>Change is viewed as imposed top down – though the influence of external factors on the LIS management is acknowledged.</td>
<td>Change viewed as driven by customers and/or parent organisation and/or external environment.</td>
<td>Change viewed as driven by everyone, with focus on serving and anticipating changing needs of customers and environment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>4.3 Identification of barriers to change</strong></td>
<td>Barriers are the structure / hierarchy / bureaucracy / competency of middle management.</td>
<td>Barriers are the attitudes of staff.</td>
<td>Barriers to change are resources (money / space / time / staff). These barriers are insurmountable.</td>
<td>There are no barriers that cannot be overcome.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Level 1: Ad Hoc

**4.4 “Vanilla” vs. “sexy”**

- **Changes are implemented to ensure that existing policies / procedures / practices are properly adhered to by everyone.** ‘Get the vanilla right’.
- **Changes are implemented to produce incremental improvements to the what the LIS is already doing (the ‘vanilla’).**
- **Changes are implemented in terms of breakthrough new projects, in order to offer new products / services.**
- **Changes are implemented to produce both incremental and breakthrough improvements.**
- **Changes are implemented to produce both incremental and breakthrough improvements.**

### Level 2: Repeatable

### Level 3: Defined

### Level 4: Managed

### Level 5: Continuous

#### Attitude to quality

### Level 1: Ad Hoc

**5.1 Definition of quality**

- **Quality is defined by the LIS (e.g. “We provide a perfect classification systems, it is their fault if they can’t find the book”)**
- **Quality is defined as happy face-to-face customers.**
- **Quality is defined as customer satisfaction with products and services. Locus of control is the LIS (e.g. service level agreement levels determined by the LIS). Targets for quality are implicit or secret.**
- **Quality is defined as customer satisfaction with products and services. Locus of control is the LIS (e.g. service level agreement levels determined by the LIS). Targets for quality are explicitly advertised.**
- **Quality is defined by the customer. Locus of control is the customers (e.g. service level agreement levels are determined by customers). Targets for quality are explicitly advertised.**

---
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level 1: Ad Hoc</th>
<th>Level 2: Repeatable</th>
<th>Level 3: Defined</th>
<th>Level 4: Managed</th>
<th>Level 5: Continuous</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>5.2 Quality improvement</strong></td>
<td>Quality is absolute, rather than relative.</td>
<td>Quality is achieved by luck / accident.</td>
<td>Quality improvement focuses on improving the products and services. Quality improvement is written in the strategy of the LIS.</td>
<td>Quality improvement focuses on improving processes by which products and services are achieved. Quality and improvement measures are written into documented work processes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>5.3 Perception of responsibility for quality</strong></td>
<td>Quality is the responsibility of everyone to do their best to adhere to procedures.</td>
<td>Quality is the responsibility of people serving customers face-to-face to be 'nice'.</td>
<td>Quality achievement is the responsibility of the management of the LIS, though it may be explicitly devolved down for specific areas.</td>
<td>Quality for a particular area is the responsibility of the people in that area.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Leadership

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level 1: Ad Hoc</th>
<th>Level 2: Repeatable</th>
<th>Level 3: Defined</th>
<th>Level 4: Managed</th>
<th>Level 5: Continuous</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>6.1 Vision and value setting</strong></td>
<td>The leader has not set their vision and values.</td>
<td>The leader has clearly articulated their vision and values, and communicated it to all staff through a variety of mediums, including dialogue sessions. They embody it by ‘walking the talk’. It is covered in new staff induction.</td>
<td>The leader has articulated and communicated their vision and values, which underpin policies, practices, targets, KPIs, staff development, and behaviour. They and other key people ‘walk the talk’.</td>
<td>The leader has articulated, communicated, and aligned their vision and values. All staff ‘walk the talk’ i.e. behaviour in accordance with the vision and values is second nature. There are initiatives in place to ensure this behaviour is sustained.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>6.2 Trust</strong></td>
<td>The leader engenders distrust and a lack of openness.</td>
<td>There is distrust in the leader, attributed to lack of understanding on their part. There is no feeling of openness.</td>
<td>There is a lack of distrust in the leader. There is a feeling of openness.</td>
<td>The leader engenders trust and a feeling of openness. They have the ‘hearts and minds’ of staff.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>6.3 Inspiration and motivation</strong></td>
<td>Staff are generally demotivated.</td>
<td>New staff are generally motivated to perform, but over time staff become demotivated by the LIS culture.</td>
<td>Staff are personally motivated to perform.</td>
<td>Leader inspires, motivates, encourages, organises and directs staff to ensure that all the other aspects of achieving a mature quality culture happen.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Investment in staff

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level 1: Ad Hoc</th>
<th>Level 2: Repeatable</th>
<th>Level 3: Defined</th>
<th>Level 4: Managed</th>
<th>Level 5: Continuous</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>7.1 Staff as an asset</strong></td>
<td>There is no specific commitment to staff development.</td>
<td>There is a commitment to the achievement of staff development, where staff development is equated with training.</td>
<td>There is a commitment to the achievement of staff satisfaction, development and well-being.</td>
<td>Systems, structure and processes are in place to achieve staff satisfaction, development and well-being.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>7.2 Training provision</strong></td>
<td>Training is ad hoc and related to the inability to perform specific work task.</td>
<td>There is a reactive training programme, related to work tasks and ad hoc requests.</td>
<td>There is a training programme related to training needs assessment, and provision is related to this.</td>
<td>There is a training programme comprising training needs assessment, provision, and an assessment of the effectiveness of the training. Training is provided in the tools, techniques and skills for improvement. Data gathering and reflection are encouraged.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 1: Ad Hoc</td>
<td>Level 2: Repeatable</td>
<td>Level 3: Defined</td>
<td>Level 4: Managed</td>
<td>Level 5: Continuous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>7.3 Development of staff</strong></td>
<td>There is no development of staff.</td>
<td>Staff are supported in their professional development ad hoc.</td>
<td>Staff are supported in their professional development. There is a clear progression path for some staff.</td>
<td>Staff are supported in their professional and personal development. Future leaders are identified and coached. All staff are encouraged to develop their career and their talents, and there is a clear progression path (which may involve leaving the organisation to progress). Staff feel valued as a whole person.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>7.4 Recognition of staff</strong></td>
<td>Staff do not feel their work makes a difference.</td>
<td>Staff may feel recognition for their work, dependent on the characteristics of their line manager.</td>
<td>There is a commitment to the recognition of staff, though there are no specific systems in place.</td>
<td>There are systems, structures and processes in place for recognition and/or reward and/or progression of staff.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## Alignment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>8.1 Vertical alignment</th>
<th>Level 1: Ad Hoc</th>
<th>Level 2: Repeatable</th>
<th>Level 3: Defined</th>
<th>Level 4: Managed</th>
<th>Level 5: Continuous</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>There is no vertical alignment.</td>
<td>There is no vertical alignment.</td>
<td>The LIS is aiming for vertical alignment.</td>
<td>There is some vertical alignment, with some areas of ‘blockage’.</td>
<td>The LIS is fully aligned vertically in vision, values, attitudes, policies and practices.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>8.2 Horizontal alignment</th>
<th>Level 1: Ad Hoc</th>
<th>Level 2: Repeatable</th>
<th>Level 3: Defined</th>
<th>Level 4: Managed</th>
<th>Level 5: Continuous</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>There is no co-ordination between work units.</td>
<td>There is some ad hoc co-ordination between work units.</td>
<td>There is planned co-ordination between work units.</td>
<td>The concept of the internal customer is applied between work units.</td>
<td>A systems approach is taken – “managing the whole elephant”.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>8.3 Consistency</th>
<th>Level 1: Ad Hoc</th>
<th>Level 2: Repeatable</th>
<th>Level 3: Defined</th>
<th>Level 4: Managed</th>
<th>Level 5: Continuous</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Work processes are dependent on the person undertaking them.</td>
<td>Basic work processes are documented and consistently applied.</td>
<td>Consistency is ensured by documented processes, practices and policies, or job description (as appropriate).</td>
<td>Consistency is ensured by documented processes, practices and policies or job description. Training is provided regularly to emphasise these.</td>
<td>Consistency is ensured by documented processes, practices and policies or job description, which are regularly reviewed for improvement. Training is regularly provided.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>8.4 Communication flow</th>
<th>Level 1: Ad Hoc</th>
<th>Level 2: Repeatable</th>
<th>Level 3: Defined</th>
<th>Level 4: Managed</th>
<th>Level 5: Continuous</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Limited information flows top down. Messages are mediated before being passed down, and limited bottom up communication is sought.</td>
<td>Limited information flows top down and bottom up. Not all staff feel confident in the free flow of communication.</td>
<td>Communication flows top down and bottom up. Channels exist for circumventing any blockages to communication.</td>
<td>Communication flows top down and bottom up.</td>
<td>Multiple methods exist for top down, bottom up and lateral communication. Communication is unambiguous and consistent, with a clear purpose.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Level 1: Ad Hoc</td>
<td>Level 2: Repeatable</td>
<td>Level 3: Defined</td>
<td>Level 4: Managed</td>
<td>Level 5: Continuous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>8.5 Staff</strong></td>
<td>recognition of where they fit into the overall scheme</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>recognition of</td>
<td>Staff member’s approach to the purpose of the LIS is dependent on their specific</td>
<td>Staff member’s approach to the purpose of the LIS is dependent on their work unit</td>
<td>All staff understand the overall aims and purpose of the LIS. Most understand</td>
<td>All staff understand the overall aims of the LIS and their contribution to</td>
<td>All staff understand how the overall aims of the LIS contribute to the</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>where they fit into</td>
<td>work.</td>
<td>area.</td>
<td>their contribution to achieving them.</td>
<td>achieving them. Leaders understand how all staff contribute to the achievement</td>
<td>achievement of the aims of the parent organisation, and how they contribute to</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the overall scheme</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>of LIS aims. Leaders understand how all staff contribute to the achievement of</td>
<td>achieving them. Leaders of the parent organisation understand how the LIS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>LIS contributes to the overall aims of the organisation.</td>
<td>contributes to the overall aims of the parent organisation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>8.6 Structure</strong></td>
<td>The structure of the LIS creates silos - it is a barrier to integration and</td>
<td>Some parts of the structure of the LIS are a barrier to integration and</td>
<td>The structure of the LIS is not a barrier to integration and communication.</td>
<td>The structure of the LIS facilitates alignment, integration and communication.</td>
<td>The structure of the LIS facilitates alignment, integration and communication and is</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>communication.</td>
<td>communication.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>flexible so is not a barrier to change.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>8.7 Alignment of</strong></td>
<td>There is no quality culture.</td>
<td>Quality culture is weak.</td>
<td>Quality culture is strong.</td>
<td>Quality culture is ubiquitous.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>attitude to quality</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>8.8 Alignment of</strong></td>
<td>The attitude to change is inconsistent.</td>
<td>The attitude to change is varied.</td>
<td>The attitude to change is widespread, with some known non-aligned areas.</td>
<td>The attitude to change is universal.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>attitude to change</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
APPENDIX P: Text for testing of questionnaire at Middlesex

Welcome
Welcome to the Quality Culture Test Survey.

This survey includes a first draft version of the Quality Maturity Assessment Questionnaire, which I have created. When it is fully developed, it is intended that the questionnaire will position a Library or Information Service on the Quality Maturity Model (which I have also developed). This will enable management to determine the areas to focus on for improvement.

This survey aims to gather feedback on the questionnaire and on the assessment process. It forms part of the data gathering for my PhD.

The survey is anonymous, contains 40 multiple-choice questions and takes around 15 minutes to complete. There is also a question asking for your feedback on the questionnaire itself.

Please answer the questions based on your opinion or how you feel. You should answer them quickly as I am looking for your ‘gut feeling’ reaction.

Thank you for helping me,
Frankie Wilson

Data Protection Statement
All data collected in this survey will be held anonymously and securely. No personal data is requested.

Cookies (personal data stored by your Web browser) are not used in this survey.

All the results will be based on aggregated data. The results will be split by question, section, grade, or team of respondent in order to undertake the necessary analysis.

The results will be fed back to Nick Bevan so he can evaluate the whole process and give me feedback. I will not use the results, only the feedback. Nick will not use the results - Middlesex Library and Student Support is participating solely to support my academic studies.

The free text comments you provide in the final section (feedback about this questionnaire) may be used in my thesis. Any quotations used will be anonymous.

Frankie Wilson
Your feedback about the questionnaire

This questionnaire is in the very early stages of development. If you have any feedback about it, positive or negative, please comment below. I will use your comments to improve it.

41. Please leave your comments/feedback about the questionnaire. (Optional)

---

Final Page

Thank you very much for completing this questionnaire.

The results will be shared with Nick Bevan so he can provide feedback to me about the process. This feedback, and any feedback you gave in the last section, will be used in my research. The results of the questionnaire will not be used in my research, or by Nick.

Thank you for helping in my PhD research.

Frankie Wilson

frankie.wilson111@gmail.com
APPENDIX Q: Text for testing of questionnaire at Brunel

Welcome
Welcome to the Quality Culture Test Survey.

This survey includes a draft version of the Quality Maturity Assessment Questionnaire, which I have created. When it is fully developed, it is intended that the questionnaire will position a Library or Information Service on the Quality Maturity Model (which I have also developed). This will enable management to determine the areas to focus on for improvement.

This survey aims to gather feedback on the questionnaire and on the assessment process. It forms part of the data gathering for my PhD.

The survey is anonymous, contains 40 multiple-choice questions and takes around 15 minutes to complete. There is also a question asking for your feedback on the questionnaire itself.

Please answer the questions based on your opinion or how you feel. You should answer them quickly as I am looking for your 'gut feeling' reaction.

Thank you for helping me,
Frankie Wilson

Data Protection Statement
All data collected in this survey will be held anonymously and securely. No personal data is requested.

Cookies (personal data stored by your Web browser) are not used in this survey.

All the results will be based on aggregated data. The results will be split by question, section, grade, or team of respondent in order to undertake the necessary analysis.

The results will be fed back to Ann Cummings so she can evaluate the whole process and give me feedback. I will not use the results, only the feedback. Ann might use the results, but the reason for Brunel Library participating is to support my academic studies.

The free text comments you provide in the final section (feedback about this questionnaire) may be used in my thesis. Any quotations used will be anonymous.

Frankie Wilson
Quality Culture Assessment Questionnaire

Your feedback about the questionnaire

This questionnaire is in the very early stages of development. If you have any feedback about it, positive or negative, please comment below. I will use your comments to improve it.

41. Please leave your comments/feedback about the questionnaire. (Optional)

[Space for comments]

Final Page

Thank you very much for completing this questionnaire.

The results will be shared with Ann Cummings so she can provide feedback to me about the process. This feedback, and any feedback you gave in the last section, will be used in my research. The results of the questionnaire will not be used in my research. They might be used by Ann (depends what they show).

Thank you for helping in my PhD research.

Frankie Wilson
frankie.wilson111@gmail.com
APPENDIX R: Draft QCAI questionnaire before pretesting

Welcome

Welcome to the Quality Culture Test Survey.

This survey includes a first draft version of the Quality Maturity Questionnaire. When it is fully developed, it is intended that the Quality Maturity Questionnaire will position the library on the Quality Maturity Model. This will enable Library management to determine the areas to focus on for improvement.

This survey aims to gather feedback on the Quality Maturity Questionnaire, and on the Quality Maturity assessment process.

The survey is completed anonymously and takes around 15 minutes to complete.

Note that once you have clicked on the CONTINUE button at the bottom of each page you can not return to review or amend that page

Data protection statement

All data collected in this survey will be held anonymously and securely. No personal data is requested.

Cookies (personal data stored by your Web browser) are not used in this survey.

All the results will be based on aggregated data. The results will be split by question, section, grade, or team of respondent in order to undertake the necessary analysis.

The results will be fed back to the Library Director so s/he can evaluate the whole process. The researcher will not use the results.

The free text comments you provide in the final section, feedback about this questionnaire, may be used in the thesis of the researcher. Any such used quotes will be anonymous.

Please select the statement that best describes how you see the situation at <LIS name>.

Questions are mandatory unless marked otherwise.

Note that when you have clicked on the CONTINUE button your answers are submitted and you can not return to review or amend that page.

About you
Part of this survey looks at whether there are any differences in the answers from different parts of the Library.

To do this, we need to know your team and your level/grade.

The answers will be averaged across each team or level/grade. E.G. "The shelving team have an average score of ..." or "Staff at grade 6 have an average score of ..."

You answers will not be used to individually identify you. Individual responses will not be communicated to the Library.

**Q1 What team are you in?**

A1 Academic support  
A2 Administration  
A3 Bibliographic services  
A4 Helpdesk  
A5 IT support  
A6 Senior management team  
A7 Student portal

**Q2 What grade are you?**

A1 3  
A2 4  
A3 5  
A4 6  
A5 7  
A6 8  
A7 9  
A8 Senior staff

**Management of the Library**

**Q3 Are you involved in the strategic planning or action / operational planning process?**

A1 Yes [-] Q3a and Q3b are displayed]  
A2 No [-] Q3a and Q3b are not displayed]

**Q3a How is the strategic plan generated?**

A1 There is no strategic plan  
A2 There is a limited strategic plan  
A3 The strategic plan is derived from reasonable/achievable feedback from users.
A4 The strategic plan is derived directly from user feedback OR from the University's strategic plan OR from awareness of developments at other universities.
A5 The strategic plan is derived from feedback from users, the University's strategic plan, and awareness of new developments at other universities.

**Q3b How are actions related to the strategic plan?**

A1 Actions are solely reactive to events.
A2 The strategic plan includes 'big project' improvements, but many actions are unrelated to the strategic plan and are reactive to events.
A3 The strategic plan includes 'big project' improvements, although some actions are still unrelated to the strategic plan.
A4 The strategic plan includes 'big project' improvements.
A5 All improvement processes, both incremental and 'big project', flow from the strategic plan, and it is updated to reflect new developments.

**Q4 Do you have any goals or targets for the work you do?**

A1 No.
A2 Yes, but I am not sure what they are.
A3 Yes.
A4 Yes, there are team goals that come down through the management structure from the strategic plan.
A5 Yes, there are team goals that come from the strategic plan, and I have individual goals too.

**Q5 In your experience, how is progress towards achieving targets or goals monitored?**

A1 There is no monitoring of progress.
A2 There is some monitoring of progress.
A3 There is monitoring of progress, and corrective action is sometimes taken.
A4 Progress is closely monitored and corrective action taken where necessary.

**Q6 How is the Library’s performance measured?**

A1 We use statistical measures, e.g. spend per FTE, number of PCs, number of journals subscribed to, number of transactions (i.e. the SCONUL return).
A2 We use statistical measures and also user feedback.
A3 We use user feedback and measures of internal processes relating to user expectations, e.g. time taken to re-shelve books.
A4 We use a range of performance indicators and have some KPIs (key performance indicators).
A5 We use a range of balanced performance measures and the KPIs closely relate to the strategic aims. The measures are regularly evaluated.
A6 I don't know.
Q7 How are changes to services/processes/procedures managed?

A1 Changes are just implemented.
A2 It depends on what the change is and who is leading it.
A3 Changes are implemented through project management processes developed for that project.
A4 'Big project' changes are implemented through standard project management processes, including planning, monitoring and impact assessment.
A5 All changes (incremental and 'big project') are implemented through standard project management processes.

Environmental sensing

Q8 How does the Library gather feedback from its users?

A1 There are feedback/complaints forms, and users tell us/email us if they are not happy.
A2 We ask students at boards of study/course committees or via a survey. There are also feedback forms.
A3 We ask students using a range of methods, e.g. course committees, surveys, focus groups, feedback boards.
A4 We use a range of methods to get feedback from all users (students, academic staff, researchers).
A5 We use a range of methods to get feedback from all users. We specifically gather feedback on the impact of any changes we make.

Q9 What happens to user feedback?

A1 We respond to it.
A2 We respond to it. Some of it is collated and reported.
A3 We respond to it. The feedback from course committees is collated, and the survey results are collated, but separately.
A4 We respond to it. It is collated across all feedback methods.
A5 We respond to it. It is collated across all feedback methods and analysed over time for trends.

Q10 How is user feedback responded to?

A1 We explain the reasons behind the problem, or how the user should be doing things.
A2 We explain the reasons behind the problem, or how the user should be doing things. Sometimes we decide to change things.
A3 We respond with details of the changes we have made, or an explanation of why changes cannot be made.
A4 We respond with details of changes, including timescales for longer term changes. We make it clear that these changes are a result of feedback.
A5 We respond with details of changes, including timescales. We advertise the feedback we received and the changes made to address it.
Q11 What changes are made in response to user feedback?

A1 No changes are made in response to feedback.
A2 Some changes are made on the basis of feedback, if they are sensible and possible.
A3 Most feedback results in changes, as long as we are able to do so.
A4 All feedback results in change (though some may be long term), including big changes requiring institutional funding and support.
A5 All feedback results in change. We also analyse trends and make changes in anticipation of what users will want.

Q12 How does the Library know what the University wants?

A1 They tell the Director what to do.
A2 The Director asks them what to do.
A3 The Director finds out from the University strategic plan.
A4 The Director finds out from the University strategic plan and the plans of other service departments.
A5 The Director knows what is going on in the University and monitors possible future directions. S/He proactively seeks their feedback on Library plans.
A6 I don't know.

Q13 How does the Library influence the changes the University wants to make?

A1 The University tells us what to change, not the other way round!
A2 The University sets the Library plan for the year and we agree to it.
A3 The Library management decide what changes to make in response to the University strategic plan.
A4 The Director negotiates with the University and other departments about what changes to implement and how to do so. It is a two-way process.
A5 The Library contributes to the wider University strategic planning process, not just those relating to the Library.
A6 I don't know.

Q14 How does the Library know what is going on in the same areas in other Universities?

A1 It doesn't.
A2 If we want to do something, we find out how others did the same thing. Some staff go to conferences.
A3 We find out the best practice relating to our work area. A range of staff go to conferences.
A4 The Library gathers best practice information in all areas. We are all encouraged to read professional literature and attend conferences.
A5 The Library gathers best practice information and we read professional literature and attend conferences. It looks at possible future directions.
Q15 How do Library staff interact with the wider profession?

A1 We don't.
A2 Most are on mailing lists.
A3 We can go to conferences or special interest groups if we want to. Some people have presented at conference or written articles.
A4 We contribute through publications, experience sharing and conferences. We can do research projects if it does not interfere with normal work.
A5 We are all encouraged to take part in research projects, publications, experience sharing, and conferences. The Library is cutting edge in some areas.

Organisational learning

Q16 Who do you feel is allowed to make decisions?

A1 People don't really make decisions.
A2 Senior management.
A3 Managers.
A4 Anyone can make decisions about their own job.
A5 We can all make decisions about anything, as long as we get permission to make that decision and consult with people.

Q17 Are you involved in changes?

A1 Only to point out the problems that they haven't thought of.
A2 Not really.
A3 I know about what the changes are. If it was relevant to my job I would change what I do.
A4 Yes. If it is in my area or I am on a project group I help to plan the changes.
A5 Yes, we come up with improvement ideas, and if they are approved we implement them.

Q18 If you go on a course, what do you do with what you have learned?

A1 I use it in my work.
A2 I share what I have learned with the others in my team.
A3 I share what I have learned with others in my team, and other teams where it is relevant.
A4 I do a report that any Library staff member can read/attend.
A5 I share it with the rest of the Library staff. We try to share learning, information and knowledge. We all know who to go to for more information about a topic.

Q19 What happens if you makes a mistake?

A1 I try to make up for it. If they find out then you get the blame.
A2 We fix it and make sure that whoever made the mistake knows what the correct procedure is.
A3 We fix it and make sure that whoever made the mistake has more training, or knows they can ask someone for help if they are unsure about something.
A4 We fix it, and use it as an opportunity for learning
A5 We fix it, and use it as an opportunity for learning. These things are going to happen if you are trying out new things.

Q20 Are you encouraged to take risks and try out new things?

A1 No - The Library doesn't take risks.
A2 Not really. The Library occasionally takes risks, but only if they are virtually guaranteed to work.
A3 Not really. If we are doing something new we try to minimise the possible risks.
A4 Yes, it is OK to take risks, no-one will die.
A5 Yes, it is better to do something and fail than to wait to be certain it will work and do nothing.

Q21 Are you supported in trying to improve the service you provide in your job?

A1 No.
A2 Yes, if it has been tried successfully somewhere else first.
A3 Yes.

Attitude to change

Q22 Is change a good thing?

A1 No, it is disruptive. If it ain't broke, don't fix it.
A2 It depends on what the change is. It can be good or bad.
A3 It is inevitable. It is good if it is done well.
A4 Yes, if it is done to improve things.
A5 Yes, it is essential.

Q23 Where does the impetus to change come from?

A1 From the Library management team.
A2 From the Library management team, though they are under pressure from the University.
A3 From users / the University / technology.
A4 From users and the University and technology.
A5 From everyone. The world is constantly changing and we try to anticipate what our users will want before they ask for it.

Q24 What is the main barrier to making changes?

A1 The structure/hierarchy/bureaucracy of the Library.
A2 The attitudes of some members of staff.
A3 Resources (money, space, time, staff).
A4 Other parts of the University.
A5 None - there is always a way to overcome barriers.
Q25 What sort of changes should the Library make?

A1 None.
A2 To make sure we are doing things right.
A3 To improve the things we are doing.
A4 To implement new products or services.
A5 Both to improve things we are doing and to implement new products or services.

Attitude to quality

Q26 How does the Library try to provide a quality service?

A1 We make sure all our systems are as good as they can possibly be, and that everyone follows procedures properly.
A2 We try to provide excellent customer service.
A3 We try to make sure our users are happy with what we do.
A4 We try to make sure our users are happy with what we do. We have service level agreements written by Library staff.
A5 We try to make sure our users are happy with what we do, and anticipate what they want before they ask for it. We have service level agreements written by our customers.

Q27 How does the Library try to improve quality?

A1 We make sure that everything is done properly.
A2 We have constraints on what we can do (money / building etc.), so it can be down to luck and if we have the money or space to make improvements.
A3 We try to improve the products and services we offer. Quality is part of our strategic plan.
A4 We try to improve the processes we use to develop products and services. Quality and performance measures are part of our strategic plan.
A5 It is a continuous process. We are all encouraged to continually improve our work, and to develop ourselves. Quality and performance measures are part of our strategic plan.

Q28 Who has responsibility for quality?

A1 Quality is the responsibility of everyone to do their best to follow procedures.
A2 Quality is the responsibility of people front of house to give excellent customer service.
A3 Quality is the responsibility of the Library management team, though it may be devolved down to managers for specific areas.
A4 Quality for a particular area is the responsibility of the people in that area.
A5 Quality for the whole Library is everyone’s responsibility.
Leadership

Q29 Do you know what the vision and values are that the Director has set out for the Library?

A1 Yes. [-> Q29a is displayed]
A2 No. [-> Q29a is not displayed]

Q29a How do you know?

A1 I have seen them written down somewhere.
A2 We had a briefing document/presentation/workshop where we were told about them.
A3 They were talked about during my induction.
A4 They are part of what we do (policies, targets, development).
A5 They are who we are. It is how everyone behaves.

Q30 Do you trust management?

A1 No.
A2 I’m sure they are doing their best, but they don’t really understand.
A3 I don’t distrust them.
A4 Yes, you have to trust them to do their job.
A5 Yes, it is clear from what they have done in the past that they know what to do for the best of the Library.

Q31 Do you feel motivated to do the best you can?

A1 Not really.
A2 I do personally, but it is difficult. You loose enthusiasm.
A3 Yes I do.
A4 Yes, as a team we always do our best.
A5 Yes, we all do. The Library Director is inspirational and everything is in place to support you in doing so.

Investment in staff

Q32 Do you feel valued by the Library?

A1 Not really.
A2 Not really, but we receive training that we want/need.
A3 Sort of, they say they are committed to the achievement of staff satisfaction/development/well-being.
A4 Sort of, people are supported in developing themselves.
A5 Yes, I know that the Library sees the staff as it’s most valuable asset.

Q33 What training do you receive?

A1 Training is provided when we need it on how to perform specific work tasks.
A2 There is a training programme related to specific work tasks, and we can request to go to specific training events if we want to.
A3 There is a training programme related to needs assessment (e.g. through appraisals or performance reviews), and provision is related to this.
A4 There is a training programme based on needs assessment and training is assessed for effectiveness. Training is provided on how to learn, and reflection is encouraged.
A5 There is a needs based training programme that is assessed for effectiveness. Training is provided on the skills required for the future. Critical reflection is encouraged in work time.

Q34 Do you feel supported in your development?

A1 No.
A2 I am supported if I ask for training related to my job.
A3 I feel supported in my professional development. There is a clear progression path for me.
A4 Yes, we are encouraged to develop ourselves professionally and personally. There is a clear progression path for everyone. The Library makes an effort to ensure we are happy.
A5 Yes, professionally and personally. The 'next generation' and 'high flyers' are actively encouraged. Progression is mapped for everyone, though it may involve leaving to progress.

Q35 Do you get recognition for doing a good job?

A1 No, what I do isn't noticed.
A2 No, but that is because of my line manager.
A3 Yes, but that is because of my line manager.
A4 The Library tries to recognise when staff have done a good job, but there are no specific systems in place.
A5 There are systems, structures and processes in place for the recognition/reward/progression of staff.
A6 Yes, the Library does this well. There are recognition/reward/progression systems in place to ensure everyone who does a good job is recognised.

Alignment

Q 36 How do you work with other teams?

A1 We all get on, but we don't really work together on things.
A2 We work with people from other teams on specific projects. Sometimes certain people from other teams will work with us.
A3 We work regularly with a specific other team.
A4 We have a system of 'internal customer' between teams.
A5 We all work together. If one part of the system is not working well, then the whole system might break.

Q37 If a new member of staff joined your team, how would they know what to do?
A1 They would learn from other people doing the job.
A2 There is a manual that documents the standard work processes. Not everything is in it though.
A3 Everything is in the manual/practices and policies/job description.
A4 Everything is in the manual/practices and policies/job description. There is regular training to remind everyone.
A5 Everything is in the manual/practices and policies/job description, which are reviewed to ensure they are current. Training is regularly provided.

Q38 How does communication work in the Library?
A1 Limited information flows top down, from senior managers, to managers, to their staff.
A2 Information flows top down and goes up via the same route. Not everything is passed on by my manager/the managers in my team.
A3 Information flows top down and goes up via the same route.
A4 Information flows top down and bottom up. We are asked for our opinions. If my manager/the manager in my team is not good at passing things on, I can go directly.
A5 There are lots of ways of communicating, e.g. through the management structure, via meetings, through the newsletter, email people, or pop in for a chat.

Q39 How does the structure of the Library staff work?
A1 The structure makes it difficult to work and communicate with other teams.
A2 The structure doesn't really make much difference.
A3 The structure makes it easy to work and communicate with other teams, and to see how the work we do fits with the overall strategy.
A4 The structure makes it easy to work and communicate with other teams, and see where we fit. It is flexible so it can adapt to changing circumstances.

Q40 What is the purpose of the Library, and how do you contribute to it?
Free text answers.

[new page]

Your feedback about the questionnaire

This questionnaire is in the very early stages of development. If you have any feedback about it, positive or negative, please comment below. Your comments will inform the next stage of its development.

Feedback on this questionnaire

Q41 Please leave your comments/feedback about the questionnaire.  (Optional)
Thank you very much for completing this questionnaire.

The results will be shared with the Library Director so s/he can provide feedback to me about the process. This feedback, and any feedback you gave in the last section, will be used in my research. The results of the questionnaire will not be used in my research.

Thank you for helping in my PhD research.
Frankie Wilson
## APPENDIX S: Pretesting questionnaire for formal testing 1 (screenshots)

### Quality Culture Test Survey

**Welcome**

Welcome to the Quality Culture Test Survey.

This survey includes a first draft version of the Quality Maturity Questionnaire. When it is fully developed, it is intended that the Quality Maturity Questionnaire will position the library on the Quality Maturity Model. This will enable Library management to determine the areas to focus on for improvement.

This survey aims to gather feedback on the Quality Maturity Questionnaire, and on the Quality Maturity assessment process.

The survey is completed anonymously and takes around 15 minutes to complete.

Note that once you have clicked on the CONTINUE button at the bottom of each page you cannot return to review or amend that page.

---

### Data Protection Statement

All data collected in this survey will be held anonymously and securely. No personal data is requested.

Cookies (personal data stored by your Web browser) are not used in this survey.

All the results will be based on aggregated data. The results will be split by question, section, grade, or team of respondent in order to undertake the necessary analysis.

The results will be fed back to Nick Sevan so he can evaluate the whole process. The researcher will not use the results.

The free text comments you provide in the final section, feedback about this questionnaire, may be used in the thesis of the researcher. Any such used quotes will be anonymous.

---

### Quality Culture Questionnaire

Please select the statement that best describes the situation as you see it at Middlesex.

Questions are mandatory unless marked otherwise.

Note that once you have clicked on the CONTINUE button your answers are submitted and you cannot return to review or amend that page.

#### About you

Part of this survey looks at whether there are any differences in the answers from different parts of the Library.

To do this, we need to know your team and your level/grade.

The answers will be averaged across each team or level/grade. E.G. “The shelving team have an average score of ...” or “Staff at grade 5 have an average score of ...”

Your answers will not be used to individually identify you. Individual responses will not be communicated to the Library.

1. What team are you in?
   - [ ] Other
   - [ ] Library
   - [ ] Management
   - [ ] Support Services

2. What grade are you?
   - [ ] 1
   - [ ] 2
   - [ ] 3
   - [ ] 4
   - [ ] 5
   - [ ] 6
   - [ ] 7
   - [ ] 8
   - [ ] 9
   - [ ] Senior Staff

#### Management of the Library

3. Are you involved in the strategic planning or action / operational planning process?
   - [ ] Yes
   - [ ] No
   
   a. How is the strategic plan generated?
      - [ ] There is no strategic plan.
      - [ ] There is a limited strategic plan.

---
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17. Are you involved in change?
☐ Only to point out the problems that they haven't thought of.
☐ Not really.
☐ I know about what the changes are. If it was relevant to my job I would change what I do.
☐ Yes. If it is in my area or I am on a project group I help to plan the changes.
☐ Yes, we come up with improvement ideas, and if they are approved we implement them.

18. If you go on a course, what do you do with what you have learned?
☐ I use it in my work.
☐ I share what I have learned with the others in my team.
☐ I share what I have learned with others in my team, and other teams where it is relevant.
☐ We do a report that any library staff member can read/attend.
☐ I share it with the rest of the library staff. We try to share learning, information and knowledge. We all know who to go to for more information about a topic.

19. What happens if you make a mistake?
☐ If it is a learning experience, then we need to make sure.
☐ We fix it and make sure that whoever made the mistake knows what the correct procedure is.
☐ We fix it and make sure that whoever made the mistake has more training, or knows they can ask someone for help if they are unsure about something.
☐ We fix it, and use it as an opportunity for learning.
☐ We fix it, and use it as an opportunity for learning. These things are going to happen if you are trying out new things.

20. Are you encouraged to take risks and try out new things?
☐ No. The Library doesn't take risks.
☐ Not really. The Library occasionally takes risks, but only if they are virtually guaranteed to work.
☐ Not really. If we are doing something new we try to minimise the possible risks.
☐ Yes, it is OK to take risks, no-one will do.
☐ Yes, it is better to do something and fail than to wait to be sure it will work and do nothing.

21. Are you supported in trying to improve the service you provide in your job?
☐ No.
☐ Yes, if it has been tried successfully somewhere else first.
☐ Yes.

Alignment
36. How do you work with other teams?
☐ We all get on, but we don't really work together on things.
☐ We work with people from other teams on specific projects. Sometimes certain people from other teams will work with us.
☐ We work regularly with a specific other team.
☐ We have a problem of "internal customer" between teams.
☐ We all work together. If one part of the system is not working well, then the whole system might break.

37. If a new member of staff joined your team, how would they know what to do?
☐ They would learn from other people doing the job.
☐ There is a manual that documents the standard work processes. Not everything is in it though.
☐ Everything is in the manuals/practices and policies/job description.
☐ Everything is in the manuals/practices and policies/job description. There is regular training to remind everyone.
☐ Everything is in the manuals/practices and policies/job description, which are reviewed to ensure they are current. Training is regularly provided.

38. How does communication work in the library?
☐ Limited information flows top down, from senior managers to managers, to their staff.
☐ Information flows top down and goes up via the same route. Just everything is passed on by my manager/the managers in my team.
☐ Information flows top down and goes up via the same route.
☐ Information flows top down and bottom up. We are asked for our opinions. If my manager/the manager in my team is not good at passing things on, I can go directly.
☐ There are lots of different ways of communicating, eg through the management structure, via meetings, through the newsletter, email people, or pop in for a chat.

39. How does the structure of the library work?
☐ The structure makes it difficult to work and communicate with other teams.
☐ The structure doesn't really made much difference.
☐ The structure makes it easy to work and communicate with other teams, and to see how the work we do fits with the overall strategy.
☐ The structure makes it easy to work and communicate with other teams, and see where we fit. It is flexible so it can adapt to changing circumstances.

40. What is the purpose of the library, and how do you contribute to it?

---

Quality Culture Test Survey

Your feedback about the questionnaire

This questionnaire is in the very early stages of development. If you have any feedback about it, positive or negative, please comment below. Your comments will inform the next stage of its development.

Feedback on this questionnaire

41. Please leave your comments/feedback about the questionnaire. (Optional)
Final Page

Thank you very much for completing this questionnaire.

The results will be shared with Nick Bevan so he can provide feedback to me about the process. This feedback, and any feedback you gave in the last section, will be used in my research. The results of the questionnaire will not be used in my research.

Thank you for helping in my PhD research.

Frankie Wilson
APPENDIX T: Pretesting questionnaire for formal testing 1 (Middlesex)

Please select the statement that best describes how you see the situation at Middlesex Library & Student Support.

I am looking for your opinions and feelings. Please give your initial ‘gut feeling’ answer.

Questions are mandatory unless marked otherwise.

Note that when you have clicked on the CONTINUE button your answers are submitted and you can not return to review or amend that page.

About you

Part of this survey looks at whether there are any differences in the answers from different parts of Library & Student Support.

To do this, we need to know your team and your grade.

The answers will be averaged across each team or level/grade. E.G. "The shelving team have an average score of ..." or "Staff at grade 6 have an average score of ..."

You answers will not be used to individually identify you. Individual responses will not be communicated to Library & Student Support.

Q1 What team are you in?

A1 Administration (inc. Communication)
A2 IT Support
A3 Library Bibliographic services
A4 Library Operations Team
A5 Library Teaching & Research Support
A6 LSS Executive
A7 Unihelp Team

Q2 What grade are you?

A1 2
A2 3
A3 4
A4 5
A5 6
A6 7
A7 8
A8 9
A9 ‘Senior Manager’
Management of Library & Student Support

**Q3 Are you involved in the strategic planning or action / operational planning process?**

A1 Yes [-> Q3a and Q3b are displayed]
A2 No [-> Q3a and Q3b are not displayed]

**Q3a How is the strategic plan generated?**

A1 There is no strategic plan
A2 There is a limited strategic plan
A3 The strategic plan is derived from reasonable/achievable feedback from users.
A4 The strategic plan is derived directly from user feedback OR from the University's strategic plan OR from awareness of developments at other universities.
A5 The strategic plan is derived from feedback from users, the University's strategic plan, and awareness of new developments at other universities.

**Q3b How are actions related to the strategic plan?**

A1 Actions are solely reactive to events.
A2 The strategic plan includes 'big project' improvements, but many actions are unrelated to the strategic plan and are reactive to events.
A3 The strategic plan includes 'big project' improvements, although some actions are still unrelated to the strategic plan.
A4 The strategic plan includes 'big project' improvements.
A5 All improvement processes, both incremental and 'big project', flow from the strategic plan, and it is updated to reflect new developments.

**Q4 Do you have any goals or targets for the work you do?**

A1 No.
A2 Yes, but I am not sure what they are.
A3 Yes.
A4 Yes, there are team goals that come down through the management structure from the strategic plan.
A5 Yes, there are team goals that come from the strategic plan, and I have individual goals too.

**Q5 In your experience, how is progress towards achieving targets or goals monitored?**

A1 There is no monitoring of progress.
A2 There is some monitoring of progress.
A3 There is monitoring of progress, and corrective action is sometimes taken.
A4 Progress is closely monitored and corrective action taken where necessary.
Q6 How is Library & Student Support’s performance measured?

A1 We use statistical measures, e.g. spend per FTE, number of PCs, number of journals subscribed to, number of transactions (i.e. the SCONUL return).
A2 We use statistical measures and also user feedback.
A3 We use user feedback and measures of internal processes relating to user expectations, e.g. time taken to re-shelve books.
A4 We use a range of performance indicators and have some KPIs (key performance indicators).
A5 We use a range of balanced performance measures and the KPIs closely relate to the strategic aims. The measures are regularly evaluated.
A6 I don’t know.

Q7 How are changes to services/processes/procedures managed?

A1 Changes are just implemented.
A2 It depends on what the change is and who is leading it.
A3 Changes are implemented through project management processes developed for that project.
A4 ‘Big project’ changes are implemented through standard project management processes, including planning, monitoring and impact assessment.
A5 All changes (incremental and ‘big project’) are implemented through standard project management processes.
A6 I don’t know.

Environmental sensing

Q8 How does Library & Student Support gather feedback from its users?

A1 There are feedback/complaints forms, and users tell us/email us if they are not happy.
A2 We ask students at boards of study/course committees or via a survey. There are also feedback forms.
A3 We ask students using a range of methods, e.g. course committees, surveys, focus groups, feedback boards.
A4 We use a range of methods to get feedback from all users (students, academic staff, researchers).
A5 We use a range of methods to get feedback from all users. We specifically gather feedback on the impact of any changes we make.
A6 I don’t know.

Q9 What happens to user feedback?

A1 We respond to it.
A2 We respond to it. Some of it is collated and reported.
A3 We respond to it. The feedback from course committees is collated, and the survey results are collated, but separately.
A4 We respond to it. It is collated across all feedback methods.
A5 We respond to it. It is collated across all feedback methods and analysed over time for trends.
Q10 How is user feedback responded to?

A1 We explain the reasons behind the problem, or how the user should be doing things.
A2 We explain the reasons behind the problem, or how the user should be doing things. Sometimes we decide to change things.
A3 We respond with details of the changes we have made, or an explanation of why changes cannot be made.
A4 We respond with details of changes, including timescales for longer term changes. We make it clear that these changes are a result of feedback.
A5 We respond with details of changes, including timescales. We advertise the feedback we received and the changes made to address it.
A6 I don’t know.

Q11 What changes are made in response to user feedback?

A1 No changes are made in response to feedback.
A2 Some changes are made on the basis of feedback, if they are sensible and possible.
A3 Most feedback results in changes, as long as we are able to do so.
A4 All feedback results in change (though some may be long term), including big changes requiring institutional funding and support.
A5 All feedback results in change. We also analyse trends and make changes in anticipation of what users will want.
A6 I don’t know.

Q12 How does Library & Student Support know what the University wants?

A1 They tell the Director what to do.
A2 The Director asks them what to do.
A3 The Director finds out from the University strategic plan.
A4 The Director finds out from the University strategic plan and the plans of other service departments.
A5 The Director knows what is going on in the University and monitors possible future directions. S/He proactively seeks their feedback on Library & Student Support plans.
A6 I don’t know.

Q13 How does Library & Student Support influence the changes the University wants to make?

A1 The University tells us what to change, not the other way round!
A2 The University sets the Library & Student Support plan for the year and we agree to it.
A3 The Library & Student Support management decide what changes to make in response to the University strategic plan.
A4 The Director negotiates with the University and other departments about what changes to implement and how to do so. It is a two-way process.
A5 Library & Student Support contributes to the wider University strategic planning process, not just those relating to LSS.
A6 I don't know.

**Q14 How does Library & Student Support know what is going on in the same areas in other Universities?**

A1 It doesn't.
A2 If we want to do something, we find out how others did the same thing. Some staff go to conferences.
A3 We find out the best practice relating to our work area. A range of staff go to conferences.
A4 Library & Student Support gathers best practice information in all areas. We are all encouraged to read professional literature and attend conferences.
A5 Library & Student Support gathers best practice information and we read professional literature and attend conferences. It looks at possible future directions.
A6 I don't know.

**Q15 How do Library & Student Support staff interact with the wider profession?**

A1 We don't.
A2 Most are on mailing lists.
A3 We can go to conferences or special interest groups if we want to. Some people have presented at conference or written articles.
A4 We contribute through publications, experience sharing and conferences. We can do research projects if it does not interfere with normal work.
A5 We are all encouraged to take part in research projects, publications, experience sharing, and conferences. Library & Student Support is cutting edge in some areas.
A6 I don't know.

**Organisational learning**

**Q16 Who do you feel is allowed to make decisions?**

A1 People don't really make decisions.
A2 Senior management.
A3 Managers.
A4 Anyone can make decisions about their own job.
A5 We can all make decisions about anything, as long as we get permission to make that decision and consult with people.

**Q17 Are you involved in changes?**

A1 Only to point out the problems that they haven't thought of.
A2 Not really.
A3 I know about what the changes are. If it was relevant to my job I would change what I do.
A4 Yes. If it is in my area or I am on a project group I help to plan the changes.
A5 Yes, we come up with improvement ideas, and if they are approved we implement them.

**Q18 If you go on a course, what do you do with what you have learned?**

A1 I use it in my work.
A2 I share what I have learned with the others in my team.
A3 I share what I have learned with others in my team, and other teams where it is relevant.
A4 I do a report that any Library & Student Support staff member can read/attend.
A5 I share it with the rest of the Library & Student Support staff. We try to share learning, information and knowledge. We all know who to go to for more information about a topic.

**Q19 What happens if someone (LSS staff) makes a mistake?**

A1 We try to make up for it. If they find out then you get the blame.
A2 We fix it and make sure that whoever made the mistake knows what the correct procedure is.
A3 We fix it and make sure that whoever made the mistake has more training, or knows they can ask someone for help if they are unsure about something.
A4 We fix it, and use it as an opportunity for learning.
A5 We fix it, and use it as an opportunity for learning. These things are going to happen if you are trying out new things.

**Q20 Are you encouraged to take risks and try out new things?**

A1 No - Library & Student Support doesn't take risks.
A2 Not really. Library & Student Support occasionally takes risks, but only if they are virtually guaranteed to work.
A3 Not really. If we are doing something new we try to minimise the possible risks.
A4 Yes, it is OK to take risks, no-one will die.
A5 Yes, it is better to do something and fail than to wait to be certain it will work and do nothing.

**Q21 Are you supported in trying to improve the service you provide in your job?**

A1 No.
A2 Yes, if it has been tried successfully somewhere else first.
A3 Yes.

**Attitude to change**

**Q22 Is change a good thing?**

A1 No, it is disruptive. If it ain't broke, don't fix it.
A2 It depends on what the change is. It can be good or bad.
A3 It is inevitable. It is good if it is done well.
A4 Yes, if it is done to improve things.
A5 Yes, it is essential.

Q23 Where do you think the impetus to change comes from?
A1 From the Library & Student Support executive.
A2 From the Library & Student Support executive, though they are under pressure from the University.
A3 From users / the University / technology.
A4 From users and the University and technology.
A5 From everyone. The world is constantly changing and we try to anticipate what our users will want before they ask for it.

Q24 In your opinion, what is the main barrier to making changes?
A1 The structure/hierarchy/bureaucracy of Library & Student Support.
A2 The attitudes of some members of staff.
A3 Resources (money, space, time, staff).
A4 Other parts of the University.
A5 None - there is always a way to overcome barriers.

Q25 What sort of changes should Library & Student Support make?
A1 None.
A2 To make sure we are doing things right.
A3 To improve the things we are doing.
A4 To implement new products or services.
A5 Both to improve things we are doing and to implement new products or services.

Attitude to quality

Q26 How do you feel Library & Student Support tries to provide a quality service?
A1 We make sure all our systems are as good as they can possibly be, and that everyone follows procedures properly.
A2 We try to provide excellent customer service.
A3 We try to make sure our users are happy with what we do.
A4 We try to make sure our users are happy with what we do. We have service level agreements written by Library & Student Support staff.
A5 We try to make sure our users are happy with what we do, and anticipate what they want before they ask for it. We have service level agreements written by our customers.

Q27 How do you feel Library & Student Support tries to improve quality?
A1 We make sure that everything is done properly.
A2 We have constraints on what we can do (money / building etc.), so it can be down to luck and if we have the money or space to make improvements.
A3 We try to improve the products and services we offer. Quality is part of our strategic plan.
A4 We try to improve the processes we use to develop products and services. Quality and performance measures are part of our strategic plan.
A5 It is a continuous process. We are all encouraged to continually improve our work, and to develop ourselves. Quality and performance measures are part of our strategic plan.

Q28 Who has responsibility for quality?

A1 Quality is the responsibility of everyone to do their best to follow procedures.
A2 Quality is the responsibility of people front of house to give excellent customer service.
A3 Quality is the responsibility of the Library & Student Support executive, though it may be devolved down to managers for specific areas.
A4 Quality for a particular area is the responsibility of the people in that area.
A5 Quality for the whole Library is everyone’s responsibility.

Leadership

Q29 Do you know what the vision and values are that Nick has set out for Library & Student Support?

A1 Yes. [-> Q29a is displayed]
A2 No. [-> Q29a is not displayed]

Q29a How do you know?

A1 I have seen them written down somewhere.
A2 We had a briefing document/presentation/workshop where we were told about them.
A3 They were talked about during my induction.
A4 They are part of what we do (policies, targets, development).
A5 They are who we are. It is how everyone behaves.

Q30 Do you trust management?

A1 No.
A2 I’m sure they are doing their best, but they don’t really understand.
A3 I don’t distrust them.
A4 Yes, you have to trust them to do their job.
A5 Yes, it is clear from what they have done in the past that they know what to do for the best of Library & Student Support.

Q31 Do you feel motivated to do the best you can?

A1 Not really.
A2 I do personally, but it is difficult. You loose enthusiasm.
A3 Yes I do.
A4 Yes, as a team we always do our best.
A5 Yes, we all do. The LSS executive is inspirational and everything is in place to support you in doing so.

Investment in staff

Q32 Do you feel valued by Library & Student Support?

A1 Not really.
A2 Not really, but we receive training that we want/need.
A3 Sort of, they say they are committed to the achievement of staff satisfaction/development/well-being.
A4 Sort of, people are supported in developing themselves.
A5 Yes, I know that Library & Student Support sees the staff as it's most valuable asset.

Q33 What training do you receive?

A1 Training is provided when we need it on how to perform specific work tasks.
A2 There is a training programme related to specific work tasks, and we can request to go to specific training events if we want to.
A3 There is a training programme related to needs assessment (e.g. through appraisals or performance reviews), and provision is related to this.
A4 There is a training programme based on needs assessment and training is assessed for effectiveness. Training is provided on how to learn, and reflection is encouraged.
A5 There is a needs based training programme that is assessed for effectiveness. Training is provided on the skills required for the future. Critical reflection is encouraged in work time.

Q34 Do you feel supported in your development?

A1 No.
A2 I am supported if I ask for training related to my job.
A3 I feel supported in my professional development. There is a clear progression path for me.
A4 Yes, we are encouraged to develop ourselves professionally and personally. There is a clear progression path for everyone. The Library makes an effort to ensure we are happy.
A5 Yes, professionally and personally. The 'next generation' and 'high flyers' are actively encouraged. Progression is mapped for everyone, though it may involve leaving to progress.

Q35 Do you get recognition for doing a good job?

A1 No, what I do isn't noticed.
A2 No, but that is because of my line manager.
A3 Yes, but that is because of my line manager.
A4 Library & Student Support tries to recognise when staff have done a good job, but there are no specific systems in place.
A5 There are systems, structures and processes in place for the recognition/reward/progression of staff.
A6 Yes, Library & Student Support does this well. There are recognition/reward/progression systems in place to ensure everyone who does a good job is recognised.

Alignment

Q 36 How do you work with other teams?

A1 We all get on, but we don't really work together on things.
A2 We work with people from other teams on specific projects. Sometimes certain people from other teams will work with us.
A3 We work regularly with a specific other team.
A4 We have a system of 'internal customer' between teams.
A5 We all work together. If one part of the system is not working well, then the whole system might break.

Q37 If a new member of staff joined your team, how would they know what to do?

A1 They would learn from other people doing the job.
A2 There is a manual that documents the standard work processes. Not everything is in it though.
A3 Everything is in the manual/practices and policies/job description.
A4 Everything is in the manual/practices and policies/job description. There is regular training to remind everyone.
A5 Everything is in the manual/practices and policies/job description, which are reviewed to ensure they are current. Training is regularly provided.

Q38 How does communication work in Library & Student Support?

A1 Limited information flows top down, from senior managers, to managers, to their staff.
A2 Information flows top down and goes up via the same route. Not everything is passed on by my manager/the managers in my team.
A3 Information flows top down and goes up via the same route.
A4 Information flows top down and bottom up. We are asked for our opinions. If my manager/the manager in my team is not good at passing things on, I can go directly.
A5 There are lots of ways of communicating, e.g. through the management structure, via meetings, through the newsletter, email people, or pop in for a chat.

Q39 How does the staffing structure Library & Student Support work?

A1 The structure makes it difficult to work and communicate with other teams.
A2 The structure doesn't really make much difference.
A3 The structure makes it easy to work and communicate with other teams, and to see how the work we do fits with the overall strategy.

A4 The structure makes it easy to work and communicate with other teams, and see where we fit. It is flexible so it can adapt to changing circumstances.

Q40 What is the purpose of Library & Student Support, and how do you contribute to it?

Free text answers.
APPENDIX U: Email recruiting respondents for formal testing 1 (Middlesex)

Dear all

On behalf of Frankie Wilson, who many of you will remember as Liaison Manager for Arts and Ed, until she left to complete her PhD, I am circulating the email below which asks you to spend a short time completing a questionnaire. It is not compulsory, but the more responses Frankie has the more useful it will be to test the methodology of her thesis. I would just stress that the purpose of the questionnaire is to help Frankie with her research and not to form part of the management process of either the service or the University. As Frankie’s research is focused on library and information services (in the broadest sense) this survey is being sent to staff who work in Library services, IT support and UniHelp.

We are one of a number of universities piloting this survey and your feedback will help Frankie to refine this tool and assess its value to the sector.

Thanks, Nick

Nick Bevan
Pro Vice-Chancellor, Director of Library and Student Support
Middlesex University

Dear ex-colleagues,

I hope you are all well. It has been some time since I left Middlesex to concentrate on my PhD, but I am glad to say that it is very nearly finished. However, I need to collect some feedback on a questionnaire I have developed.

I need feedback from a number of universities, and Nick has kindly agreed for Middlesex to be one of them.

The questionnaire is online here: https://surveys.brunel.ac.uk/middlesex

There are 40 multiple-choice questions, which should take 10-15 minutes to answer. There is also a free-text question asking for your feedback about the questionnaire.

I realise that you are all busy, but I really hope that you can find 15 minutes to help me. The survey is open Monday 25th Feb - Friday 1st March. It is only open for 5 days as I have a lot of testing (and writing) to do before my hand-in deadline (typical student - leaving things to the last minute!).

Nick and the other members of LSS Executive will not be using the results of the questionnaire. It is purely to support me in my PhD. Nick will see the overall results, but only so that he can give me feedback on whether they would potentially be useful or not.

Thank you very much for your time,
You are welcome to contact me if you have any questions,

Warmest regards,
frankie

Frankie Wilson (former Liaison Manager for the School of Arts & Education)
frankie.wilson111@gmail.com
APPENDIX V: Pretesting questionnaire for formal testing 2 (Brunel)

Please select the statement that best describes how you see the situation at Brunel Library.

I am looking for your opinions and feelings. Please give your initial 'gut feeling' answer.
Questions that ask for information have a DON’T KNOW option; questions that ask about your opinions do not.

Questions are mandatory unless marked otherwise.

Note that when you have clicked on the CONTINUE button your answers are submitted and you can not return to review or amend that page.

About you

Part of this survey looks at whether there are any differences in the answers from different parts of the Library.

To do this, we need to know your team and your level/grade.

The answers will be averaged across each team or level/grade. E.G. "The shelving team have an average score of ..." or "Staff at grade 6 have an average score of ..."

You answers will not be used to individually identify you. Individual responses will not be communicated to the Library.

Q1 What team are you in?

A1 Academic Services
A2 Content Services
A3 Collection Services
A4 Customer Services
A5 Library Management Team

Q2 What grade are you?

A1 S1
A2 S4
A3 S5
A4 S6
A5 H2
A6 H3
A7 H5
Management of the Library

**Q3 Are you involved in the strategic planning or action / operational planning process?**

A1 Yes [-> Q3a and Q3b are displayed]
A2 No [-> Q3a and Q3b are not displayed]

**Q3a How is the strategic plan generated?**

A1 There is no strategic plan
A2 There is a limited strategic plan
A3 The strategic plan is derived from reasonable/achievable feedback from users.
A4 The strategic plan is derived directly from user feedback OR from the University's strategic plan OR from awareness of developments at other universities.
A5 The strategic plan is derived from feedback from users, the University's strategic plan, and awareness of new developments at other universities.

**Q3b How are actions related to the strategic plan?**

A1 Actions are solely reactive to events.
A2 The strategic plan includes 'big project' improvements, but many actions are unrelated to the strategic plan and are reactive to events.
A3 The strategic plan includes 'big project' improvements, although some actions are still unrelated to the strategic plan.
A4 The strategic plan includes 'big project' improvements.
A5 All improvement processes, both incremental and 'big project', flow from the strategic plan, and it is updated to reflect new developments.

**Q4 Do you have any goals or targets for the work you do?**

A1 No.
A2 Yes, but I am not sure what they are.
A3 Yes.
A4 Yes, there are team goals that come down through the management structure from the strategic plan.
A5 Yes, there are team goals that come from the strategic plan, and I have individual goals too.

**Q5 In your experience, how is progress towards achieving targets or goals monitored?**

A1 There is no monitoring of progress.
A2 There is some monitoring of progress.
A3 There is monitoring of progress, and corrective action is sometimes taken.
A4 Progress is closely monitored and corrective action taken where necessary.
A5 I don’t know because I have no targets.
Q6 How is the Library's performance measured?
A1 We use statistical measures, e.g. spend per FTE, number of PCs, number of journals subscribed to, number of transactions (i.e. the SCONUL return).
A2 We use statistical measures and also user feedback.
A3 We use user feedback and measures of internal processes relating to user expectations, e.g. time taken to re-shelve books.
A4 We use a range of performance indicators and have some KPIs (key performance indicators).
A5 We use a range of balanced performance measures and the KPIs closely relate to the strategic aims. The measures are regularly evaluated.
A6 I don't know.

Q7 How are changes to services/processes/procedures managed?
A1 Changes are just implemented.
A2 It depends on what the change is and who is leading it.
A3 Changes are implemented through project management processes developed for that project.
A4 'Big project' changes are implemented through standard project management processes, including planning, monitoring and impact assessment.
A5 All changes (incremental and 'big project') are implemented through standard project management processes.
A6 I don't know.

Environmental sensing

Q8 How does the Library gather feedback from its users?
A1 There are feedback/complaints forms, and users tell us/email us if they are not happy.
A2 We ask students at boards of study/course committees or via a survey. There are also feedback forms.
A3 We ask students using a range of methods, e.g. course committees, surveys, focus groups, feedback boards.
A4 We use a range of methods to get feedback from all users (students, academic staff, researchers).
A5 We use a range of methods to get feedback from all users. We specifically gather feedback on the impact of any changes we make.
A6 I don't know.

Q9 What happens to user feedback?
A1 We respond to it.
A2 We respond to it. Some of it is collated and reported.
A3 We respond to it. The feedback from course committees is collated, and the survey results are collated, but separately.
A4 We respond to it. It is collated across all feedback methods.
A5 We respond to it. It is collated across all feedback methods and analysed over time for trends.
Q10 How is user feedback responded to?
A1 We explain the reasons behind the problem, or how the user should be doing things.
A2 We explain the reasons behind the problem, or how the user should be doing things. Sometimes we decide to change things.
A3 We respond with details of the changes we have made, or an explanation of why changes cannot be made.
A4 We respond with details of changes, including timescales for longer term changes. We make it clear that these changes are a result of feedback.
A5 We respond with details of changes, including timescales. We advertise the feedback we received and the changes made to address it.
A6 I don’t know.

Q11 What changes are made in response to user feedback?
A1 No changes are made in response to feedback.
A2 Some changes are made on the basis of feedback, if they are sensible and possible.
A3 Most feedback results in changes, as long as we are able to do so.
A4 All feedback results in change (though some may be long term), including big changes requiring institutional funding and support.
A5 All feedback results in change. We also analyse trends and make changes in anticipation of what users will want.
A6 I don’t know.

Q12 How does the Library know what the University wants?
A1 They tell the Director what to do.
A2 The Director asks them what to do.
A3 The Director finds out from the University strategic plan.
A4 The Director finds out from the University strategic plan and the plans of other service departments.
A5 The Director knows what is going on in the University and monitors possible future directions. S/He proactively seeks their feedback on Library plans.
A6 I don’t know.

Q13 How does the Library influence the changes the University wants to make?
A1 The University tells us what to change, not the other way round!
A2 The University sets the Library plan for the year and we agree to it.
A3 The Library management decide what changes to make in response to the University strategic plan.
A4 The Director negotiates with the University and other departments about what changes to implement and how to do so. It is a two-way process.
A5 The Library contributes to the wider University strategic planning process, not just those relating to the Library.
Q14 How does the Library know what is going on in the same areas in other Universities?

A1 It doesn't.
A2 If we want to do something, we find out how others did the same thing. Some staff go to conferences.
A3 We find out the best practice relating to our work area. A range of staff go to conferences.
A4 The Library gathers best practice information in all areas. We are all encouraged to read professional literature and attend conferences.
A5 The Library gathers best practice information and we read professional literature and attend conferences. It looks at possible future directions.
A6 I don't know.

Q15 How do Library staff interact with the wider profession?

A1 We don't.
A2 Most are on mailing lists.
A3 We can go to conferences or special interest groups if we want to. Some people have presented at conference or written articles.
A4 We contribute through publications, experience sharing and conferences. We can do research projects if it does not interfere with normal work.
A5 We are all encouraged to take part in research projects, publications, experience sharing, and conferences. The Library is cutting edge in some areas.
A6 I don't know.

Organisational learning

Q16 Who do you feel is allowed to make decisions?

A1 People don't really make decisions.
A2 Senior management.
A3 Managers.
A4 Anyone can make decisions about their own job.
A5 We can all make decisions about anything, as long as we get permission to make that decision and consult with people.

Q17 Are you involved in changes?

A1 Only to point out the problems that they haven't thought of.
A2 Not really.
A3 I know about what the changes are. If it was relevant to my job I would change what I do.
A4 Yes. If it is in my area or I am on a project group I help to plan the changes.
A5 Yes, we come up with improvement ideas, and if they are approved we implement them.
Q18 If you go on a course, what do you do with what you have learned?

A1 I use it in my work.
A2 I share what I have learned with the others in my team.
A3 I share what I have learned with others in my team, and other teams where it is relevant.
A4 I do a report that any Library staff member can read/attend.
A5 I share it with the rest of the Library staff. We try to share learning, information and knowledge. We all know who to go to for more information about a topic.

Q19 What happens if someone (Library staff) makes a mistake?

A1 We try to make up for it. If management find out then you get the blame.
A2 We fix it and make sure that whoever made the mistake knows what the correct procedure is.
A3 We fix it and make sure that whoever made the mistake has more training, or knows they can ask someone for help if they are unsure about something.
A4 We fix it, and use it as an opportunity for learning
A5 We fix it, and use it as an opportunity for learning. These things are going to happen if you are trying out new things.

Q20 Are you encouraged to take risks and try out new things?

A1 No - The Library doesn't take risks.
A2 Not really. The Library occasionally takes risks, but only if they are virtually guaranteed to work.
A3 Not really. If we are doing something new we try to minimise the possible risks.
A4 Yes, it is OK to take risks.
A5 Yes, it is better to do something and fail than to wait to be certain it will work and do nothing.

Q21 Are you supported in trying to improve the service you provide in your job?

A1 No.
A2 Yes, if it has been tried successfully somewhere else first.
A3 Yes.

Attitude to change

Q22 Is change a good thing?

A1 No, it is disruptive.
A2 It depends on what the change is. It can be good or bad.
A3 It is inevitable. It is good if it is done well.
A4 Yes, if it is done to improve things.
A5 Yes, it is essential.
Q23 Where do you feel the impetus to change comes from?

A1 From the Library management team.
A2 From the Library management team, though they are under pressure from the University.
A3 From users / the University / technology.
A4 From users and the University and technology.
A5 From everyone. The world is constantly changing and we try to anticipate what our users will want before they ask for it.

Q24 In your opinion, what is the main barrier to making changes?

A1 The structure/hierarchy/bureaucracy of the Library.
A2 The attitudes of some members of staff.
A3 Resources (money, space, time, staff).
A4 Other parts of the University.
A5 None - there is always a way to overcome barriers.

Q25 What sort of changes should the Library make?

A1 None.
A2 To make sure we are doing things right.
A3 To improve the things we are doing.
A4 To implement new products or services.
A5 Both to improve things we are doing and to implement new products or services.

Attitude to quality

Q26 How do you feel the Library tries to provide a quality service?

A1 We make sure all our systems are as good as they can possibly be, and that everyone follows procedures properly.
A2 We try to provide excellent customer service.
A3 We try to make sure our users are happy with what we do.
A4 We try to make sure our users are happy with what we do. We have service level agreements written by Library staff.
A5 We try to make sure our users are happy with what we do, and anticipate what they want before they ask for it. We have service level agreements written by our customers.

Q27 How do you feel the Library tries to improve quality?

A1 We make sure that everything is done properly.
A2 We have constraints on what we can do (money / building etc.), so it can be down to luck and if we have the money or space to make improvements.
A3 We try to improve the products and services we offer. Quality is part of our strategic plan.
A4 We try to improve the processes we use to develop products and services. Quality and performance measures are part of our strategic plan.
A5 It is a continuous process. We are all encouraged to continually improve our work, and to develop ourselves. Quality and performance measures are part of our strategic plan.

Q28 Who has responsibility for quality?
A1 Quality is the responsibility of everyone to do their best to follow procedures.
A2 Quality is the responsibility of people front of house to give excellent customer service.
A3 Quality is the responsibility of the Library management team, though it may be devolved down to managers for specific areas.
A4 Quality for a particular area is the responsibility of the people in that area.
A5 Quality for the whole Library is everyone’s responsibility.

Leadership

Q29 Do you know what the vision and values are that Ann has set out for the Library?
A1 Yes. [-> Q29a is displayed]
A2 No. [-> Q29a is not displayed]

Q29a How do you know?
A1 I have seen them written down somewhere.
A2 We had a briefing document/presentation/workshop where we were told about them.
A3 They were talked about during my induction.
A4 They are part of what we do (policies, targets, development).
A5 They are who we are. It is how everyone behaves.

Q30 Do you trust management?
A1 No.
A2 I’m sure they are doing their best, but they don’t really understand.
A3 I don’t distrust them.
A4 Yes, you have to trust them to do their job.
A5 Yes, it is clear from what they have done in the past that they know what to do for the best of the Library.

Q31 Do you feel motivated to do the best you can?
A1 Not really.
A2 I do personally, but it is difficult. You loose enthusiasm.
A3 Yes I do.
A4 Yes, as a team we always do our best.
A5 Yes, we all do. The Library Director is inspirational and everything is in place to support you in doing so.
Investment in staff

**Q32 Do you feel valued by the Library?**

A1 Not really.
A2 Not really, but we receive training that we want/need.
A3 Sort of, they say they are committed to the achievement of staff satisfaction/development/well-being.
A4 Sort of, people are supported in developing themselves.
A5 Yes, I know that the Library sees the staff as its most valuable asset.

**Q33 What training do you receive?**

A1 Training is provided when we need it on how to perform specific work tasks.
A2 There is a training programme related to specific work tasks, and we can request to go to specific training events if we want to.
A3 There is a training programme related to needs assessment (e.g. through appraisals or performance reviews), and provision is related to this.
A4 There is a training programme based on needs assessment and training is assessed for effectiveness. Training is provided on how to learn, and reflection is encouraged.
A5 There is a needs based training programme that is assessed for effectiveness. Training is provided on the skills required for the future. Critical reflection is encouraged in work time.

**Q34 Do you feel supported in your development?**

A1 No.
A2 I am supported if I ask for training related to my job.
A3 I feel supported in my professional development. There is a clear progression path for me.
A4 Yes, we are encouraged to develop ourselves professionally and personally. There is a clear progression path for everyone. The Library makes an effort to ensure we are happy.
A5 Yes, professionally and personally. The 'next generation' and 'high flyers' are actively encouraged. Progression is mapped for everyone, though it may involve leaving to progress.

**Q35 Do you get recognition for doing a good job?**

A1 No, what I do isn't noticed.
A2 No, but that is because of my line manager.
A3 Yes, but that is because of my line manager.
A4 The Library tries to recognise when staff have done a good job, but there are no specific systems in place.
A5 There are systems, structures and processes in place for the recognition/reward/progression of staff.
A6 Yes, the Library does this well. There are recognition/reward/progression systems in place to ensure everyone who does a good job is recognised.
Alignment

Q 36 How do you work with other teams?
A1 We all get on, but we don't really work together on things.
A2 We work with people from other teams on specific projects. Sometimes certain people from other teams will work with us.
A3 We work regularly with a specific other team.
A4 We have a system of 'internal customer' between teams.
A5 We all work together. If one part of the system is not working well, then the whole system might break.

Q37 If a new member of staff joined your team, how would they know what to do?
A1 They would learn from other people doing the job.
A2 There is a manual that documents the standard work processes. Not everything is in it though.
A3 Everything is in the manual/practices and policies/job description.
A4 Everything is in the manual/practices and policies/job description. There is regular training to remind everyone.
A5 Everything is in the manual/practices and policies/job description, which are reviewed to ensure they are current. Training is regularly provided.

Q38 How does communication work in the Library?
A1 Limited information flows top down, from senior managers, to managers, to their staff.
A2 Information flows top down and goes up via the same route. Not everything is passed on by my manager/the managers in my team.
A3 Information flows top down and goes up via the same route.
A4 Information flows top down and bottom up. We are asked for our opinions. If my manager/the manager in my team is not good at passing things on, I can go directly.
A5 There are lots of ways of communicating, e.g. through the management structure, via meetings, through the newsletter, email people, or pop in for a chat.

Q39 How does the staffing structure of the Library work?
A1 The structure makes it difficult to work and communicate with other teams.
A2 The structure doesn't really make much difference.
A3 The structure makes it easy to work and communicate with other teams, and to see how the work we do fits with the overall strategy.
A4 The structure makes it easy to work and communicate with other teams, and see where we fit. It is flexible so it can adapt to changing circumstances.

Q40 What is the purpose of the Library, and how do you contribute to it?
Free text answers.
APPENDIX W: Email recruiting respondents for formal testing 2 (Brunel)

Dear all

On behalf of Frankie Wilson, who many of you will remember as former Subject Liaison Librarian for SISCM, until she left to go to Middlesex, I am circulating the email below which asks you to spend a short time completing a questionnaire. It is not compulsory, but the more responses Frankie has the more useful it will be to test the methodology of her thesis. I would just stress that the purpose of the questionnaire is to help Frankie with her research and not to form part of the management process of either the service or the University. As Frankie’s research is focused on library and information services (in the broadest sense) this survey is being sent to staff who work in the Library and ASK.

We are one of a number of universities piloting this survey and your feedback will help Frankie to refine this tool and assess its value to the sector.

Thanks
Ann

Ann Cummings

Dear ex-colleagues,
I hope you are all well. It has been a very long time in gestation, but I am glad to say that my PhD is very nearly finished. However, I need to collect some feedback on a questionnaire I have developed. I need feedback from a number of universities, and Ann has kindly agreed for Brunel to be one of them. The questionnaire is online here: https://surveys.brunel.ac.uk/qmmbrunel

There are 40 multiple-choice questions, which should take 10-15 minutes to answer. There is also a free-text question asking for your feedback about the questionnaire.

I realise that you are all busy, but I really hope that you can find 15 minutes to help me. The survey is open Monday 11th March - Friday 15th March. It is only open for 5 days as I have a lot of testing (and writing) to do before my hand-in deadline (typical student - leaving things to the last minute!).

Ann and the other members of LMT might use the results of the questionnaire, depending on whether it reveals anything interesting :-) However, the reason for Brunel participating is to support me in my PhD. Ann will see the overall results and give me feedback on whether they would potentially be useful or not

Thank you very much for your time, You are welcome to contact me if you have any questions,
Warmest regards,
frankie
Frankie Wilson (former Subject Liaison Librarian for the School of Information Systems, Computing & Mathematics) frankie.wilson111@gmail.com
Appendix X: The Quality Culture Assessment Instrument

Please select the statement that best describes how you see the situation at <LIS name>. You may only select one answer for each question. If no answer exactly matches your opinion, please select the closest one.

I am looking for your opinions and feelings. Please give your initial ‘gut feeling’ answer.

Questions that ask for information have a Don’t Know option; questions that ask about your opinions do not.

Questions are mandatory unless marked otherwise.

About you

Part of this survey looks at whether there are any differences in the answers from different parts of the Library.

To do this, we need to know your team and your grade.

The answers will be averaged across each team or level/grade. E.G. “The shelving team have an average score of ...” or "Staff at grade 6 have an average score of ...

You answers will not be used to individually identify you. Individual responses will not be communicated to the Library.

Q1 What team are you in?

A1 <list team names>

... 

Ax

Q2 What grade are you?

A1 <list pay grades>

... 

Ax

Management of the Library

Q3 Are you involved in the strategic planning or action / operational planning process?

A1 Yes -> complete Q3a and Q3b
A2 No

Q3a How is the strategic plan generated?
A1 There is no strategic plan.
A2 There is a limited strategic plan that only covers some areas.
A3 The strategic plan is derived from reasonable/achievable feedback from users.
A4 The strategic plan is derived directly from user feedback OR from the University's strategic plan OR from awareness of developments at other universities.
A5 The strategic plan is derived from feedback from users, the University's strategic plan, AND awareness of new developments at other universities.

Q3b How are actions related to the strategic plan?

A1 Actions are solely reactive to events.
A2 The strategic plan includes some 'big project' improvements, but many actions are unrelated to the strategic plan and are reactive to events.
A3 The strategic plan includes 'big project' improvements, although some actions are still unrelated to the strategic plan.
A4 The strategic plan includes 'big project' improvements.
A5 All improvement processes, both incremental and 'big project', flow from the strategic plan, and it is updated to reflect new developments.

Q4 Do you have any goals or targets for the work you do?

A1 No.
A2 Yes, but I am not sure what they are.
A3 Yes.
A4 Yes, there are team goals that come down through the management structure from the strategic plan.
A5 Yes, there are team goals that come from the strategic plan, and I have individual goals too.

Q5 In your experience, how is progress towards achieving targets or goals monitored?

A1 There is no monitoring of progress.
A2 There is some monitoring of progress.
A3 There is monitoring of progress, and corrective action is sometimes taken.
A4 Progress is closely monitored and corrective action taken where necessary.
A5 I don't know because I have no targets.

Q6 How is the Library's performance measured?

A1 We use statistical measures, e.g. spend per FTE, number of PCs, number of journals subscribed to, number of transactions (i.e. the SCONUL return).
A2 We use statistical measures and also user feedback.
A3 We use statistical measures, user feedback and measures of internal processes relating to user expectations, e.g. time taken to re-shelve books.
A4 We use a range of performance indicators and have some key performance indicators (KPIs).
A5 We use a range of balanced performance measures and the Key Performance Indicators closely relate to the strategic aims. The measures are regularly evaluated.
A6 I don't know.

Q7 How are changes to services/processes/procedures managed?

A1 Changes are just implemented.
A2 It depends on what the change is and who is leading it.
A3 Changes are implemented through project management processes developed for that project.
A4 'Big project' changes are implemented through standard project management processes, including planning, monitoring and impact assessment.
A5 All changes (incremental and 'big project') are implemented through standard project management processes.
A6 I don't know.

Environmental sensing

Q8 How does the Library gather feedback from its users?

A1 There are feedback/complaints forms, and users tell us/email us if they are not happy.
A2 There are feedback/complaints forms, and users tell us/email us if they are not happy. We ask students at boards of study/course committees or via a survey.
A3 We ask students using a range of methods, e.g. course committees, surveys, focus groups, feedback boards, feedback/complaints forms, encourage them to email us.
A4 We use a range of methods and get feedback from all users (students, academic staff, researchers).
A5 We use a range of methods to get feedback from all users (students, academic staff, researchers). We specifically gather feedback on the impact of any changes we make by taking a 'snapshot' before and after the change.
A6 I don't know.

Q9 What happens to user feedback?

A1 We respond to it.
A2 We respond to it. Some of it is collated and reported.
A3 We respond to it. All the feedback is collated and reported but separately for each method of obtaining it.
A4 We respond to it. All the feedback is collated, across all methods to give a 'big picture'.
A5 We respond to it. All the feedback is collated, across all methods to give a 'big picture'. It is analysed over time for trends.
A6 I don't know.

Q10 How is user feedback responded to?
A1 We explain the reasons behind the problem, or how the user should be doing things.
A2 We explain the reasons behind the problem, or how the user should be doing things. Sometimes we decide to change things.
A3 We respond with details of the changes we have made, or an explanation of why changes cannot be made.
A4 We respond with details of changes, including timescales for longer term changes. We make it clear that these changes are a result of feedback.
A5 We respond with details of changes, including timescales. We advertise the feedback we received and the changes we have made to address it.
A6 I don't know.

Q11 What changes are made in response to user feedback?

A1 No changes are made in response to feedback.
A2 Some changes are made on the basis of feedback, if they are sensible and possible.
A3 Most feedback results in changes, as long as we have the resources to do so.
A4 All feedback results in change (though some may be long term), including big changes requiring institutional funding and support.
A5 All feedback results in change. We also analyse trends and make changes in anticipation of what users will want.
A6 I don't know.

Q12 How does the Library know what the University wants?

A1 They tell the Director what to do.
A2 The Director asks them what to do.
A3 The Director finds out from the University strategic plan.
A4 The Director finds out from the University strategic plan and the plans of other service departments.
A5 The Director knows what is going on in the University and monitors possible future directions. S/He proactively seeks their feedback on Library plans.
A6 I don't know.

Q13 How does the Library influence the changes the University wants to make?

A1 The University tells us what to change, not the other way round!
A2 The University sets the Library plan for the year and we agree to it.
A3 The Library management decide what changes to make in response to the University strategic plan.
A4 The Director negotiates with the University and other departments about what changes to implement and how to do so. It is a two-way process.
A5 The Library contributes to the wider University strategic planning process, not just those relating to the Library.
A6 I don't know.

Q14 How does the Library know what is going on in the same areas in other Universities?
A1 It doesn't.
A2 If we want to do something, we find out how others did the same thing. Some staff go to conferences.
A3 We find out the best practice relating to our work area. A range of staff go to conferences.
A4 The Library gathers best practice information in all areas. We are all encouraged to read professional literature and attend conferences.
A5 The Library gathers best practice information and we read professional literature and attend conferences. It looks at possible future directions.
A6 I don't know.

Q15 How do Library staff interact with the wider profession?

A1 We don't.
A2 Most are on mailing lists.
A3 We can go to conferences or special interest groups if we want to. Some people have presented at conference or written articles.
A4 We contribute through publications, experience sharing and conferences. We can do research projects if it does not interfere with normal work.
A5 We are all encouraged to take part in research projects, publications, experience sharing, and conferences. The Library is cutting edge in some areas.
A6 I don't know.

Organisational learning

Q16 Who do you feel is allowed to make decisions?

A1 People don't really make decisions.
A2 Senior management.
A3 Managers / professional staff.
A4 Anyone can make decisions about their own job.
A5 We can all make decisions about anything, as long as we get permission to make that decision and consult with people.

Q17 Are you involved in changes?

A1 Only to point out the problems that they haven't thought of.
A2 Not really.
A3 I know about what the changes are. If it was relevant to my job I would change what I do.
A4 Yes. If it is in my area or I am on a project group I help to plan the changes.
A5 Yes, we come up with improvement ideas, and if they are approved we implement them.

Q18 If you go on a course, what do you do with what you have learned?

A1 I use it in my work.
A2 I share what I have learned with the others in my team.
A3 I share what I have learned with others in my team, and other teams where it is relevant.
A4 I share it with others in my team, and any other Library staff member who is interested (e.g. through circulated report or presentation).
A5 I share it with the rest of the Library staff. We try to share learning, information and knowledge. We all know who to go to for more information about a topic.

Q19 What happens if someone (Library staff) makes a mistake?
A1 We try to make up for it. If management find out then you get the blame.
A2 We fix it and make sure that whoever made the mistake knows what the correct procedure is.
A3 We fix it and make sure that whoever made the mistake has more training, or knows they can ask someone for help if they are unsure about something.
A4 We fix it, and use it as an opportunity for learning.
A5 We fix it, and use it as an opportunity for learning. These things are going to happen if you are trying out new things.

Q20 Are you encouraged to take risks and try out new things?
A1 No - The Library doesn't take risks.
A2 Not really. The Library occasionally takes risks, but only if they are virtually guaranteed to work.
A3 Not really. If we are doing something new we try to minimise the possible risks.
A4 Yes, it is OK to take risks.
A5 Yes, it is better to do something and fail than to wait to be certain it will work and do nothing.

Q21 Are you supported in trying to improve the service you provide in your job?
A1 No.
A2 Yes, if it has been tried successfully somewhere else first.
A3 Yes.

Attitude to change

Q22 Is change a good thing?
A1 No, it is disruptive.
A2 It depends on what the change is. It can be good or bad.
A3 It is inevitable. It is good if it is done well.
A4 Yes, if it is done to improve things.
A5 Yes, it is essential.

Q23 Where do you think the impetus to change come from?
A1 From the Library management team.
A2 From the Library management team, though they are under pressure from the University.
A3 From users / the University / technology.
A4 From users and the University and technology.
A5 From everyone. The world is constantly changing and we try to anticipate what our users will want before they ask for it.

Q24 In your opinion, what is the main barrier to making changes?
A1 The structure/hierarchy/bureaucracy of the Library.
A2 The attitudes of some members of staff.
A3 Resources (money, space, time, staff).
A4 Other parts of the University.
A5 None - there is always a way to overcome barriers.

Q25 What sort of changes should the Library make?
A1 None.
A2 To make sure we are doing things right.
A3 To improve the things we are doing.
A4 To implement new products or services.
A5 Both to improve things we are doing and to implement new products or services.

Attitude to quality

Q26 How do you feel the Library tries to provide a quality service?
A1 We make sure all our systems are as good as they can possibly be, and that everyone follows procedures properly.
A2 We try to provide excellent customer service.
A3 We try to make sure our users are happy with what we do.
A4 We try to make sure our users are happy with what we do. We have service level agreements written by Library staff.
A5 We try to make sure our users are happy with what we do, and anticipate what they want before they ask for it. We have service level agreements written by our customers.

Q27 How do you feel the Library tries to improve quality?
A1 We make sure that everything is done properly.
A2 It depends whether we have the resources available at the time the suggestion for improvement is made.
A3 We try to improve the products and services we offer. Quality is part of our strategic plan.
A4 We try to improve the processes we use to develop products and services. Quality and performance measures are part of our strategic plan.
A5 It is a continuous process. We are all encouraged to continually improve our work, and to develop ourselves. Quality and performance measures are part of our strategic plan.
Q28 Who has responsibility for quality?

A1 Quality is the responsibility of everyone to do their best to follow procedures.
A2 Quality is the responsibility of people front of house to give excellent customer service.
A3 Quality is the responsibility of the Library management team, though it may be devolved down to managers for specific areas.
A4 Quality is the responsibility of the Quality Officer.
A5 Quality for a particular area is the responsibility of the people in that area.
A6 Quality for the whole Library is everyone's responsibility.

Leadership

Q29 Do you know what the vision and values are that <director> has set out for the Library?

A1 Yes. -> complete Q29a
A2 No.

Q29a How do you know?

A1 I have seen them written down somewhere.
A2 We had a briefing document/presentation/workshop where we were told about them.
A3 They were talked about during my induction.
A4 They are part of what we do (policies, targets, development).
A5 They are who we are. It is how everyone behaves.

Q30 Do you trust management?

A1 No.
A2 I'm sure they are doing their best, but they don't really understand.
A3 I don't distrust them.
A4 Yes, you have to trust them to do their job.
A5 Yes, it is clear from what they have done in the past that they know what to do for the best of the Library.

Q31 Do you feel motivated to do the best you can?

A1 Not really.
A2 I do personally, but it is difficult. You lose enthusiasm.
A3 Yes I do.
A4 Yes, as a team we always do our best.
A5 Yes, we all do. The Library management team is inspirational and everything is in place to support you in doing so.

Investment in staff

Q32 Do you feel valued by the Library?
A1 Not really.
A2 Not really, but we receive training that we want/need.
A3 Sort of, they say they are committed to the achievement of staff satisfaction/development/well-being.
A4 Sort of, people are supported in developing themselves.
A5 Yes, I know that the Library sees the staff as it's most valuable asset.

**Q33 What training do you receive?**

A1 Training is provided when we need it on how to perform specific work tasks.
A2 There is a training programme related to specific work tasks, and we can request to go to specific training events if we want to.
A3 There is a training programme related to needs assessment (e.g. through appraisals or performance reviews), and provision is related to this.
A4 There is a training programme based on needs assessment and training is assessed for effectiveness. Training is provided on how to learn, and reflection is encouraged.
A5 There is a needs based training programme that is assessed for effectiveness. Training is provided on the skills required for the future. Critical reflection is encouraged in work time.

**Q34 Do you feel supported in your development?**

A1 No.
A2 I am supported if I ask for training related to my job.
A3 I feel supported in my professional development. There is a clear progression path for some people.
A4 Yes, we are encouraged to develop ourselves professionally and personally. There is a clear progression path for everyone. The Library makes an effort to ensure we are happy.
A5 Yes, professionally and personally. The 'next generation' and 'high flyers' are actively encouraged. Progression is mapped for everyone, though it may involve leaving to progress.

**Q35 Do you get recognition for doing a good job?**

A1 No, what I do isn't noticed.
A2 No, but that is because of my line manager.
A3 Yes, but that is because of my line manager.
A4 The Library tries to recognise when staff have done a good job, but there are no specific systems in place.
A5 There are systems, structures and processes in place for the recognition/reward/progression of staff.
A6 Yes, the Library does this well. There are recognition/reward/progression systems in place to ensure everyone who does a good job is recognised.
**Alignment**

**Q 36 How do you work with other teams?**

A1 We all get on, but we don’t really work together on things.  
A2 We work with people from other teams on specific projects. Sometimes certain people from other teams will work with us.  
A3 We work regularly with a specific other team.  
A4 We have a system of ‘internal customer’ between teams.  
A5 We all work together, with a system of ‘internal customers’. If one part of the system is not working well, then the whole system might break.

**Q37 If a new member of staff joined your team, how would they know what to do?**

A1 They would only learn from other people doing the job. There is no manual.  
A2 There is a manual that documents the standard work processes. Not everything is in it though so they would learn some things from people doing the job.  
A3 Everything is in the manual/practices and policies/job description.  
A4 Everything is in the manual/practices and policies/job description. There is regular training to remind everyone.  
A5 Everything is in the manual/practices and policies/job description, which are reviewed to ensure they are current. Training is regularly provided.

**Q38 How does communication work in the Library?**

A1 Limited information flows top down, from senior managers, to managers, to their staff.  
A2 Information flows top down and goes up via the same route. Not everything is passed on by my manager/the managers in my team.  
A3 Information flows top down and goes up via the same route.  
A4 Information flows top down and bottom up. We are asked for our opinions. If my manager/the manager in my team is not good at passing things on, I can find a way round them.  
A5 There are lots of ways of communicating, e.g. through the management structure, via meetings, through the newsletter, email people, or pop in for a chat.

**Q39 How does the staffing structure of the Library work?**

A1 The structure makes it difficult to work and communicate with other teams.  
A2 The structure doesn't really make much difference.  
A3 The structure makes it easy to work and communicate with other teams, and to see how the work we do fits with the overall strategy.  
A4 The structure makes it easy to work and communicate with other teams, and see where we fit. It is flexible so it can adapt to changing circumstances.

**Q40 What is the purpose of the Library, and how do you contribute to it?**

Free text answers.
### APPENDIX Y: Rubric for mapping Quality Culture Assessment Instrument answers onto the QMM.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>QMM element</th>
<th>QCAI Question No</th>
<th>QCAI Answer</th>
<th>QMM score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.1 Q3a</td>
<td>A1</td>
<td>Level 1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A2</td>
<td>Level 2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A3</td>
<td>Level 3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A4</td>
<td>Level 4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A5</td>
<td>Level 5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.2a Q3b</td>
<td>A1</td>
<td>Level 1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A2</td>
<td>Level 2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A3</td>
<td>Level 3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A4</td>
<td>Level 4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A5</td>
<td>Level 5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.2b Q4</td>
<td>All A1 or A2</td>
<td>Level 1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A1 or A2, except LIS executive (A3, A4 or A5)</td>
<td>Level 2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Senior staff A3, A4 or A5</td>
<td>Level 3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A4</td>
<td>Level 4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A5</td>
<td>Level 5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.3 Q5</td>
<td>A1</td>
<td>Level 1/2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A2</td>
<td>Level 3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A3</td>
<td>Level 4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A4</td>
<td>Level 5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A5</td>
<td>Level 1/2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.4 Q6</td>
<td>A1</td>
<td>Level 1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A2</td>
<td>Level 2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A3</td>
<td>Level 3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A4</td>
<td>Level 4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A5</td>
<td>Level 5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A6 non-senior staff</td>
<td>Ignore</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A6 senior staff</td>
<td>Level 1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.5 Q7</td>
<td>A1</td>
<td>Level 1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A2</td>
<td>Level 2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A3</td>
<td>Level 3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A4</td>
<td>Level 4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A5</td>
<td>Level 5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A6</td>
<td>Ignore</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.1 Q8</td>
<td>A1</td>
<td>Level 1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A2</td>
<td>Level 2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A3</td>
<td>Level 3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A4</td>
<td>Level 4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A5</td>
<td>Level 5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A6</td>
<td>Ignore</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>Q9</td>
<td>A1</td>
<td>Level 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>---------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>A2</td>
<td>Level 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>A3</td>
<td>Level 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>A4</td>
<td>Level 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>A5</td>
<td>Level 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>A6</td>
<td>Ignore</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>Q10</td>
<td>A1</td>
<td>Level 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>A2</td>
<td>Level 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>A3</td>
<td>Level 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>A4</td>
<td>Level 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>A5</td>
<td>Level 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>A6</td>
<td>Ignore</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>Q11</td>
<td>A1</td>
<td>Level 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>A2</td>
<td>Level 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>A3</td>
<td>Level 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>A4</td>
<td>Level 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>A5</td>
<td>Level 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>A6</td>
<td>Ignore</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>Q12</td>
<td>A1</td>
<td>Level 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>A2</td>
<td>Level 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>A3</td>
<td>Level 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>A4</td>
<td>Level 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>A5</td>
<td>Level 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>A6</td>
<td>Ignore</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>Q13</td>
<td>A1</td>
<td>Level 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>A2</td>
<td>Level 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>A3</td>
<td>Level 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>A4</td>
<td>Level 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>A5</td>
<td>Level 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>A6</td>
<td>Ignore</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>Q14</td>
<td>A1</td>
<td>Level 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>A2</td>
<td>Level 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>A3</td>
<td>Level 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>A4</td>
<td>Level 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>A5</td>
<td>Level 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>A6</td>
<td>Ignore</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>Q15</td>
<td>A1</td>
<td>Level 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>A2</td>
<td>Level 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>A3</td>
<td>Level 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>A4</td>
<td>Level 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>A5</td>
<td>Level 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>A6</td>
<td>Ignore</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>Q16</td>
<td>A1</td>
<td>Level 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>A2</td>
<td>Level 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>A3</td>
<td>Level 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>A4</td>
<td>Level 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>A5</td>
<td>Level 5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## 3.2 Q17

<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A1</td>
<td></td>
<td>Level 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A2</td>
<td></td>
<td>Level 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A3</td>
<td></td>
<td>Level 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A4</td>
<td></td>
<td>Level 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A5</td>
<td></td>
<td>Level 5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## 3.3 Q18

<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A1</td>
<td></td>
<td>Level 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A2</td>
<td></td>
<td>Level 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A3</td>
<td></td>
<td>Level 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A4</td>
<td></td>
<td>Level 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A5</td>
<td></td>
<td>Level 5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## 3.4 Q19

<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A1</td>
<td></td>
<td>Level 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A2</td>
<td></td>
<td>Level 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A3</td>
<td></td>
<td>Level 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A4</td>
<td></td>
<td>Level 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A5</td>
<td></td>
<td>Level 5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## 3.5 Q20

<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A1</td>
<td></td>
<td>Level 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A2</td>
<td></td>
<td>Level 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A3</td>
<td></td>
<td>Level 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A4</td>
<td></td>
<td>Level 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A5</td>
<td></td>
<td>Level 5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## 3.6 Q21

<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All A1</td>
<td></td>
<td>Level 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All A1, except LIS executive (A2 or A3)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Level 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Senior staff A2 or A3, other staff A1</td>
<td></td>
<td>Level 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Managers / professional staff A3, junior staff A1</td>
<td></td>
<td>Level 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All A3</td>
<td></td>
<td>Level 5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## 4.1 Q22

<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A1</td>
<td></td>
<td>Level 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A2</td>
<td></td>
<td>Level 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A3</td>
<td></td>
<td>Level 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A4</td>
<td></td>
<td>Level 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A5</td>
<td></td>
<td>Level 5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## 4.2 Q23

<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A1</td>
<td></td>
<td>Level 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A2</td>
<td></td>
<td>Level 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A3</td>
<td></td>
<td>Level 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A4</td>
<td></td>
<td>Level 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A5</td>
<td></td>
<td>Level 5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## 4.3 Q24

<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A1</td>
<td></td>
<td>Level 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A2</td>
<td></td>
<td>Level 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A3</td>
<td></td>
<td>Level 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A4</td>
<td></td>
<td>Level 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A5</td>
<td></td>
<td>Level 5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## 4.4 Q25

<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A1</td>
<td></td>
<td>Level 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A2</td>
<td></td>
<td>Level 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A3</td>
<td></td>
<td>Level 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A4</td>
<td></td>
<td>Level 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A5</td>
<td></td>
<td>Level 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Section</td>
<td>Question</td>
<td>Level 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>---------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>Q26</td>
<td>A1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>A2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>A3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>A4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>A5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>Q27</td>
<td>A1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>A2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>A3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>A4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>A5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>Q28</td>
<td>A1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>A2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>A3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>A4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>A5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>A6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>Q29</td>
<td>A2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Q29a</td>
<td>A1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>A2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>A3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>A4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>A5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>Q30</td>
<td>A1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>A2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>A3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>A4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>A5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>Q31</td>
<td>A1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>A2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>A3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>A4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>A5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>Q32</td>
<td>A1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>A2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>A3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>A4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>A5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.2</td>
<td>Q33</td>
<td>A1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>A2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>A3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>A4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>A5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.3</td>
<td>Q34</td>
<td>A1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>A2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>A3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>A4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>A5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.4</td>
<td>Q35</td>
<td>A1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td>----</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>A2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>A3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>A4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>A5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>A6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

8.1 Cross tabulate responses to all Qs by Q2
There is no similarity in the pattern of responses. Level 1 / Level 2

The pattern of responses is similar between certain grades. Level 3

The pattern of responses is the same apart from specific, discrete areas. Level 4

The pattern of responses is the same. Level 5

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>8.2</th>
<th>Q36</th>
<th>A1</th>
<th>Level 1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>A2</td>
<td>Level 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>A3</td>
<td>Level 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>A4</td>
<td>Level 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>A5</td>
<td>Level 5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

8.3 Q37 A1 Level 1
A2 Level 2
A3 Level 3
A4 Level 4
A5 Level 5

8.4 Q38 A1 Level 1
A2 Level 2
A3 Level 3
A4 Level 4
A5 Level 5

8.5 Q40 Approach to the purpose of the LIS is dependent on respondent’s specific work. Level 1
Approach to the purpose of the LIS is dependent on respondent’s work unit or area. Level 2
All understand the overall aims and purpose of the LIS. Most understand their contribution to achieving them. Level 3
All understand the overall aims of the LIS and their contribution to achieving them.
LIS executive understand how all staff contribute to the achievement of LIS aims. Level 4
All understand how the overall aims of the LIS contribute to the achievement of the aims of the parent organisation, and how they contribute to achieving them. Level 5
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>8.6</th>
<th>Q39</th>
<th>All A1</th>
<th>Level 1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Some A1</td>
<td>Level 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>A2 (no A1)</td>
<td>Level 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>A3 (no A1)</td>
<td>Level 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>A4 (no A1)</td>
<td>Level 5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>8.7</th>
<th>Cross tabulate responses to Q26, Q27, Q28 by Q1 and (separately) by Q2</th>
<th>There is no similarity in the pattern of responses.</th>
<th>Level 1 / Level 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The pattern of responses is similar (but not the same), or the same between certain groups.</td>
<td>Level 3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The pattern of responses is the same apart from specific, discrete areas.</td>
<td>Level 4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The pattern of responses is the same.</td>
<td>Level 5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>8.8</th>
<th>Cross tabulate responses to Q22, Q23, Q24, Q25 by Q1 and (separately) by Q2</th>
<th>There is no similarity in the pattern of responses.</th>
<th>Level 1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The pattern of responses is the same between certain groups.</td>
<td>Level 2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The pattern of responses is the same within team / location / grade.</td>
<td>Level 3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The pattern of responses is the same apart from specific, discrete areas.</td>
<td>Level 4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The pattern of responses is the same.</td>
<td>Level 5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
APPENDIX Z: Instructions for Using the Quality Culture Assessment Instrument

The Quality Culture Assessment Instrument is a questionnaire of 43 questions. All but one of the questions requires the respondent to select an answer from a multiple-choice list. All questions are mandatory. Most respondents find it takes around 15 minutes to complete the questionnaire.

Personalisation
Before you run it at your institution, you must personalise it for your Library & Information Service to ensure the results are meaningful and the respondents are able to answer the questions.

You should insert the name of your LIS and director where indicated. The questionnaire refers to “the Library” throughout, if your LIS is known by a different name, you should replace “the Library” with this name (this is particularly important in converged services where Library may be viewed by some as only a part of the service, not the whole). You should go through each question and answer to make sure that the language used, especially the terminology, will be understood by your respondents to have the intended meaning.

Questions 1 and 2 require that you provide a list of answers that are appropriate to your situation. Question 1 is used to aggregate the responses by team. You should choose team names that staff members will identify with, and an appropriate level of granularity for the results to be useful to you. Question 2 is used to aggregate responses by the level of the staff member within the organisational hierarchy. You should choose an answer list that will do this and be meaningful to your situation (the questionnaire used Grade, but you may use job title, or any other description). If you have a multi-site service you may want to add a third question to the ‘About You’ section – asking where respondents work. You can then aggregate the results by location, if you want to.

Administration
The instrument should be administered using an online survey tool, such as Survey Monkey, Bristol Online Surveys, or an in-house application. In order to provide a complete and accurate picture as possible, you should administer the questionnaire to all members of staff at your LIS and aim for a 100% response rate. Questionnaires of this nature receive the best response rate if run on a relatively short timescale (e.g. three weeks), though you will need to consider the timing to ensure no particular groups are unable to complete it.

Data Protection
You must take care to ensure that the data provided by respondents is held anonymously and securely in accordance with data protection rules. This is your responsibility. You must also take care to ensure that the minimum number of people have access to the raw data, as it would be possible in most LIS to determine who had provided a particular response by combining the responses to the attribute questions. The survey administrator should aggregate and analyse the data before reporting it to anyone.
Analysing the Results
The responses to each question on the instrument should be aggregated. The mode average response (i.e. most frequent) is taken as the ‘result’. You should use the rubric for mapping answers on to the level of an element of the Quality Maturity Model.

Three of the elements of quality culture (8.1, 8.7, 8.8) do not have questions on the instrument. Instead, these are assessed by cross tabulating the answers to specific other questions by team membership and/or level within the hierarchy.

If the responses are spread over a number of answers, the results should be cross-tabulated against team membership and level in the hierarchy to see if this produces different responses between groups and the same responses within groups. If so, these differences should be reported. If no groupings can be determined, then the main modal responses should be reported. An example of this is presented below.

Aggregated responses:

Q32. Do you feel valued by the Library?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Response</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Not really.</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not really, but we receive training that we want/need.</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sort of, they say they are committed to the achievement of staff satisfaction/development/well-being.</td>
<td>45%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sort of, people are supported in developing themselves.</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes, I know the Library sees the staff as its most valuable asset.</td>
<td>41%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Cross tabulated by grade:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Not really.</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not really, but we receive training that we want/need.</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sort of, they say they are committed to the achievement of staff satisfaction/development/well-being.</td>
<td>16%</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sort of, people are supported in developing themselves.</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes, I know the Library sees the staff as its most valuable asset.</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>27%</td>
<td>14%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Report:

Grades 3-7 = Level 3
Grades 8-9 = Level 5
**Presentation of the Results**
The results should be presented as locating the LIS on the Quality Maturity Model. This enables you to see both where you are on the road to a culture of quality, and the next stage forwards. An example is presented below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>3.4 Attitude to mistakes</th>
<th>Mistakes are hidden due to a blame culture.</th>
<th>Mistakes are fixed – they are viewed as result of the person not following procedure.</th>
<th>Mistakes are fixed – they are viewed as faulty processes (especially not enough training).</th>
<th>Mistakes are viewed as opportunities for learning and are accepted as inevitable if trying new things.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3.5 Attitude to risk</td>
<td>The library is risk averse – it refuses to take risks.</td>
<td>The library is risk averse – it may occasionally take what it views as risks, but only if they are virtually guaranteed to work.</td>
<td>The library is risk tolerant – willing to accept risk taking behaviour (“It is OK to take risks, no-one will die!”).</td>
<td>The library is risk seeking – encourage risk taking behaviour (“It is better to do something and fail than to wait to be certain it will work and do nothing.”).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
APPENDIX AA: Interview Schedule for Nick Bevan and Ann Cummings

Q1: Has the Quality Maturity Model changed how you think about the quality of your service?

Q2: Has the quality maturity assessment made you engage with issues of quality? If yes, in what way?

Q3: Does the free availability of the model and the assessment instrument make it more likely that you would assess the quality culture of your service in the future (not necessarily using them)?

Q4: Would you use the Quality Maturity Model and the Quality Culture Assessment Instrument (rather than a consultant or something else on the market)?

Q5: What do you see as the negatives of the model and instrument?

Q6: Is there anything else you want to say?
Abstract
This paper presents the complete details of the Quality Maturity Model. The QMM provides a framework for libraries to self-assess their progress towards achieving a culture of quality. Librarians at the cutting edge of work on performance measurement and improvement have used the Quality Maturity Model during its development. The aim of this paper is to bring the details of the model to a wider audience, so they too can use it to make their improvement efforts more effective.

A culture of quality is essential in enabling a library to adapt to meet the needs of future customers. A high quality library is able to meet, or even exceed, the needs of its customers. Such success comes (broadly) from focussing on quality as being defined by the customers. However, if a library does not have a mature culture of quality, then as the needs of the customers evolve the existing assessment and quality control processes may no longer be appropriate. The library is in danger of rapidly dropping from high to low quality.

The Quality Maturity Model describes seven facets of quality culture: management of the organisation; learning organisation attributes; attitude to change; attitude to quality; leadership; investment in staff; and the alignment of all parts of the organisation (horizontal and vertical) towards the mission, vision and values.

For each of the facets there are five levels: 1 - ad hoc; 2 - repeatable; 3 - defined; 4 - managed; and 5 - continuous. A library with a strong and ubiquitous culture of quality will score at level 5 (continuous) for all facets. However, libraries that have not yet reached this utopia will score at different levels across the facets.

The QMM enables libraries to locate themselves within the quality maturity landscape. They will then be able to use the Quality Maturity Model as a roadmap to plan their route to improvement. Such a strategic approach to improvement allows libraries to make sense of the literature in terms of what is appropriate for them, so avoiding expensive irrelevancies. After all, it is pointless trying to develop a balanced scorecard if your library does not have a strategic plan!

The Quality Maturity Model is unique. There are other models that assess quality culture, but the details of these models are kept secret and the only way to be assessed is by paying the (large) consultancy fee. There are other models that make their details public, but they describe only one or two aspects of quality culture, not all. The QMM has been developed by a librarian for librarians. Because if you don’t know where you are, a map won’t help; and if you don’t know where you are going, any road will do.

Introduction
Everything that we do in a library is done by people. Library staff make every decision from building design to what books to buy, from how to design an education session to the priorities for spending. Not so, I hear you cry, so much is
automated in libraries now. Well, yes, a customers may use a self-service RFID machine to check out their books, but it is a person who decided which machine to install, how many to have, where to put them, the impact on the staffed service points, how often they are serviced, and what to do when one breaks down. A person decided the rules that the machine operates by – how many books you can check out, for how long, and what you are charged if you fail to return them on time. If a customer is unhappy with their experience of borrowing a book, it is not the fault of the machine, but of the decision-makers. There is no such thing as “computer says no”.

In an environment where quality is defined by the customer, and people are crucial to performance, the management of the library must ensure their staff members make the appropriate decision each and every time. But, as everyone who manages people knows, it is not that simple. You can have rules, procedures, manuals, notices and training events, but still they will do it their own way. The key to modifying behaviour is to understand that it is not driven by formal instructions, but by organisational culture. If you want to improve the quality of your library service, then you must improve the organisational quality culture.

In the rapidly changing environment within which libraries operate, agility is necessary for survival. But agility is difficult when it relies on people, because people find change difficult, unsettling, threatening and traumatic. And it does rely on people, because we can’t sack everyone and start fresh with new staff every time the library takes on a new role. Organisational culture is once again the key – if you can create a culture where change is accepted, embraced, welcomed, even sought out, then you are on your way to building an agile organisation, able to evolve with its environment and consistently provide a high quality library service to its customers.

If the key is changing the organisational culture, how do we do it? According to Schein, culture is a pattern of assumptions, invented, discovered or developed by a group that has worked well enough to be valid and is taught to new members as the correct way to perceive, think and feel. He describes three fundamental levels at which culture manifests itself, illustrated in figure 1.
Figure 1: Schein’s three levels of organisational culture.
Culture change so often fails because it is concentrated on changing the artifacts, without changing the underlying assumptions that determine perceptions, thought processes, feelings and behaviour. Which is why, if you simply tell people the new way of doing things, no matter how many times you tell them, they will always revert to what they have always done. To successfully change organisational quality culture we need to address the underlying assumptions which lie beneath “the way quality is done round here”.

What is Quality?
A high quality library is able to meet, or even exceed, the needs of its customers. Such success comes from focussing on quality as being defined by the customers – a Total Quality Management approach. There are a multitude of books and articles about TQM and how to achieve it, however, the definition of quality in all of these is best described as “I know it when I see it”, which is too fuzzy a concept to be helpful to anyone trying to tease out the individual strands of what constitutes quality.

The Quality Maturity Model brings together all descriptions and definitions of quality in the existing literature, and an analysis of quality culture as embodied in practice in UK university library and information services in order to explicate a culture of quality.

The Quality Maturity Model describes a culture of quality as: doing things right; doing the right thing; learning; suited to the business environment; and explicitly and appropriately aiming to improve quality. The culture is created by strong leadership and by the people of the organization; and the ubiquity of the culture is determined by organisational alignment.

The Purpose of the Quality Maturity Model
The purpose of the Quality Maturity Model is four-fold. Firstly, it is intended to be a roadmap to enable a library to determine where they are located on the journey towards achieving a ubiquitous culture of quality, and what is the appropriate direction of travel. Because if you don’t know where you are, a map won’t help; and if you don’t know where you are going, any road will do.

Secondly, it is a framework to enable the management of a library to prioritise actions. The literature contains a myriad of tools and techniques, all proclaiming to be just the thing to help your organization improve. All libraries have limited resources, so where is it best to invest? What will give most bang for your buck? When a library knows its location within the quality maturity landscape, managers can take a strategic approach to improvement and so make sense of the literature in terms of what is appropriate for them. A score that is satisfactorily in most areas but low in a few areas may prompt library managers to concentrate improvement techniques on the low scoring areas. In addition, it can assist managers to avoid expensive irrelevancies just because they are the next big thing - after all, it is pointless trying to develop a balanced scorecard if your library does not have a strategic plan!
Thirdly, the Quality Maturity Model is a tool for assessment. Librarians love assessment; there are three international conferences devoted solely to this subject (including, of course, this one). Libraries assess inputs, outputs, and combinations of the two; customer satisfaction, staff satisfaction, and their culture of inclusivity; value for money, return on investment; and their impact - on their customers, on society, and everything in between. It seems certain that libraries will also want to assess their quality culture. However, readers familiar with libraries will realise that the list of things assessed is somewhat disingenuous. While it is a pretty safe bet to say that all libraries assess their inputs, very few libraries have successfully been able to assess their impact on society. This is related to ease of measuring – where it is quick, cheap and easy to measure something, it is universally measured; where it is difficult, time-consuming and expensive to measure something, only the most committed or innovative measure it. The Quality Maturity Model, and accompanying assessment instrument, is intended to make it quick, cheap and easy to measure the quality culture of a library.

Fourthly, the Quality Maturity Model is intended to provide a common language and a shared vision for a community of practice.

The Quality Maturity Model
In common with other maturity models, the QMM has five levels:

1. Ad hoc - The quality management process is ad hoc, even chaotic. Few processes are defined, and success depends on individual effort and heroics.
2. Repeatable - Processes are in place so that success for one customer can be replicated with another (or the same one on different occasions).
3. Defined - Quality processes are documented and standardised. All work derives from the organisational strategy.
4. Managed - Detailed measures of the quality process are collected, and is understood and controlled.
5. Continuous - Continuous quality improvement is enabled by feedback and by piloting innovative ideas. Future requirements are anticipated so there is no drop in performance.

However, it is interesting to note that I have come across more than one library operating at below Level 1!

There are 41 factors, grouped into eight facets, to describe what constitutes ‘quality culture’. The QMM consists of a description of each factor at all five levels of maturity, as can be seen in figure 2.
Each factor is assessed and given a score of 1 – 5. This score locates the library on the ‘quality culture roadmap’. So now you know where you are.

The rubric-style presentation of the model clearly illuminates the next step towards quality maturity for each of the 41 factors – enabling you to see where you are going.

Therefore, the eight facets of quality are:
1. Management of the organisation;
2. Environmental sensing;
3. Learning organisation attributes;
4. Attitude to change;
5. Attitude to quality;
6. Leadership;
7. Investment in staff; and
8. Alignment.

The 41 factors that make up these eight facets are presented below.
1. **Management of the organisation**
   1.1 Strategic plan generation.
   1.2 Management alignment.
   1.3 Progress monitoring.
   1.4 Performance measurement.
   1.5 Project management processes.

2. **Environmental sensing**
   2a Customers (bottom up)
   2.1 Gathering feedback from customers.
   2.2 Collation of feedback from customers.
   2.3 Response to feedback from customers.
   2.4 Action taken as a result of feedback from customers.
   2b Organisation (top down)
   2.5 Gathering feedback from the parent organization.
   2.6 Influencing the parent organization.
   2c Wider context (inside out)
   2.7 Gathering feedback on the wider operating context (e.g. Higher Education).
   2.8 Involvement of library staff in the LIS profession.

3. **Learning organisation attributes.**
   3.1 Staff empowerment.
   3.2 Staff involvement in change.
   3.3 Nature and level of learning that occurs.
   3.4 Attitude to mistakes.
   3.5 Attitude to risk.
   3.6 Encouragement of staff to innovate.

4. **Attitude to quality**
   4.1 Definition of quality.
   4.2 Attitude to quality improvement.
   4.3 Perception of responsibility for quality.
   4.4 Type of quality improvement initiatives ("sexy" vs. "vanilla").

5. **Attitude to change**
   5.1 Attitude to change.
   5.2 Perception of drivers for change.
   5.3 Identification of barriers to change.

6. **Leadership**
   6.1 Vision and value setting.
   6.2 Trust.
   6.3 Inspiration and motivation.

7. **Investment in staff**
   7.1 Attitude to staff.
   7.2 Training provision.
   7.3 Development of staff
   7.4 Recognition of staff.

8. **Alignment – the ubiquity of the culture.**
   8.1 Vertical alignment (top, middle and bottom all on same song sheet?).
   8.2 Horizontal alignment (units work across boundaries, or in silos?).
   8.3 Consistency.
   8.4 Communication flow (up, down, sideways).
   8.5 “Little cogs” - staff see where they fit in the wider organization.
   8.6 Staff structure is appropriate.
   8.7 Alignment of the attitude to quality.
   8.8 Alignment of the attitude to change.

---

Figure 3: QMM factors
Space prevents me from presenting the full Quality Maturity Model detailing all of the factors with the ‘rubric’ for each maturity level, but two of the factors, with their maturity level descriptors are presented below.

### 1.2 Management alignment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Level 1</td>
<td>Actions are solely reactive to events.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 2</td>
<td>Strategic plan includes breakthrough improvement processes. Many actions are unrelated to the strategic plan and are reactive to events.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 3</td>
<td>Strategic plan includes breakthrough improvement processes. Some actions are unrelated to the strategic plan.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 4</td>
<td>Strategic plan includes breakthrough improvement processes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 5</td>
<td>All improvement processes, both incremental and breakthrough, flow from the strategic plan, and it is updated to reflect new developments.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 5.3 Perception of responsibility for quality

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Level 1</td>
<td>Quality is the responsibility of everyone to do their best to adhere to procedures.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 2</td>
<td>Quality is the responsibility of people serving customers face-to-face to be ‘nice’.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 3</td>
<td>Quality achievement is the responsibility of the management of the service (or the quality officer if there is one), thought it may be explicitly devolved down for specific areas.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 4</td>
<td>Quality for a particular area is the responsibility of the people in that area.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 5</td>
<td>Quality for the whole library is everyone’s responsibility.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 4: Extract from the QMM showing maturity level descriptors**

**QMM Assessment**

The intention of the Quality Maturity Model is that libraries can self-assess using the freely available tools. This is in contrast to other models that assess quality culture where the details of the models are kept secret and the only way to be assessed is by paying the consultancy fee.

Assessment against the QMM produces a score from 0 – 5 (0 if the descriptors for level 1 are not met) for each of the 41 facets (this is 42 scores as 1.2 Management alignment is split into two parts) to produce a quality culture profile. A library with a strong and ubiquitous culture of quality will score at level 5 for all facets. However, libraries that have not yet reached this utopia will score at different levels across the facets.

The quality culture profile enables libraries to see their areas of strength and weakness, and managers to strategically plan improvement activities. The profile also enables libraries to see where improvements have been made by repeating the QMM assessment – thereby evidencing the impact of the improvement activities. An example of what a quality culture profile might look like is presented in Figure 5.
Facet | 2013 score | 2015 score
--- | --- | ---
6. Leadership |  |  
6.1 Vision and value setting | 1 |  
6.2 Trust | 3 |  
6.3 Inspiration and motivation | 2 |  
7. Investment in staff |  |  
7.1 Attitude to staff | 3 |  
7.2 Training provision | 4 |  
7.3 Development of staff | 3 |  
7.4 Recognition of staff | 2 |  
8. Alignment |  |  

Figure 5: What a QMM assessment might look like

Cultural change takes time\textsuperscript{10}, so it is recommended that repeated QMM assessment be conducted with at least a two-year gap.

Future Developments

At the time of this conference, it is not possible for a library to self-assess against the Quality Maturity Model, because there is not yet a self-assessment instrument! However, over the course of the next year the author will develop and test the Quality Culture Assessment Instrument and make it, the full version of the Quality Maturity Model, and all instructions and necessary information freely available on the SCONUL Performance Portal website\textsuperscript{11}.

The author therefore hands these resources over to the Library community, and asks only two things in return: (1) that anyone using or referring to the Quality Maturity Model and the Quality Culture Assessment Instrument acknowledges the author’s intellectual property, and (2) that everyone using the tools contributes to the community of practice via the SCONUL Performance Portal blog. The author hopes that in the future this will become a resource for tools, techniques and best practice to be shared, and so the quality culture of all libraries improved, for the benefit of our customers.

\textsuperscript{2} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{3} After Deal and Kennedy’s phrase “culture is the way things get done around here”. Terrance Deal and Allan Kennedy, Corporate Culture: The Rites and Rituals of Corporate Life. (Cambridge, MA: Perseus Publishers, 2000).
\textsuperscript{5} Northumbria International Conference on Performance Measurement and Metrics in Library and Information Services; International Conference on Qualitative and Quantitative Methods in Libraries; Library Assessment Conference.
\textsuperscript{7} For example Huddersfield’s Library Impact Data Project http://library.hud.ac.uk/blogs/projects/ldp/
\textsuperscript{9} For example Baldridge (http://www.nist.gov/baldrige/) or EFQM (http://www.efqm.org/en/)
\textsuperscript{11} http://vamp. diglib. shirvenham. cranfield.ac.uk/
APPENDIX AC: The Quality Maturity Model

Management of the organisation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Level 1: Ad Hoc</th>
<th>Level 2: Repeatable</th>
<th>Level 3: Defined</th>
<th>Level 4: Managed</th>
<th>Level 5: Continuous</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>1.1 Strategic plan</strong></td>
<td>There is no strategic plan or annual operating plan.</td>
<td>There is a limited strategic plan.</td>
<td>The strategic plan is derived from (mediated) environmental sensing.</td>
<td>The strategic plan is derived from unmediated environmental sensing.</td>
<td>The strategic plan is derived from environmental sensing (customers; organisation; and wider context).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>generation</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>1.2 Management alignment (a)</strong></td>
<td>Actions are solely reactive to events.</td>
<td>The strategic plan includes breakthrough improvement processes. Many actions are unrelated to the strategic plan and are reactive to events.</td>
<td>The strategic plan includes breakthrough improvement processes. Some actions are unrelated to the strategic plan.</td>
<td>The strategic plan includes breakthrough improvement processes.</td>
<td>All improvement processes, both incremental and breakthrough, flow from the strategic plan and it is updated to reflect new developments.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>1.2 Management alignment (b)</strong></td>
<td>Goals for individuals, teams and the service are poorly defined, if present.</td>
<td>Goals for specific high-level managers are linked to the strategic plan. Goals for most staff are poorly defined, if present.</td>
<td>All senior staff have goals, some of which are related to the strategic plan.</td>
<td>Goals for achieving the strategic plan are cascaded down throughout the service to all appropriate staff.</td>
<td>Goals for achieving the strategic plan are cascaded down throughout the service. All staff have individual goals, which contain both improvement and &quot;business as usual&quot; targets.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 1: Ad Hoc</td>
<td>Level 2: Repeatable</td>
<td>Level 3: Defined</td>
<td>Level 4: Managed</td>
<td>Level 5: Continuous</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>1.3 Progress monitoring</strong></td>
<td>There is no monitoring of progress in achieving goals.</td>
<td>There is no monitoring of progress in achieving goals.</td>
<td>There is (infrequent) monitoring of progress in achieving goals, but no corrective action taken.</td>
<td>There is monitoring of progress in achieving goals, and some corrective action is taken.</td>
<td>Progress in achieving goals is closely monitored and corrective action taken where necessary.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>1.4 Performance measurement</strong></td>
<td>Only basic statistical measures are collected, but are used for competitive analysis (“we have more books than X”) if at all.</td>
<td>Basic statistical measures are collected and used for competitive analysis. Customer feedback is also viewed as an indicator of performance.</td>
<td>Customer feedback and measures of internal processes (e.g. time taken to re-shelve a book) are used to determine how the service is performing.</td>
<td>A range of performance indicators are used to determine how the service is performing. Key Performance Indicators may exist, but are not necessarily fully aligned with metrics used or strategic aims of the service.</td>
<td>A range of balanced performance measures are used to monitor how well the service is achieving its aims. Metrics closely align with Key Performance Indicators, which closely relate to strategic aims and mission. Performance measures are regularly evaluated to determine whether they continue to accurately and appropriately measure performance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>1.5 Project management processes</strong></td>
<td>Changes are just implemented – no processes are used.</td>
<td><em>Ad hoc</em> processes are used to implement changes. How it is done depends on who is leading the change.</td>
<td>Changes are implemented through <em>ad hoc</em> project management processes.</td>
<td>Breakthrough changes are implemented through coherent project management processes, including project planning, monitoring and impact assessment.</td>
<td>All changes (incremental and breakthrough) are implemented through project management processes, including project planning, monitoring and impact assessment. <em>Ad hoc</em> projects and changes managed to the same level as planned strategic projects.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## Environmental sensing - customers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Level 1: Ad Hoc</th>
<th>Level 2: Repeatable</th>
<th>Level 3: Defined</th>
<th>Level 4: Managed</th>
<th>Level 5: Continuous</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>2.1 Gathering of feedback</strong></td>
<td>Feedback from customers is gathered ad hoc and reactively.</td>
<td>Feedback is gathered from customers proactively to assess satisfaction. Feedback is sought from a sub-set of customer groups only. A limited number of methods are used.</td>
<td>Feedback is gathered proactively via a range of methods.</td>
<td>Feedback is gathered proactively via a wide range of methods to access views of all customers.</td>
<td>Feedback is gathered proactively via a wide range of methods to access views of all customers and non-customers. Feedback is proactively sought to assess impact of changes on customer satisfaction.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2.2 Collation of feedback</strong></td>
<td>Feedback is not collated.</td>
<td>Feedback may be collated.</td>
<td>Feedback is collated separately for each source.</td>
<td>Feedback is collated across all feedback methods and analysed for consistency.</td>
<td>Feedback is collated across all feedback methods and analysed for consistency. Collated feedback is analysed over time to identify trends.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2.3 Respond to feedback</strong></td>
<td>Feedback is responded to with excuses, or discounted as due to customers “not understanding the Library way”</td>
<td>Feedback is responded to with explanation, excuses, or discounted as due to customers “not understanding the Library way” Changes are not reported.</td>
<td>Feedback is responded to with details of changes, or explanation of why changes cannot be made. The locus of control is presented as the service (“we decided to do …”).</td>
<td>Feedback is responded to with details of changes, including timescales for longer-term changes. The locus of control is presented as customers (“you said … we did …”).</td>
<td>Feedback is advertised, and responded to with details of changes, including timescales. Changes are pro-actively advertised as based on feedback (locus of control is presented as customers).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Level 1: Ad Hoc</td>
<td>Level 2: Repeatable</td>
<td>Level 3: Defined</td>
<td>Level 4: Managed</td>
<td>Level 5: Continuous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.4 <em>Act on feedback</em></td>
<td>No changes are made in response to feedback.</td>
<td>A small number of changes are made on the basis of feedback. Changes are made only if small and/or agree with service’s point of view (&quot;sensible&quot; &quot;possible&quot;).</td>
<td>Most feedback results in changes. However changes are limited to those “within the service’s control”</td>
<td>All feedback results in change (though some may be long-term), including changes to other services and big changes requiring institutional funding and support. Analysis of trends leads to anticipatory changes, with both long- and short-term future focus. Feedback leads to changes in overall goals and strategy.</td>
<td>All feedback results in change (though some may be long-term), including changes to other services and big changes requiring institutional funding and support. Analysis of trends leads to anticipatory changes, with both long- and short-term future focus. Feedback leads to changes in overall goals and strategy.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Environmental sensing – organisation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Level 1: Ad Hoc</th>
<th>Level 2: Repeatable</th>
<th>Level 3: Defined</th>
<th>Level 4: Managed</th>
<th>Level 5: Continuous</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>2.5 Feedback gathering</strong></td>
<td>Instructions from the parent organisation are obtained <em>ad hoc.</em></td>
<td>Instructions are proactively obtained from the parent organisation.</td>
<td>Indicators of desired direction are obtained proactively from the parent organisation.</td>
<td>Indicators of desired direction are obtained proactively from the parent organisation, and other sibling departments. Feedback is proactively sought from the parent organisation and other departments.</td>
<td>Knowledge of wider organisational context is obtained. Indicators of possible future directions of the parent organisation are monitored. Indicators of desired direction are obtained proactively from the parent organisation, and other sibling departments. Feedback is proactively sought from the parent organisation, and other departments.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2.6 Influencing organisation</strong></td>
<td>Change is responded to <em>ad hoc</em> as instructions from the parent organisation.</td>
<td>Change is imposed top down as instructions from the parent organisation.</td>
<td>Changes are determined top down in response to desired direction from the parent organisation.</td>
<td>The service negotiates with parent organisation and sibling departments for change implementation (both to achieve change desired by the service, and to mitigate change, if contradictory to other feedback, desired by parent and siblings).</td>
<td>The service influences parent organisation and sibling departments in determination of organisational change.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Environmental sensing – wider context

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level 1: Ad Hoc</th>
<th>Level 2: Repeatable</th>
<th>Level 3: Defined</th>
<th>Level 4: Managed</th>
<th>Level 5: Continuous</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>2.7 Feedback gathering</strong></td>
<td>The service is unaware of position, policies and practices in other LIS. There is no awareness of possible future developments.</td>
<td>The service seeks out specific information relating to potential changes (&quot;We want to do X – how did others do it?&quot;). Specific staff may attend conferences <em>ad hoc</em>.</td>
<td>Indicators of a wide range of best practice (research and practice) are obtained <em>ad hoc</em> (&quot;What are the issues around X?&quot;). A range of staff attend conferences <em>ad hoc</em>.</td>
<td>Indicators of best practice (research and practice) are proactively and comprehensively obtained (&quot;What is going on?&quot;). All staff are encouraged to read professional literature and attend conferences.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2.8 Involvement &amp; contribution of staff in profession</strong></td>
<td>The service does not engage with ‘the profession’.</td>
<td>The service does not contribute to wider professional knowledge, but does engage with the profession.</td>
<td>Staff of the service may contribute to wider professional knowledge <em>ad hoc</em>.</td>
<td>Staff of the service are able to contribute to wider professional knowledge through publications, experience sharing and conferences. Limited projects may be undertaken if do not ‘interfere’ with the service’s business.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Knowledge of the wider professional context is obtained. Indicators of possible short- and long-term future directions of LISs are monitored (including current best practice, research and ‘cutting edge’ (&quot;What might be going on in the future?&quot;)).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---
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## Learning organisation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Level 1: Ad Hoc</th>
<th>Level 2: Repeatable</th>
<th>Level 3: Defined</th>
<th>Level 4: Managed</th>
<th>Level 5: Continuous</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>3.1 Staff empowerment</strong></td>
<td>Decisions are not taken, or are taken <em>ad hoc.</em></td>
<td>Decision making is controlled by the top.</td>
<td>There is limited middle management level / professional staff decision making</td>
<td>Staff are empowered to make decisions about their own job (with support of the management structure).</td>
<td>Staff are empowered to make decisions about anything (with consultation and ‘permission’), with the lowest possible locus of control.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3.2 Staff involvement in change</strong></td>
<td>Staff try to prevent change.</td>
<td>Staff are passive in the change process.</td>
<td>Staff are informed of change and sometimes participate in the change process.</td>
<td>Staff are included in the change process and the implementation of change.</td>
<td>Staff are the drivers of change, and of the implementation of change.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3.3 Learning</strong></td>
<td>Learning is personal.</td>
<td>There is some shared learning within work units.</td>
<td>There is some shared learning between co-ordinated work units.</td>
<td>There is some shared learning throughout the service.</td>
<td>There is shared learning, information and knowledge throughout the service.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3.4 Attitude to mistakes</strong></td>
<td>Mistakes are hidden due to a blame culture.</td>
<td>Mistakes are fixed – they are viewed as the result of the person not following procedure.</td>
<td>Mistakes are fixed – they are viewed as indicative of faulty processes (especially not enough training).</td>
<td>Mistakes are viewed as opportunities for learning.</td>
<td>Mistakes are viewed as opportunities for learning, and are accepted as inevitable if trying new things.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.5 Attitude to risk</td>
<td>Level 1: Ad Hoc</td>
<td>Level 2: Repeatable</td>
<td>Level 3: Defined</td>
<td>Level 4: Managed</td>
<td>Level 5: Continuous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The service is risk averse – refuses to take risks.</td>
<td>The service is risk averse – may occasionally take what it views as risks, but only if they are virtually guaranteed to work.</td>
<td>The service is risk averse – employs checks and balances to minimise risks.</td>
<td>The service is risk tolerant – willing to accept risk-taking behaviour (&quot;It is OK to take risks, no-one will die!&quot;).</td>
<td>The service is risk seeking – encourage risk taking behaviour (&quot;It is better to do something and fail than to wait to be certain it will work and do nothing&quot;).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| 3.6 Staff encouragement to innovate | Innovation is discouraged. | 'Innovation’ from senior staff is tolerated (inspiration is taken from elsewhere). | Middle management, professional staff, and specific specialist staff are encouraged to innovate (innovations are taken from elsewhere). | Most staff are encouraged to innovate, but this does not include the most junior levels. | All staff at all levels are encouraged to innovate. |
### Attitude to change

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level 1: Ad Hoc</th>
<th>Level 2: Repeatable</th>
<th>Level 3: Defined</th>
<th>Level 4: Managed</th>
<th>Level 5: Continuous</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>4.1 Attitude to change</strong></td>
<td>The service is change averse – change is avoided and prevented. Change is perceived as disruptive to the 'day job'. “If it ain’t broke, don’t fix it”</td>
<td>The service is change resistant – it prefers stability and permanence. Staff list reasons why change is bad and will fail. “Whether change is good or bad depends on what the change is”.</td>
<td>The service is change managing – stability and permanence are preferred, but change accepted as inevitable. “Change is good if done well”.</td>
<td>The service is change seeking – constantly seeking to change. “To stand still is to regress”.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>4.2 Perception of drivers for change</strong></td>
<td>Change is viewed as imposed top down.</td>
<td>Change is viewed as imposed top down – though the influence of external factors on the service management is acknowledged.</td>
<td>Change viewed as driven by customers and/or parent organisation and/or external environment.</td>
<td>Change viewed as driven by everyone, with focus on serving and anticipating changing needs of customers and environment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>4.3 Identification of barriers to change</strong></td>
<td>Barriers are the structure / hierarchy / bureaucracy / competency of middle management.</td>
<td>Barriers are the attitudes of staff.</td>
<td>Barriers to change are resources (money / space / time / staff). These barriers are insurmountable.</td>
<td>There are no barriers that cannot be overcome.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### 4.4 “Vanilla” vs. “sexy”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level 1: Ad Hoc</th>
<th>Level 2: Repeatable</th>
<th>Level 3: Defined</th>
<th>Level 4: Managed</th>
<th>Level 5: Continuous</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Changes are implemented to ensure that existing policies / procedures / practices are properly adhered to by everyone. 'Get the vanilla right'.</td>
<td>Changes are implemented to produce incremental improvements to the what the service is already doing (the 'vanilla').</td>
<td>Changes are implemented in terms of breakthrough new projects, in order to offer new products / services.</td>
<td>Changes are implemented to produce both incremental and breakthrough improvements.</td>
<td>Changes are implemented to produce both incremental and breakthrough improvements. Staff are aware of why both necessary, and both are included in targets.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Attitude to quality

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level 1: Ad Hoc</th>
<th>Level 2: Repeatable</th>
<th>Level 3: Defined</th>
<th>Level 4: Managed</th>
<th>Level 5: Continuous</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Quality is defined by the service (e.g. “We provide a perfect classification systems, it is their fault if they can’t find the book”)</td>
<td>Quality is defined as happy face-to-face customers.</td>
<td>Quality is defined as customer satisfaction with products and services. Locus of control is the service (e.g. service level agreement levels are determined by the service staff). Targets for quality are implicit or secret.</td>
<td>Quality is defined as customer satisfaction with products and services. Locus of control is the service (e.g. service level agreement levels are determined by the service staff). Targets for quality are explicitly advertised.</td>
<td>Quality is defined by the customer. Locus of control is the customers (e.g. service level agreement levels are determined by customers). Targets for quality are explicitly advertised.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### 5.2 Quality improvement

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level 1: Ad Hoc</th>
<th>Level 2: Repeatable</th>
<th>Level 3: Defined</th>
<th>Level 4: Managed</th>
<th>Level 5: Continuous</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Quality is absolute, rather than relative.</td>
<td>Quality is achieved by luck / accident.</td>
<td>Quality improvement focuses on improving the products and services. Quality improvement is written in the strategy of the service.</td>
<td>Quality improvement focuses on improving processes by which products and services are achieved. Quality and improvement measures are written into documented work processes.</td>
<td>Quality improvement is viewed as a continuous processes. All staff are encouraged to continually improve themselves and their work.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 5.3 Perception of responsibility for quality

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level 1: Ad Hoc</th>
<th>Level 2: Repeatable</th>
<th>Level 3: Defined</th>
<th>Level 4: Managed</th>
<th>Level 5: Continuous</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Quality is the responsibility of everyone to do their best to adhere to procedures.</td>
<td>Quality is the responsibility of people serving customers face-to-face to be 'nice'.</td>
<td>Quality achievement is the responsibility of the management of the service (or the quality officer if there is one), though it may be explicitly devolved down for specific areas.</td>
<td>Quality for a particular area is the responsibility of the people in that area.</td>
<td>Quality for the whole service is everyone's responsibility.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Leadership</th>
<th>Level 1: Ad Hoc</th>
<th>Level 2: Repeatable</th>
<th>Level 3: Defined</th>
<th>Level 4: Managed</th>
<th>Level 5: Continuous</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>6.1 Vision and value setting</strong></td>
<td>The leader has not set their vision and values.</td>
<td>The leader has clearly articulated their vision and values.</td>
<td>The leader has articulated their vision and values, and communicated it to all staff through a variety of mediums, including dialogue sessions. They embody it by ‘walking the talk’. It is covered in new staff induction.</td>
<td>The leader has articulated and communicated their vision and values, which underpin policies, practices, targets, KPIs, staff development, and behaviour. They and other key people ‘walk the talk’.</td>
<td>The leader has articulated, communicated, and aligned their vision and values. All staff ‘walk the talk’ i.e. behaviour in accordance with the vision and values is second nature. There are initiatives in place to ensure this behaviour is sustained.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>6.2 Trust</strong></td>
<td>The leader engenders distrust and a lack of openness.</td>
<td>There is distrust in the leader, attributed to lack of understanding on their part. There is no feeling of openness.</td>
<td>There is a lack of distrust in the leader. There is a feeling of openness.</td>
<td>There is trust in the leader and a feeling of openness.</td>
<td>The leader engenders trust and a feeling of openness. They have the ‘hearts and minds’ of staff.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>6.3 Inspiration and motivation</strong></td>
<td>Staff are generally demotivated.</td>
<td>New staff are generally motivated to perform, but over time staff become demotivated by the service culture.</td>
<td>Staff are personally motivated to perform.</td>
<td>Specific teams are motivated and inspired to perform.</td>
<td>Leader inspires, motivates, encourages, organises and directs staff to ensure that all the other aspects of achieving a mature quality culture happen.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Investment in staff

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>7.1 Staff as an asset</th>
<th>Level 1: Ad Hoc</th>
<th>Level 2: Repeatable</th>
<th>Level 3: Defined</th>
<th>Level 4: Managed</th>
<th>Level 5: Continuous</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7.1 Staff as an asset</td>
<td>There is no specific commitment to staff development.</td>
<td>There is a commitment to the achievement of staff development, where staff development is equated with training.</td>
<td>There is a commitment to the achievement of staff satisfaction, development and well-being.</td>
<td>Systems, structure and processes are in place to achieve staff satisfaction, development and well-being.</td>
<td>People are viewed as the LIS’s most critical asset. Staff feel the commitment of the LIS to them.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.2 Training provision</td>
<td>Training is <em>ad hoc</em> and related to the inability to perform specific work task.</td>
<td>There is a reactive training programme, related to work tasks and <em>ad hoc</em> requests.</td>
<td>There is a training programme related to training needs assessment, and provision is related to this.</td>
<td>There is a training programme comprising training needs assessment, provision, and an assessment of the effectiveness of the training. Training is provided in the tools, techniques and skills for improvement. Data gathering and reflection are encouraged.</td>
<td>There is a training programme comprising training needs assessment, provision, and an assessment of the effectiveness of the training. Training is related to future necessary skills and account is taken of succession planning and developing skills required for the future. Training is provided on ‘learning how to learn’. Time is built in to work for critical reflection.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Level 1: Ad Hoc</td>
<td>Level 2: Repeatable</td>
<td>Level 3: Defined</td>
<td>Level 4: Managed</td>
<td>Level 5: Continuous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>7.3 Development of staff</strong></td>
<td>There is no development of staff.</td>
<td>Staff are supported in their professional development <em>ad hoc</em>.</td>
<td>Staff are supported in their professional development. There is a clear progression path for some staff.</td>
<td>Staff are supported in their professional and personal development. There is an appreciation that happy and fulfilled staff are more engaged and so produce better work. There is a clear progression path for all staff.</td>
<td>Staff are supported in their professional and personal development. Future leaders are identified and coached. All staff are encouraged to develop their career and their talents, and there is a clear progression path (which may involve leaving the organisation to progress). Staff feel valued as a whole person.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>7.4 Recognition of staff</strong></td>
<td>Staff do not feel their work makes a difference.</td>
<td>Staff may feel recognition for their work, dependent on the characteristics of their line manager.</td>
<td>There is a commitment to the recognition of staff, though there are no specific systems in place.</td>
<td>There are systems, structures and processes in place for recognition and/or reward and/or progression of staff.</td>
<td>Staff “feel the love” due to recognition and/or reward and/or progression systems, structures and processes.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Alignment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Level 1: Ad Hoc</th>
<th>Level 2: Repeatable</th>
<th>Level 3: Defined</th>
<th>Level 4: Managed</th>
<th>Level 5: Continuous</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>8.1 Vertical alignment</strong></td>
<td>There is no alignment of cultures between the top, middle and bottom of the service.</td>
<td>The service is aiming for alignment of cultures between the top, middle and bottom of the service.</td>
<td>There is some alignment of cultures between the top, middle and bottom of the service, with some areas of ‘blockage’.</td>
<td>The service is fully aligned at all levels of the service in vision, values, attitudes, policies and practices.</td>
<td>A systems approach is taken – “managing the whole elephant”.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>8.2 Horizontal alignment</strong></td>
<td>There is no co-ordination between work units.</td>
<td>There is some ad hoc co-ordination between work units.</td>
<td>There is planned co-ordination between work units.</td>
<td>The concept of the internal customer is applied between work units.</td>
<td>A systems approach is taken – “managing the whole elephant”.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>8.3 Consistency</strong></td>
<td>Work processes are dependent on the person undertaking them.</td>
<td>Basic work processes are documented and consistently applied.</td>
<td>Consistency is ensured by documented processes, practices and policies, or job description (as appropriate).</td>
<td>Consistency is ensured by documented processes, practices and policies or job description, which are regularly reviewed for improvement. Training is regularly provided.</td>
<td>Consistency is ensured by documented processes, practices and policies or job description, which are regularly reviewed for improvement. Training is regularly provided.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>8.4 Communication flow</strong></td>
<td>Limited information flows top down. Messages are mediated before being passed down, and limited bottom up communication is sought.</td>
<td>Limited information flows top down and bottom up. Not all staff feel confident in the free flow of communication.</td>
<td>Communication flows top down and bottom up. Channels exist for circumventing any blockages to communication.</td>
<td>Communication flows top down and bottom up. Channels exist for circumventing any blockages to communication.</td>
<td>Multiple methods exist for top down, bottom up and lateral communication. Communication is unambiguous and consistent, with a clear purpose.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Level 1: Ad Hoc</td>
<td>Level 2: Repeatable</td>
<td>Level 3: Defined</td>
<td>Level 4: Managed</td>
<td>Level 5: Continuous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>---------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>8.5 Staff recognition of where they fit into the overall scheme</strong></td>
<td>Staff member’s approach to the purpose of the service is dependent on their specific work.</td>
<td>Staff member’s approach to the purpose of the service is dependent on their work unit or area.</td>
<td>All staff understand the overall aims and purpose of the service. Most understand their contribution to achieving them.</td>
<td>All staff understand how the overall aims of the service and their contribution to achieving them. Leaders understand how all staff contribute to the achievement of service aims.</td>
<td>All staff understand how the overall aims of the service and their contribution to achieving them. Leaders understand how all staff contribute to the achievement of service aims.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>8.6 Structure</strong></td>
<td>The structure of the service creates silos - it is a barrier to integration and communication.</td>
<td>Some parts of the structure of the service are a barrier to integration and communication.</td>
<td>The structure of the service is not a barrier to integration and communication.</td>
<td>The structure of the service facilitates alignment, integration and communication.</td>
<td>The structure of the service facilitates alignment, integration and communication and is flexible so is not a barrier to change.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>8.7 Alignment of attitude to quality</strong></td>
<td>There is no quality culture.</td>
<td>There is no quality culture.</td>
<td>Quality culture is weak.</td>
<td>Quality culture is strong.</td>
<td>Quality culture is ubiquitous.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>8.8 Alignment of attitude to change</strong></td>
<td>The attitude to change is inconsistent.</td>
<td>The attitude to change is varied.</td>
<td>The attitude to change is split along specific lines (team, location, grade).</td>
<td>The attitude to change is widespread, with some known non-aligned areas.</td>
<td>The attitude to change is universal.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>